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5.1 Raw map size vs. grid step size. Grid steps smaller than 0.2m produce
large maps, which becomes impractical when the ROI covers a space of
a large environment (> 20m×20m). Also, the values in a table are for
a single GP map. They have to be multiplied by the number of anchor
nodes and a number of diﬀerent sensor sources to get a ﬁnal table size.
E.g., one anchor node has multiple GP maps including the ToF and
RSS sensor. In practice, the ﬁnal map size should be in the range of
several megabytes, which is tolerable for use on personal computers or
smart devices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
7.1 Command set to conﬁgure the localisation system on-the-ﬂy. Com-
mands are divided into three groups - GET, SET and GENERAL.
SET commands set a node's parameters and return true if the param-
eter was accepted. GET commands return a node's parameters. The
GENERAL commands are used to execute various functions on a node.
The example of function is a node reset, writing or reading from a ﬂash
memory or putting a node into a sleep mode. General commands will
also return true after successful execution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
8.1 Results of experiments using diﬀerent initial states passed into the
NLLS localisation solver. The initial Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
denotes an error between estimated initial states and ground truth;
and execution time denotes time spent to estimate initial states oﬀ-
line (Set-up: UCLA oﬃce, eight anchor nodes, foot-mounted sensor,
duration 100s, 12k states, 10k ToF observations). Solving RMSE rep-
resents error after the solving procedure with the solving time respec-
tively. The SHS method can vary signiﬁcantly depending on the initial
orientation of a trajectory; therefore, the SHS results are only indica-
tive. Triangulation is very fast and simple to implement, but the ﬁnal
result is not optimal. The other three methods (Particle Filter, GP
maps with the normal density function and GP maps with arithmetic
operations) show similar accuracy, but their execution time varies sig-
niﬁcantly. The overall winner is the proposed method using GP maps
and only trivial arithmetic operations since that has the fastest execu-




1.1 A simple block representation of two main localisation techniques that
can be fused together to improve localisation results. The inertial mea-
surements are provided by a sensor that measures the user's movements
and the range-based observations are provided by wireless radios. . . 12
2.1 An example of the environment with a deployment of an RTLS. The
green anchor nodes are usually placed in the corners of a room, and
the multiple red trajectories can be obtained by wearing mobile nodes,
which exchanges the RF signal between multiple anchor nodes and a
mobile node. Many similar conﬁgurations also take into account the
environment's ﬂoor plan, which restricts trajectories, to be placed on
unreachable areas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
2.2 Readers R1 and R2 have known locations and tag T is a mobile node.
The position of a tag transmitted to both readers can be determined
using simple triangulation. For each reader, the AoA of the signal
received from the same tag is calculated and then an algorithm is used
by the location engine to determine the position of tag T . . . . . . . . 21
2.3 The ToA method for a 2D range calculation. The tag is denoted as T ,
while R1, R2 , and R3 are the readers. The signal is transmitted at the
moment t0 and received by readers at the time moments t1, t2 and t3
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
2.4 A minimum of three or four readers are required at known ﬁxed po-
sitions to estimate the tag's position by method TDoA. Each of the
readers receive a signal synchronously from the tag and record when
the signal was received. This information is forwarded to a location
engine which calculates the received signal's time diﬀerence between
each of the readers. In case of three ﬁxed nodes, the tag is located at
the intersection of 3 hyperbolas in a 2D plane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
2.5 Readers R with highly accurate clocks are used which transmit signals
with known departure time values to tags T , also with highly accurate
clocks. The departure time t1 is compared to the arrival time t2, and
with the propagation speed of the signal S, the distance D between
the devices can be estimated. Using three readers, an algorithm can
determine the location of the tag in a 3D space. . . . . . . . . . . . 25
ix
2.6 The ﬁrst ranging measurement is calculated based on a round trip from
node one to node two and back to node one. The second measurement
is calculated based on a round trip from node two to node one and back
to node two. Although several packets need to be exchanged rather
than only one packet, as would be required by synchronized ToA, the
eﬀect of clock drift is eliminated and the clocks do not need to be
synchronized. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.7 The RSSI method to estimate the tag's location. The tag is denoted as
T , while R1, R2 , and R3 are the readers. The signal strength for each
reader is denoted as S1, S2, and S3, respectively. It can be converted
into distance estimation through a path-loss model, in the case of a
range based localisation engine, or used as it is, in the case of ﬁngerprint
localisation technique. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
3.1 Magnetometer output, where no hard or soft iron distortions are present,
form a circle centered at X = 0,Y = 0 and the radius of the circle is
equivalent to the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld, as shown in a). Hard
iron distortions shown in b) will shift the centre of the circle away from
the origin, but will not distort the shape of the circle. Soft iron dis-
tortion will warp the circle into an elliptical shape. An example of
the magnetometer output when both hard and soft iron distortions are
presented is shown in c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
3.2 The calibrated output of the gyroscope x axis. The raw measurements
are compensated by initial bias estimation and scaled by the scale fac-
tor calculated with a nonlinear least-square solver described in Section
3.1.6.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
3.3 An example of sensor calibration is taken from magnetometer output,
where signiﬁcant hard-iron and soft-iron distortions are present. Fig-
ure a) shows a large bias eﬀect, which translates an ellipsoid from the
origin. Soft-iron distortion is visible, due to the diﬀerent length of el-
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RSS in MFS. Preostali robovi {fi, i = 1, . . . , N − 1}, ki delujejo kot
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tako imenovano pedometrijo SHS. Za£etno stanje vseh krogov pred-
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METHODS FOR IMPROVING THE ACCURACY AND
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The outdoor pedestrian localisation problem has, in most cases, been
solved by the Global Positioning System (GPS). Positioning pedestrians
indoors with comparable accuracy remains an open problem. Solving this
problem enables many new applications, including augmented reality, nav-
igational aids, health care, personnel tracking and targeted advertising.
A large variety of diﬀerent methods to solve localisation problems indoors
has been proposed in the past. However, because of the environmental
clutter that causes complex absorption and multiple reﬂections, and due to
the limitation of sensor accuracy, the indoor localisation problem remains
a diﬃcult one.
To begin with, we analyse existing systems and related research literature
to narrow down diﬃcult problems in the ﬁeld of indoor localisation. The
indoor localisation problem is complex and integrates many execution
levels and peripherals. Therefore, rather than focus on a single problem,
we try to understand the overall architecture of the oﬀ-line and real-time
localisation systems and, with that, we try to improve their accuracy and
reliability. The older localisation systems are mainly based on a single
sensor source, but it has been already shown that multi-sensor fusion can
improve localisation results and that with the minimisation of sensors, this
approach is seen as a promising direction in the improvements of indoor
localisation systems.
In general, two main techniques exist to localise pedestrians indoors. The
ﬁrst is based on inertial tracking and provides an accurate short-term
trajectory, while the second is based on triangulation, which suﬀers from
short-term inaccuracy, but provides estimation about long-term move-
ments within a global coordinate frame. These limitations led us to our
research question, and to ﬁnding a way to eﬃciently fuse together both
techniques and include improvements from multi-level calibration, as well
as provide additional information on the localisation model.
Initially, we began with a variety of the inertial navigation systems that
only require that a sensor be carried by a pedestrian. To improve these re-
sults, low-level calibration procedures are presented. However, the nature
of the inertial navigation system is to be accurate under certain assump-
tions, including absolute reference landmarks to translate a pedestrian's
navigation frame into the environment's frame and to compensate in-
evitable long-term sensor drift. This issue is addressed by proposing a
localisation model that fuses together the inertial navigation system with
range-based observations acquired from static nodes. Furthermore, an
additional improvement has been achieved with the integration of sensor
models into the localisation solutions.
Fusing more sensor sources requires more computational power. There-
fore, a novel method based on the pose graph optimisation problem is pre-
sented. The method uses the iterative Non-Linear Least Squares (NLLS)
solver to solve the localisation problem. Further improvements of the sys-
tem are a more eﬃcient representation of sensor models that pre-compute
values and save them into maps. This process decreases run-time com-
plexity from O(N3) to O(1), and allows the integration of sensor models
directly into the localisation solver.
We used the Gaussian Process (GP) method to build sensor models from
a training set. As this requires good ground truth estimates, the common
approach is to use an additional localisation system that provides more
accurate observations as ground truth. These systems are either more
expensive or diﬃcult to set up. Our solution to this problem is the use of
existing sensors in combination with known landmarks to compensate for
long-term sensor drift. The extended NLLS solver is simultaneously used
to correct the pedestrian trajectory, to estimate on-going sensor drift and
to allow for slight deviations in the landmark's absolute location.
For the scope of validation of the proposed methods, we built a localisa-
tion system consisting of ﬁxed and mobile nodes. The localisation system
was initially deployed at a research oﬃce, where we ran numerous ex-
periments and collected hours of data. With a post-processing technique
that runs in semi real-time, we achieve half a metre of localisation error
indoors. Promising results acquired from the oﬀ-line methods led us to an
extension of our localisation model that enables real-time execution. The
results achieved from the real-time localisation system were less accurate
than those from post-processing, but were still within one-metre accuracy
indoors.
This thesis concludes with a summary of the proposed improvements to
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Tlm Time set of times when a user passes through landmarks
fi (·) Cost function
ρi Loss function
F (x) Multi-dimensional function of x
g(x) Gradient vector
J(x) Jacobian matrix
D Set of training samples drawn from a noisy process
y Set of observed measurements drawn from noisy process
X Matrix of the corresponding coordinate points
σ2x Signal variance
µx Signal mean








AoA Angle Of Arrival
AHRS Attitude Heading Reference System
AP Access Point
ATR Automatic Target Recognition
CUPT Constant Velocity Update
DoF Degrees Of Freedom
EDM Electronic Distance Meter
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
FSR Force Sensing Resistor
GP Gaussian Process
HMM Hidden Markov Model
ICP Iterative Closest Point
IDC Iterative Dual Correspondence
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
INS Inertial Navigation System
kNN k-Nearest Neighbor
KF Kalman Filter
LIDAR Light Detection And Ranging
LOS Line Of Sight
LQI Link Quality Indicator
MAC Media Access Control
MEMS Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems
MFS Magnetic Field Strength
ML Machine Learning
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation
HMM Hidden Markov Model
NDF Normal Density Function
NLLS Non Linear Least Square
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NLOS Non Line Of Sight
PDF Probability Density Function
PDR Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
RF Radio Frequency
RFID Radio-Frequency IDentiﬁcation
RMS Root Mean Square
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
ROI Region Of Interest
RSS Received Signal Strength
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
RTLS Real Time Location Systems
RTS Robotic Total Station
RTT Round Trip Time
SA Simulated Annealing
SDS-TWR Symmetrical Double Sided Two Way Ranging
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SVM Support Vector Machine
ToA Time Of Arrival
TDoA Time Diﬀerence Of Arrival
ToF Time Of Flight
TS Total Station
TW-ToF Two Way Time of Flight
UWB Ultra Wideband
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network





In the last decade, research activities on outdoor tracking technology have seen an
explosion of advances. It is expected that in the near future, similar trends for in-
door scenarios will happen, since people spend more than 70% of their lives indoors.
It is currently possible to localise pedestrians outdoors to decimetre precision us-
ing mass-market raw global satellite navigation system receivers; however, localising
pedestrians indoors to a similar accuracy is not yet possible. Location-aware sys-
tems can be a very important component for many scenarios, including augmented
reality, advertising, asset tracking, health care, location-based network access, games,
manufacturing, government, logistics, industry, shopping, security, tour guides and
conference guides. Despite it being a key requirement for many applications, a stan-
dard model for indoor localisation does not yet exist.
Two broad techniques have been mainly used to track people indoors. The
ﬁrst is based on inertial tracking, while the second technique combines a variety
of triangulation-based methods to estimate the user's position indoors. Both of these
techniques have fundamental problems when used for indoor localisation. The range-
based techniques have to deal with the environmental clutter that causes complex
absorption, multi-path and non-line-of-sight radio errors [108]. Also, the inertial
tracking techniques suﬀer from drift over time. They provide accurate results over
short periods, but suﬀer from long-term inaccuracy, because error typically scales
cubically with time. To obtain the absolute position, inertial tracking has to be com-
bined with additional sources of information, such as range-based observations or
landmarks. A simple block diagram of this type of system can be seen in Figure 1.1.














Figure 1.1: A simple block representation of two main localisation techniques that
can be fused together to improve localisation results. The inertial measurements
are provided by a sensor that measures the user's movements and the range-based
observations are provided by wireless radios.
sensor fusion was proposed as a way to make systems more accurate and reliable.
Existing systems use a wide variety of sensing modalities, the data from which is
combined in a number of ways. Some have used multi-sensor fusion [36] and the
application of supervised machine learning techniques to train localisation models
[148]. Given the observations [47], many approaches use sequential Monte Carlo
methods to ﬁnd a likely candidate position, but these methods suﬀer from scaling
problems when more sensors are added to the system.
Since eﬃcient pose graph methods are commonly used in visual localisation [92],
in this thesis, this type of method was applied in combination with GraphSLAM
implementation [63] to solve the range-based localisation problem. This approach
casts localisation as a pose graph optimisation problem, where gradient descent is used
iteratively to solve the sensor's unknown trajectory by maximising the measurement
likelihood. Gaussian Process (GP) regression is used to build measurement models
that capture the spatial correlation of magnetic ﬁeld strength, anchor-speciﬁc radio
signal strength and time-of-ﬂight observations.
Building measurement models to characterise the spatial evolution of signal pat-
terns often requires substantial training overhead. This problem was addressed by
proposing a low-overhead, practical method for characterising non-linear radio signal
propagation for subsequent use in indoor positioning and navigation systems. Specif-
ically, an inertial dead-reckoning based method was proposed for building Gaussian
Process maps that describe the predicted error distributions of a given signal as it
varies across space.
As the primary concern of this thesis is to ﬁnd and apply methods to improve lo-
calisation systems, multi-level sensor calibration procedures and optimal anchor node
placement was also included. A sensor calibration method is essential to improve sen-
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sor performance by removing structural errors in the sensor outputs. Less distorted
sensor measurements produce more accurate estimations in the localisation solver,
as the solver has limited ability to eliminate large non-linearities in sensor output.
The optimal placement of anchor nodes might also preliminarily improve localisation
accuracy. Smart placement considers environmental parameters, such as the environ-
ment's occupancy, probability of multi-path errors, area coverage and maximising the
distance between anchor nodes, in order to predict where in the environment anchor
nodes should be deployed to obtain statistically best performances.
In this chapter, the problem of indoor localisation is explored, with a brief intro-
duction to the relevant topics and an explanation of the importance of the problem.
The speciﬁc questions that this thesis answers are stated, explaining the relevance of
the said questions to the ﬁeld. A brief outline of the thesis structure is provided and
the publications that have resulted from this thesis are also presented.
1.1 Research Questions
The literature surrounding the optimisation of range-based indoor localisation sys-
tems contains many diﬀerent methods and ideas that aim to increase accuracy and
reliability. Most of the methods already proposed implementations in which addi-
tional sensors are fused together to reduce the limitations of each sensor. With the
inevitable progress in the latest technology, many sensors are available in very small
sizes (3 × 3mm) that can be integrated into a mobile node and carried around by
the user. The greater the number of independent sensors included in the localisation
system, the more independent measurements are provided to the localisation opti-
miser. Many localisation algorithms have problems with scaling where more sensors
are added, creating a multi-dimensional problem. Therefore, the ﬁrst question is:
Can we ﬁnd an optimisation method that linearly scales on the number of sensors
and corresponding measurements?. Having achieved this, the additional sources can
be added into the localisation model. Some of them are not even physical sensors, but
learned sensor models representing the spatial evolution of the sensor's signal pattern.
A widely used method to learn spatial variations in the sensor's signal is the Gaussian
Process Machine Learning (ML) technique. In the existing literature, this technique
was already proposed for use in this area, but its execution time is highly dependent
on a number of the training set samples. In practice, the predictions from the GP
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models are too complex to allow execution in real-time. Therefore, the next question
is: How can we optimise execution of the GP models and include them into the
real-time localisation optimiser?. Once a method to integrate GP models directly
into the localisation solver is found, an approach how on to create them needs to be
considered. In general, all ML techniques require essential ground truth estimates to
be able to build a good sensor model. The collection of ground truth observations
within indoor environments is highly unreliable without using expensive equipment,
besides being exceedingly time-consuming in the case of manually estimating ground
truth points called landmarks. The ﬁnal question is, therefore: How can we collect
accurate ground truth data without using expensive equipment and at the same time
limit the amount of the required work?.
1.2 Contributions of This Thesis
This thesis focuses on methods to improve indoor localisation accuracy and reliability,
speciﬁcally in methods, models and algorithms. The main contributions are develop-
ing a localisation model that ﬁts into the optimisation solver, a diﬀerent presentation
of GP models to enable real-time execution, and the Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
(PDR) drift correction method that simpliﬁes the collection of ground truth data.
A summary of the contributions is provided here, with a more thorough description
given in the Conclusions chapter (Chapter 9). The contributions are to:
 Develop a robust localisation model that fuses together diﬀerent sensor sources
including sensor models (Chapter 5).
 Develop a low-overhead corrected inertial navigation-based method to collect
ground truth estimates without using expensive equipment. Ideally, no, or
minimal, external installation should be required to collect ground truth data
(Chapter 4).
 Reduce the required amount of hardware in the localisation system by using
multi-level implementation of the calibration algorithms and methods (Chapter
3 and Chapter 6).
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, a summary and critique of existing methods for indoor localisation
are presented. Both wireless sensor localisation and inertial navigation systems are
covered. This is followed by an analysis of existing methods for collecting accurate
ground truth data, which are essential in building good sensor models. Ground truth
collection is divided into a group that requires expensive equipment and a group that
uses existing pedestrian navigation methods. In the last two sections of this chapter,
the mathematical theory and equations, including sensor fusion algorithms and a
Gaussian Process Machine Learning technique are presented.
In Chapter 3, multi-level calibration methods for Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
sensors and Radio Frequency (RF) radios are covered. Showing the limitations and
error sources of each sensor is crucial to better understand the importance of the
calibration procedures needed to minimise the eﬀect of the sensor's structural errors.
Diﬀerent ways to perform sensor calibration are presented, from the easy-to-execute
manual methods to the more complex methods requiring relatively expensive equip-
ment. Finally, at the end of the chapter, the results of the proposed simpliﬁed cali-
bration methods are presented, compared to those of industrially calibrated sensors.
In Chapter 4, the Inertial Navigation methods that were implemented in this thesis
are presented. These are the well-known Step and Heading System (SHS), followed by
the more complex and accurate Inertial Navigation System (INS). Both approaches
are described in detail, including practical implementation and analytical theory. The
chapter ﬁnishes with a description of the corrected Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR)
ﬁlter, which is an improvement on raw output from the PDR. The proposed Non-
Linear Least Squares method to correct PDR output is one of the contributions of
this thesis. It is an improvement of the existing Linear and Radial drift correction
methods.
In Chapter 5, the main contributions of this thesis are presented. The chapter
starts with a high-level formulation of the proposed localisation model followed by a
detailed explanation of how cost functions are formulated, and initial states predicted
and integrated with GP maps. Cost functions are described for every sensor input
and learned sensor model. Since the system model is very dependent on the scale of
the sensor input, a weights vector is introduced, which weights reliable sources more
than others. The problem of initial state prediction is speciﬁcally addressed, since
non-linear solvers have convergence problems when using inaccurate initial states.
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The last part of the chapter covers how to generate sensor models using GP and how
to convert models into maps, so that these can be used in the localisation solver. A
variety of diﬀerent parameters controlling the creation of GP maps are investigated
in regards to optimal performance of the localisation solver.
In Chapter 6, the question of optimal anchor node placement is addressed. Most
range-based localisation systems include ﬁxed anchor nodes with a known or unknown
position. Therefore, it is crucial to know if some locations for anchor nodes will work
better than others. This problem is approached by deﬁning a non-linear optimisation
system including several cost functions, such as valid places, a probability of a multi-
path error, the covered environment area and distance between anchor nodes. In
addition, the areas in the environment, which are more likely to be occupied, are
investigated in terms of the information added into the optimiser.
In Chapter 7, the physical localisation system is described. The hardware part
of the system consists of extended wireless modules, which are divided into groups
based on their purpose for the localisation system. The software part is divided into an
embedded system, running on the wireless modules, and a stand-alone PC application.
Diﬀerent implementations of PC application were developed to cover collecting data,
controlling the localisation system on-the-ﬂy, and to run a real-time localisation solver.
Besides that, more complex algorithms were implemented in Matlab to speed up
experiments and to generate a variety of diﬀerent illustrative ﬁgures.
In Chapter 8, the experimental results are presented. Many experiments in diﬀer-
ent environments were run, from a small research oﬃce to a large venue centre. The
impact of packet loss and noise was taken into account in validating the performance
of the localisation solver. Several localisation algorithms using the same input data
that was collected during real-world experiments were compared. The second part
of the results section includes results from the ground truth collection method. Sev-
eral experiments were run to investigate the relationship between diﬀerent correction
methods and the number of landmarks used in the correction algorithms.
In Chapter 9, this thesis is concluded. Several interesting future directions for im-
proving indoor localisation systems that have arisen during the course of this research
are suggested.
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1.4 Publications and Software
The work presented in this thesis has resulted in one journal publication and one
conference proceeding, to date:
 J. Medvesek, A. Trost, A. Symington, and S. Hailes. Gaussian process inference
approximation for indoor pedestrian localisation. Electronics Letters, (51), p.
417-419, March 2015.
 P. Martin, J. Medvesek, A. Symington, M. Srivastava, and S. Hailes. Low-
Overhead Gaussian-Process Training for Indoor Positioning Systems. In In-
ternational Conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN),
2015, pages 1-4, Ban, Alberta, Canada, October 2015.
1.4.1 Other Published Work
Beside the main publications, we presented a demo on EWSN 2014 and competed
in the Microsoft Indoor Localisation Competition running in parallel with the IPSN
2015 conference. We won 7-th place in our category, and 12-th place overall out of
24 competing teams (48 teams applied initially).
 J. Medvesek, A. Symington, and S. Hailes. Demo Abstract: Multi-Sensor Fu-
sion for Indoor Pedestrian Tracking. In 11th European Conference on Wireless
Sensor Networks (2014), pages 1-3, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, February
2014.
 A. Symington, J. Medvesek, P. Martin, M. Srivastava, and S. Hailes. Real-time
Indoor localisation using Magnetic, Time of Flight, and Signal Strength Infer-
ence Maps. In International Conference on Information Processing in Sensor
Networks (IPSN '15), pages 1-2, Seattle, WA, USA, April 2015.
1.4.2 Software
Several libraries were developed to support the experimental studies in this thesis and
also as part of the development of full real-time localisation system:
 ITS: The Indoor Tracking System (ITS) Library was developed to manage the
localisation system. Diﬀerent variants of the library were designed to support
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many programming languages and platforms: C#, C++, MATLAB. The main
task of the ITS Library is to handle low-level communication between the local-
isation system and a user application. It manages the communication, passes
data structures and ensures that the communication is reliable.
 ITS Embedded: This is the ﬁrmware running on the embedded nodes. A
library supports reliable communication between nodes, controls the ranging
interval, samples sensor data, runs pre-processing IMU algorithms and manages
a low-power mode to minimise the node's power consumption. It is written in
C and primarily designed for the Contiki [38] operating system. However, with
small architectural changes, it could be ported to other embedded operating
systems.
 RTL: The Real-Time Localisation (RTL) Library is a multi-threaded library de-
veloped to run a real-time localisation system. It is OS independent, supporting
Linux, Mac and Windows OS. The library includes a variety of localisation algo-
rithms, such as the Particle Filter, the NLLS solver and triangulation. Besides
this, it implements real-time ﬁltering to remove observations aﬀected by multi-
path error and supports the integration of Gaussian Process maps. Intermediate
and real-time localisation results are shown in a simple GUI implemented using
a third-party QT Library [85]. It also supports on-the-ﬂy conﬁguration of the
embedded localisation system.
All libraries are available upon request, as some of the parts are still in development
and have to be improved to be widely usable.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Wireless Sensor Localisation
Real Time Location Systems (RTLS) provide immediate or real-time tracking of peo-
ple, animals or objects [33]. In range-based localisation systems, the distance (range)
to multiple anchor nodes from a mobile node is required to uniquely determine the
absolute position of a tagged object in a 2D or 3D space. A typical RTLS system
consists of ﬁxed sensors as anchor nodes that receive wireless signals from a mobile
node attached to a person or an object. Each of the mobile nodes transmits its unique
ID within the exchanged packet, which enables the localisation system to determine
the location of the multiple tagged entities at the same time. A deployment of a
RTLS can be seen in Figure 2.1. Many diﬀerent methods of implementing RTLSs
using wireless schemes have been proposed in the past. They can be eﬀectively cat-
egorised into two basic types - methods based on the signal strength and methods
that measure a signal's propagation time, though Angle of Arrival (AoA) techniques
are also beginning to emerge. Signal strength schemes are commonly referred to as
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) or more advanced Link Quality Indicator
(LQI) methods. The Time-of-Flight (ToF) schemes measure the time that it takes for
an object, particle or an acoustic, electromagnetic or other wave to travel a distance
through a medium. A variety of techniques can be used to measure a propagation
time, which can be converted into a distance by knowing the signal propagation speed.
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Figure 2.1: An example of the environment with a deployment of an RTLS. The
green anchor nodes are usually placed in the corners of a room, and the multiple
red trajectories can be obtained by wearing mobile nodes, which exchanges the RF
signal between multiple anchor nodes and a mobile node. Many similar conﬁgurations
also take into account the environment's ﬂoor plan, which restricts trajectories, to be
placed on unreachable areas.
2.1.1 Specialised Radio-Based Systems
Specialised radio-based systems consist of a node, which integrates a dedicated ra-
dio to provide information that is needed by a localisation system to estimate the
user's location. In most cases, three types of node exist in a localisation system: a
tag (mobile), anchors (ﬁxed) and a server node1. The tags are mobile nodes whose
position is determined by the localisation system. These tags come in a wide range
of conﬁgurations, from simple active RFID tags to more complex RF modules that
include sensors, such as motion, temperature, light and air pressure sensors. Anchor
nodes are usually less complex, including only a wireless radio to communicate with
the tag nodes and the server node. Anchors are, in most cases, ﬁxed nodes with a
known or unknown position, which are used by the localisation system to determine
the position of the tag node [49, 57, 3].
Several well-known, specialised, radio-based techniques are presented in this sec-
tion. These include, but not exclusively, the following:
2.1.1.1 Angle of Arrival
The Angle of Arrival (AoA) is a method for determining the direction of propagation
of a radio-frequency wave received from a tag at a reader (anchor node). The angle
1The server node may be replaced by tag or anchor nodes, especially in large environments, where
the server node is not reachable by all other nodes in the localisation system.
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Figure 2.2: Readers R1 and R2 have known locations and tag T is a mobile node.
The position of a tag transmitted to both readers can be determined using simple
triangulation. For each reader, the AoA of the signal received from the same tag
is calculated and then an algorithm is used by the location engine to determine the
position of tag T .
of a signal can be retrieved if the tag node and ﬁxed nodes use directional sensitive
antenna technology. The AoA is determined by measuring the angle between a line
that runs from the reader to the tag and a line from the reader with a predeﬁned
direction, for instance, the North [146]. This method is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
 Determining the tag position: Knowing the positions of two or more ﬁxed
anchor nodes, the position of a tag node can be determined using triangulation.
The AoA of the received signal from the tag node is calculated on all anchor
nodes and passed to the localisation algorithm.
 Problems with the AoA method: The main limitation of this method is
a requirement for antenna arrays at several cell site locations. The common
number of antennas in an array is between four and twelve, and the accuracy
increases with the number of antenna arrays used. The AoA of received signal
on anchor nodes might not always be the exact angle to the tag, instead, it might
be a result of multi-path reﬂections from walls or obstacles. It is, therefore, best
suited for direct line of sight measurements between tags and anchor nodes.
2.1.1.2 Time of Arrival
The Time of Arrival (ToA) is a method based on the measurement of the propagation
delay of a packet sent from a tag node to one or more ﬁxed anchor nodes or vice versa.
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Figure 2.3: The ToA method for a 2D range calculation. The tag is denoted as T ,
while R1, R2 , and R3 are the readers. The signal is transmitted at the moment t0
and received by readers at the time moments t1, t2 and t3 respectively.
The propagation delay ∆t is calculated as ∆t = ti− t0, where ti is a time of arrival at
anchor node and t0 is a timestamp included in a packet transmitted from a tag node
[112]. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
 Determining the tag position: The distance between a transmitter and a
receiver node can be obtained by multiplying the propagation delay ∆t by the
propagation speed of the signal. The propagation speed of the wireless signal
is known, and in this case, is approximately equal to the speed of light in the
air, though ultrasonic systems have also been built. To uniquely determine a
tag's 2D position, at least three anchor nodes are required. The position can
be seen as the intersection of three or more circles. In a 3D space, at least four
anchor nodes are required to uniquely estimate the tag's position in space. In
this case, the position of a tag is described by the intersection of spheres. The
ToA method requires that the signal from the tag node must be broadcast to all
anchor nodes. This means that the signal will be transmitted from a tag node
at timestamp t0 and be received by receivers (anchor nodes) at the timestamps
t1, t2 . . . tn, respectively.
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Figure 2.4: A minimum of three or four readers are required at known ﬁxed positions
to estimate the tag's position by method TDoA. Each of the readers receive a signal
synchronously from the tag and record when the signal was received. This information
is forwarded to a location engine which calculates the received signal's time diﬀerence
between each of the readers. In case of three ﬁxed nodes, the tag is located at the
intersection of 3 hyperbolas in a 2D plane.
 Problems with the ToA method: The main problem with the ToA method
is an assumption that the clocks at transmitters and receivers are synchronised.
To achieve accurate ∆t estimations, the clocks need to be synchronised at the
nanosecond scale, which is very hard to achieve in reality without developing
high cost synchronised wireless networks.
2.1.1.3 Time Diﬀerence of Arrival
The Time Distance of Arrival (TDoA) method is similar to the ToA method. However,
these methods require clock synchronisation only between anchor nodes. The position
of a tag node can be estimated from the intersection of multiple hyperbolas in a 2D
space, or hyperboloids in a 3D space. If the transmission time is unknown, the anchor
nodes can have diﬀerent hyperbolic curves for the potential locations for diﬀerent
assumed transmit times. The curves that intersect at a single point should specify
the correct transmission time [102]. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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 Determining the tag position: A tag's position is estimated in a location
engine where the time diﬀerence in signal arrival at each of the anchor nodes
is calculated. A minimum of three or four synchronously received signals are
required.
 Problems with the TDoA method: Like the ToA method, the TDoA
method also requires the clocks of each of the anchor nodes to be synchronised.
More accurate clocks produce a better estimate of a tag's location, but increase
the overall cost of the system. To minimise this problem in most systems, the
clocks run loosely synchronised, with a related eﬀect on location precision. The
accuracy of TDoA systems is also aﬀected by multi-path propagation, noise,
and interference, which results in inaccurate intersections of the hyperbolas in
2D space. Consequently, open space or large open buildings are preferable to
ensure a direct line of sight.
2.1.1.4 Time of Flight
The Time of Flight (ToF) method is based on measuring the elapsed time of a trans-
mission between a transmitter and a receiver node [90]. The elapsed time is then
multiplied by the estimated propagation speed of a typical signal through a medium
to get an estimated distance. Because it is based on measuring time, clock accuracy
becomes signiﬁcantly more important than in the previous methods. This method
does not require an additional wireless radio, as it can use the same hardware for data
communication and signal processing. The ToF method is considered to be a secure
method for indoor and outdoor RTLS, and has relatively high accuracy compared to
other methods described above. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
 Determining the tag position: Anchor nodes with highly accurate clocks are
used to transmit signals with known timestamps to tag nodes, which also require
highly accurate and synchronised clocks. The received timestamp that holds a
time when a packet left a wireless radio is subtracted from a timestamp when a
packet was received on the receiver side. Using the estimated propagation speed
of the signal multiplied by the propagation time gives the distance between two
nodes. As for the RSSI localisation engine, multilateration can be used to
estimate the tag's position in a 2D or a 3D space.
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Figure 2.5: Readers R with highly accurate clocks are used which transmit signals
with known departure time values to tags T , also with highly accurate clocks. The
departure time t1 is compared to the arrival time t2, and with the propagation speed
of the signal S, the distance D between the devices can be estimated. Using three
readers, an algorithm can determine the location of the tag in a 3D space.
 Problems with the ToF method: The ToF-based system requires accurate
clocks, which are, in general, the most expensive part of the system. A lower
clock oﬀset and smaller clock drift will improve ranging accuracy. The ToF
signal is still aﬀected by interference from other signals, noise, and multi-path
propagation, but has an advantage over other systems as the cost of additional
hardware is minimal.
2.1.1.5 Symmetrical Double Sided Two Way Ranging
The method that overcomes the inherent diﬃculties of the ToF high accuracy clock
synchronisation is a method that relies on measuring Round Trip Time (RTT). This
method renders the clock synchronisation requirement irrelevant to the measurement
by sending a ranging signal and waiting for an acknowledgment. The RTT wire-
less radio uses highly predictable hardware generated acknowledgment packets where
MAC processing time is assumed to be known on both nodes. Timestamping is done
at the lowest physical layer. The improved version of the RTT is Symmetric Double
Sided Two Way Ranging (SDS-TWR). To eliminate the eﬀect of clock drift and oﬀset,
ranging measurements are taken by both transmitter and receiver, giving two mea-
surements that can then be averaged or rejected, if one of the measurements diﬀers by
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more than a certain threshold compared to the other measurement [87]. The method
is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
 Determining the tag position: The ranging measurement is executed twice,
symmetrically. The ﬁrst ranging measurement is calculated based on a round
trip time from node one to node two and then back to node one. The second
measurement is calculated based on a round trip time from node two to node one
and back to node two. This double-sided ranging measurement zeroes out ﬁrst
order errors, due to the clock drift. The diﬀerence between the time measured
by node one minus the time measured by node two gives twice the time of signal
propagation. After the accurate propagation delay is known, the tag's location
can be estimated in the same way as in the ToF method.
 Problems with the SDS-TWR method: The main problem is the quality
of the clock generated by a crystal oscillator. The round trip time is a rather
long interval compared to a signal's propagation delay from a transmitter to a
receiver. The execution time required on a receiver and a transmitter to pro-
cess the signal is in the range of hundreds of microseconds, where the signal
propagation delay will be in a range of tens of nanoseconds. To obtain accurate
measurements, the acceptable error of the round trip measurement due to os-
cillator drift should not exceed one nanosecond. That level of accuracy requires
a crystal with tolerance of 10ppm or better, which is beyond the quality of the
crystals typically deployed in most RTLS.
2.1.1.6 Ultra Wideband
Ultra Wideband (UWB) communication relies on short duration, pulsed RF technol-
ogy that achieves the highest bandwidth at the lowest possible centre frequency. The
technology can be used for communication, radar, and localisation applications. In
contrast with the most widely used spread spectrum radio technologies, which achieve
a few hundreds of kHz to tens of MHz of bandwidth, the UWB signals are spread
over a few GHz. The UWB-based systems achieve this bandwidth by transmitting an
impulse. In theory, the ideal impulse would provide inﬁnite bandwidth. As a result,
transmissions are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from traditional RF modulated sine waves
[25, 62, 23].
Several diﬀerent approaches can be used in implementing a UWB system. The
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Figure 2.6: The ﬁrst ranging measurement is calculated based on a round trip from
node one to node two and back to node one. The second measurement is calculated
based on a round trip from node two to node one and back to node two. Although
several packets need to be exchanged rather than only one packet, as would be required
by synchronized ToA, the eﬀect of clock drift is eliminated and the clocks do not need
to be synchronized.
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ﬁrst approach is to transmit waveforms infrequently and to use relatively high energy
pulses. The second approach is based on sending low energy pulses hundreds of
millions of times per second. The last is to incorporate some level of coherent signal
processing. Coherent signal processing allows information to be spread over multiple
pulses. Increasing the degree to which information is spread will result in an increase
in the operating range, increase of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and an increase in the
dynamic range.
One of the main advantages of using a UWB ranging system over a narrowband
system is that the UWB system is much more likely to resolve multi-path problems,
and with that, enable localisation in highly cluttered environments. The multi-path
can be better resolved, due to the high GHz-range bandwidth, giving individual pulses
a physical length in a range of ten centimetres. The UWB system can separate multi-
path reﬂections from the main signal by focusing only on the ﬁrst arriving pulse.
 Determining the tag position: Approaches to ranging in UWB systems
mirror those described earlier. They might use: TDoA, AoA and TwoWay Time
of Flight (TW-ToF). The most commonly used and robust method is TW-ToF.
It provides range measurements with an accuracy of less than one centimetre and
works well in extremely challenging environments. The technique is based on
the transmission of a packet of pulses from a tag node to a corresponding anchor
node and the subsequent transmission of a packet from the anchor node to the
tag node. At a high level, the ﬁrst packet is used to measure the arrival time and
the second packet provides a time reference for determining the transmit time.
The result of packet exchange is signal propagation time, which then needs to be
converted into a distance. The tag's location can then be estimated by passing
distances from multiple anchor nodes into a multilateration or similar method.
 Problems related with the UWB method: The fundamental limitation of
the UWB systems is associated with bandwidth. A typical UWB-based system
operates with power levels of less than 50mW . The regulatory agencies have, in
general, limited the transmit power of UWB systems, because of the large band-
widths that UWB occupies. A consequence, the operation of UWB systems is
limited to short range applications. However, the coherent signal processing
allows range and performance to be signiﬁcantly extended in comparison to a
narrowband system with similar transmit power. Furthermore, the UWB sig-
nals are very hard to detect for several reasons. Firstly, because of the low
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transmit power and secondly, because transmissions are pseudo-randomly en-
coded and modulated, the signal appears similar to noise and is spread evenly
over approximately 1 to 2GHz of bandwidth. Another major problem with
UWB systems is clock distribution to synchronise nodes. In order to operate
reliably, nodes have to maintain system timing accuracies of < 10ps. That level
of precision requires the implementation of a highly agile timing system, built
into custom silicon.
2.1.2 Non-Specialised Radio-Based Systems
Like specialised radio-based systems, the non-specialised systems are based on anchors
and tag nodes whose position the system needs to determine. The main diﬀerence is
that the information about a distance between nodes can be obtained directly from
a general purpose radio, which makes every wireless system potentially useful as a
localisation system without a need for any dedicated hardware. The Received Signal
Strength Indication (RSSI or RSS) and more advanced Link Quality Indicator (LQI)
is used in non-specialised systems to obtain the required information used by the
localisation system. Both methods provide an estimation about link quality when
the packet was exchanged.
2.1.2.1 Received Signal Strength
The Received Signal Strength Indication can be used as an indicator of distance
between a transmitter and a receiver, without the need for accurate clocks in the
system or for bespoke hardware. Three or more Access Points (e.g. 802.11 APs) are
required to track the device location. The distance between a tag and an anchor node
is determined by converting the value of the received signal strength into a distance
measurement based on the transmitter's signal output power and on a particular
path-loss model. The RSSI is typically represented as a one-byte integer [28]. The
method is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
 Determining the tag position: The multilateration method is used to esti-
mate a tag's location from three or more range observations. The distance is
estimated by a path-loss model. The general model is a simple path-loss model,
but more advanced models include diﬀerent parameters, such as low-level de-
tails from a radio integrated circuit and the current environmental parameters.
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Figure 2.7: The RSSI method to estimate the tag's location. The tag is denoted as T ,
while R1, R2 , and R3 are the readers. The signal strength for each reader is denoted
as S1, S2, and S3, respectively. It can be converted into distance estimation through
a path-loss model, in the case of a range based localisation engine, or used as it is, in
the case of ﬁngerprint localisation technique.
Multilateration is usually based on a least-square optimisation method to form
the estimate of a tag's location.
 Problems with the RSSI method: RSSI measurements are predicted on the
assumption that signal strength is indicative of distance and does not change in
time. Signal fading, environmental changes and changes in antenna orientation,
all have signiﬁcant eﬀects on resulting RSS. The key problem is that there
are large diﬀerences relative to a simple path-loss model if the signal needs
to propagate through diﬀerent obstacles, such as walls, pillars, furniture, the
human body or windows. Consequently, in practice, the estimated distances
from the RSSI observation may be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the truth.
2.1.3 Fingerprinting
Fingerprinting is a localisation approach based on the behaviour of signal propagation
and information about the geometry of the environment to convert RSSI observations
into location hypotheses from distances [58]. In most cases, RSSI observations are
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used as ﬁngerprints. However, other sensors, such as magnetic, ambient light, acoustic
background noise, etc, may be used as potential sources of ﬁngerprints. To eliminate
multiple notations in this section, the RSSI notation will be used to represent informa-
tion from a variety of sensor types. The theory underpinning ﬁngerprint-based indoor
localisation relies on the assumption that each location in the area shows diﬀerent
signal features. By relying on the diﬀering signals in diﬀerent places, a set of hypothe-
ses about the current object's location can be formed. The indoor ﬁngerprint-based
localisation systems can be divided into two subgroups: radio-map based ﬁngerprint
localisation systems, and map-free ﬁngerprint localisation systems.
2.1.3.1 Map-Based Fingerprinting
Due to reﬂections, attenuations, the eﬀect of multi-path propagation, and penetra-
tion losses through obstacles, the use of RSSI signal indoors to estimate distance to
anchor nodes (often called beacons) is, in practice, unreliable. On the other hand,
ﬁngerprinting systems require only the collection of RSSI values at several locations
to form a database of location ﬁngerprints. Consequently, the deployment of the
ﬁngerprinting-based localisation system generally consists of two phases [124, 70].
In the oine phase, a radio-map that contains locations and the corresponding
signal features at that point is generated during the training phase; these are stored
in a database. Radio-maps can be divided into two groups: mean value radio-maps
and Probability Density Function (PDF) radio-maps. The mean value radio-map
includes a limited number of measured points on the map, whereas the PDF radio-
map represents every point of the map.
In the online phase, the mobile node collects several RSSI values from diﬀerent
ﬁxed anchor nodes and sends the observations to a server that applies a positioning
algorithm to estimate the target's location.
 Determining the tag position: Using the mean value radio-map, the most
commonly used estimation method is the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) method;
this is used to obtain the most likely current location of the tag. Other methods,
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
can be used as more advanced alternatives. In the PDF radio-map, Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and Bayesian estimation can be adopted to esti-
mate the most likely location for the tag.
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 Problems with the Map-Based Fingerprinting method: There are three
main challenges in designing and developing a map-based ﬁngerprinting system.
Because the quality of the generated radio-map is directly related to the pre-
cision of indoor localisation, this must be accurate. The generation of such a
radio-map brings a signiﬁcant problem of collecting the samples and this pro-
cess requires a considerable amount of time, particularly when the localisation
system is deployed in a large area. The second problem is that of searching
through the stored samples; this can be time-consuming in large databases.
The last issue is unpredictable variation in an already-generated map. Changes
in the placement of the furniture or people will aﬀect the propagation of the
wireless signal, and hence, this will aﬀect the accuracy of the result.
2.1.3.2 Map-Free Fingerprinting
As mentioned in the map-based ﬁngerprinting section, the general ﬁngerprinting local-
isation method can be extended to include various wireless technologies and sensors,
besides RSSI from the radio. However, the space complexity of maintaining multiple
radio and sensor maps become a problem when trying to build and use high quality,
detailed, maps. Also, the overall complexity of the localisation system increases when
more maps are fused into it. The proposed solution to the reduction of complexity
is the map-free ﬁngerprint method, which provides an alternative way of localising
using ﬁngerprints [147, 137].
 Determining the tag position: The map-free ﬁngerprinting localisation
method is based on the detection of special patterns in a sensor's signal. Certain
locations inside the environments, like an elevator, corridor, stairs, etc, may pro-
duce unique patterns in a sensor's signal. Since the signal has a unique pattern
at a given landmark, the localisation system can match this with the samples
in a database and, from that, identify plausible locations; By adding movement
information obtained from an inertial unit, this method can also approximate
the tag's location between landmarks.
 Problems related with the Map-Free Fingerprinting method: The main
problem of this method is a relatively low accuracy of pattern matching, as mul-
tiple landmarks can have similar patterns. An increased number of landmarks
will provide more frequent updates of the tag's location, but, at the same time,
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will increase the probability of detecting a false landmark, as the system will
include more similar patterns. Without using the object's movements, a map-
free localisation system can only localise objects at landmarks. Consequently,
this method does not support static localisation.
2.2 Inertial Navigation
Inertial navigation has become increasingly popular in the last decade, mostly be-
cause of the explosion of interest in Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)-based
IMUs. With the continual miniaturisation of IMUs and processing nodes, Pedestrian
Dead Reckoning (PDR) systems are becoming feasible options for indoor navigation.
PDR describes a method by which inertial measurements are ﬁltered to obtain an
estimate of the relative path taken by the subject. Approaches can be divided into
Step and Heading Systems (SHS) or full inertial navigation systems (INS) [59]. Both
approaches infer position and orientation from information related to acceleration
and angular velocity provided by accelerometers and gyroscopes, respectively. The
INS approach typically uses a full six degree-of-freedom (6DoF ) kinematic ﬁlter to
maintain the estimation of an object's 3D position, velocity and orientation, as well
as in-run sensor biases. As with all INSs, acceleration is integrated twice through
orientation to update position, and so the resulting position error grows quadrati-
cally with time. Due to sensor noise, even well-calibrated systems can yield position
drift of tens of meters within a few seconds of operation. To mitigate this problem,
systems typically identify step events by thresholding acceleration or angular velocity
[118], and exploit the fact that the foot is stationary during this interval to forcibly
reset velocity to zero [141].
The PDR systems provide the change in the user's position relative to their last
location rather than their absolute location, due to a missing absolute reference. They
do not require any pre-installed infrastructure inside environments, but, without an
external reference, errors quickly accrue. They oﬀer a degree of location privacy, since
the user can choose not to share the information with any third party. Regardless of
the high potential value of the PDR systems, they have several drawbacks:
 Integration and ongoing drift errors have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the long-term
accuracy of the PDR systems. Integration carried out from biased measure-
ments results in a drift in position and orientation that is accumulated with
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time. Integration error is mainly addressed by implementing zero-velocity up-
dates (ZUPTs) that rely on the placement of the IMU on a foot and that reset
the integration error every time the foot is deduced to be stationary. The slow
bias error that is introduced by the noise and ﬂuctuations in a typical IMU
sensor is much harder to compensate for. Normally, it is estimated over longer
periods, when a user meets landmarks with a known relative or absolute posi-
tion. Detection of a landmark can be provided by a third-party sensor, such
as an RFID tag, or by the IMU sensor itself. If the pattern in the sensor's
signal matches a predeﬁned pattern for an area including objects, such as steps,
elevators or doors, then this can be used as a compensation landmark.
 All PDR-based systems require that the IMU sensor must be carried by a user all
the time. System accuracy signiﬁcantly increases when the sensor is attached to
a user's foot, which is a challenging requirement for normal users. One possible
solution involves the design of a shoe into which an IMU sensor is integrated,
but it is unlikely that this will be convenient enough for use in daily life. The
alternative is the widespread deployment of smartphones that already contain
the relevant sensors and bring a near-ubiquitous deployment of inertial devices.
The accuracy of a non-foot-mounted PDR system cannot be comparable to a
foot mounted system in most cases, but signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes deployment.
2.2.1 Step and Heading Systems
Step and Heading Systems (SHS) output a series of step length and step heading
vectors. The step length and step heading vector is used to construct a 2D vector
space for tracking a user's position. The trajectory is then created incrementally by
adding each 2D vector to the previous one. Although these vectors could be derived
simply by degrading the INS output, they can also be estimated without using the
triple integration that leads to the drift problem of INS methods. As an example, step
cycle detection can be used to identify the sensor data associated with a single step
and the length may then be directly estimated from its duration without integration.
The fundamental cycle for the SHS is to identify subsets of the data corresponding
to individual steps or strides, to estimate the length of the step and to estimate the
step heading or change in heading [72, 59].
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2.2.1.1 Step Detection
The initial requirement of the SHS algorithm is accurate step counting, but many
improved systems also require accurate step segmentation. As a result, there are two
main algorithm types:
 Stance detection: Algorithms for stance detection identify periods of data
throughout which a given foot is planted on the ﬂoor. This technique requires a
foot mounted sensor. In general, these methods are appropriate for step count-
ing but provide poor segmentation output. Typical stance detection algorithms
are threshold-based. The main assumption is that the foot-mounted sensor will
be static during the stance phase, and the inertial sensors should report a corre-
sponding lack of activity that thresholding can easily identify. Most algorithms
use a simple threshold on the angular velocity or accelerometer magnitude, but
combinations have also been trialed. The main disadvantage of a threshold-
based stance detection method is the requirement for a user to carry around at
least one foot-mounted sensor [141, 89].
 Step cycle detection: Algorithms that recognise step cycles detect cycles in
the sensor data caused by the repetitive motion of walking. This operation may
involve searching for repeating data patterns or for repeating events, such as
heel-strike. Many techniques have been developed to identify accurately speciﬁc
events for data segmentation, as well as to allow the sensors to gather data from
elsewhere on the body. The ﬁrst is a peak detection method, which relies on the
fact that the heel strike is associated with sharp changes in vertical acceleration.
Standard peak detection algorithms can be used to highlight potential strikes.
The peak detection algorithms may become very complex due to a problem
with multiple local peaks generated when a foot impacts the ground, as a result
of the sensor bounce. The second method is a cheaper way to use the cyclic
property, and relies on monitoring the acceleration or angular velocity value
for zero crossings. This algorithm is mostly used for pedometers or activity
monitors due to its simplicity. The third method is implementing an auto-
correlation or template matching, assuming that the cyclic nature of walking
leads to a strong periodicity in the sensor data, regardless of the attachment
site. The cycle can be extracted by seeking maxima in the mean-adjusted auto-
correlation of a sequence of sensor data, such as the acceleration magnitude. If a
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sample sequence of data for a step or stride has previously been collected, cross-
correlation with this `template' data can also identify steps or strides using the
same process. The last method is a spectral analysis, which involves computing
the frequency spectrum of the cyclic data and identifying strong peaks at typical
stepping frequencies. Windowed subsets that include at least two cycles of data
are converted to the frequency domain, and the dominant frequency is taken as
the walking frequency. The last two methods depend on identifying periodicity
in the sensor signals. It is hard to write such algorithms to handle changes in
walking speed, to capture one-oﬀ steps or to reject false positives caused by
any repetitive movement within the expected frequencies. However, it is most
common for humans to adopt a natural and consistent walking pace, for which
such algorithms are highly robust [155, 121].
Both, stance detection and step cycle detection methods are usually applied to ac-
celerometer or gyroscope signals after applying a low-pass ﬁlter to remove noise. Filter
cut-oﬀ frequencies of around 20Hz retain the step periodicity, although ﬁltering down
to 2 or 3Hz has also been used in special cases.
2.2.1.2 Step Length Estimation
The simplest approach to estimating step length is to assert it as a constant. The step
length can diﬀer from person to person, but can be approximated for an individual
from step frequency, gender and height. Pedestrians have a natural walking pace
with a surprisingly constant step length, which fails when they are rushing or walking
with others [104]. To address this problem, several more accurate methods have been
developed. The ﬁrst is a dynamic step length estimation procedure based on the
maximum vertical displacement of the hip [156]. The stride length was shown to be a
function of the bounce and the vertical angle between the highest and lowest point of
the hip during a single stride. This angle can be taken as a constant or estimated from
the length of a user's leg. The second method is based on step lengths of the observed
step frequencies, which can be estimated using the step detection techniques described
in the section above [126]. The third method is based on medical research that shows
a tight relationship between step frequency and the walking speed. Although the
precise relationship is non-trivial, it is common to ﬁt a linear relationship. The last
group of methods is based on the direct measures of each user's step [94]. One of
the options is to use an ultrasonic sensor mounted on the front and back of each
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shoe or a Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) inside it. Such techniques unquestionably
produce higher quality displacement estimates. However, the increase in accuracy is
often negligible since the larger heading drift is typically the limiting factor. Finally,
some systems estimate step lengths iteratively by evaluating the paths produced using
diﬀerent lengths and using building maps to determine the optimal length.
2.2.1.3 Step Heading Estimation
The step heading is typically estimated with the use of both the gyroscope and ac-
celerometer data. Some methods fuse these together with magnetometer data [1].
The perpetual force of gravity is measured by an accelerometer, and its measure-
ments give a partially absolute estimate of a device's orientation, represented by the
tilt angles. A single integration of gyroscope signals provides estimates of heading
change. The existing problem of using only a gyroscope sensor is poor long-term
accuracy, due to sensor noise and random walk drift. This necessitates the use of
complex methods in compensation. The approach using only a magnetometer does
not suﬀer from the long-term drift, but is instead very noisy. Most indoor environ-
ments include disturbing magnetic ﬁelds that come from electronic equipment as well
as from ferromagnetic materials. One way to reduce the ongoing drift in the gyro-
scope approach is to estimate the gyroscope bias. Ongoing bias can be estimated by
applying one of the Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) methods, which fuse
together the accelerometer and gyroscope, or in some cases even the magnetometer,
and data [140, 64]. The AHRS methods are designed to eliminate the imperfections of
each sensor, relying on the assumption that sensors are uncorrelated and the output
from one sensor can compensate the output from another.
2.2.2 Inertial Navigation Systems
The Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a system that tracks a user's position by esti-
mating a full 3D trajectory of the wearable sensor at any given moment in time. The
INS systems used in aeronautic and military domains are very accurate and reliable,
but they are too bulky and expensive to be usable in PDR systems. For that reason,
the strapdown versions are used to track pedestrians. The strapdown conﬁguration
combines all IMU sensors into a small rigid package that is easily integrated into a
wearable device [128]. The principles of inertial navigation are very simple. The ﬁrst
derivative of the position is the velocity and the second derivative of the position is the
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acceleration. Consequently, starting at stationary, integrating the acceleration once
and twice renders the velocity and the change in position, respectively. To obtain
the acceleration in the navigation or world reference coordinate frame, the measure-
ment vector gained from a 3-axis accelerometer in the body frame (three mutually
perpendicular measurement axes pointing in arbitrary world directions) must be ﬁrst
transformed to the navigation coordinate frame, followed by the subtraction of the
earth's gravity acceleration component. This is done by fusing a 3-axis accelerometer
with a 3-axis gyroscope, which measures the rotational rate of the system. The rela-
tive orientation of the IMU is then used to transform the accelerometer measurements
into a navigation frame. This operation is necessary for the PDR systems, because
the axes of a wearable device are rarely aligned with the navigation coordinate frame.
Furthermore, during the walking cycle, a wearable device will also continuously rotate
with respect to the navigation frame [136]. Integrating the angular velocity in parallel
with a double integration of accelerations introduces a triple integration system that
is potentially aﬀected by a cubic growth of the error in time represented as drift.
Many strapdown inertial navigation algorithms have been designed. Most of them
are based on the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [7]. The EKF limits drift by using a
complementary or indirect form to track the errors in the system's state rather than
the system state directly. A 16-state model is commonly used, consisting of a 3D
position and velocity vector, 4D orientation vector represented by quaternions and
six states to model the ongoing accelerometer and gyroscope biases.
2.2.2.1 Velocity Updates
To counter integration errors, it is necessary to regularly close the integration loop by
applying external constraints to the system. The most widespread PDR constraint
is provided by Zero Velocity Updates (ZUPTs) [132]. However, Constant Velocity
Updates (CUPTs) [83] or Angular Velocity Updates (AUPTs) [73] can also be used to
control the integration error. In the zero velocity updating method, the velocity error
can be reset during the stance phase, provided that a sensor is attached to the foot.
ZUPTs can be incorporated into the INS structure by formulating them as pseudo-
measurements of zero velocity. The result of ZUPTs is that the open loop integration
only occurs during the swing phase of the foot to which the sensor is attached. This
interval starts when a foot completely contacts the ground and ends when a foot is
starting to rise. For such a short duration, drift accrual is limited, and longer tracking
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duration is thus feasible. Since zero velocity updating plays a crucial role in reducing
position errors, it is important to detect the zero velocity interval accurately. For that
reason, ZUPTs can only be applied when the foot (and hence foot-mounted sensor)
is completely static. Issues can arise when the sensor is attached any higher than
the ball of the foot. The peeling motion associated with the transition from stance
to swing means the heel rises soon after the foot-down event and hence, a sensor
in the mid-foot will start experiencing an acceleration as the foot levers up. These
small accelerations occur before the strict end of the stance phase, and it is necessary
to account for these errors by applying a non-zero covariance alongside the ZUPT
pseudo-measurement. Many diﬀerent techniques were introduced to detect ZUPTs
reliably. Most of the methods are based on the thresholding of accelerometer and
gyroscope values. If detected foot activity is less than the predetermined threshold
value for a speciﬁed amount of time, then it is assumed that a foot is in full contact
with the ground. During that time, the velocity and angular rate are assumed to
be zero. More advanced methods are based on machine learning approaches using
Hidden Markov models [24].
2.2.2.2 Magnetometer Corrections
Most of the latest INSs already include a triaxial magnetometer in addition to the ac-
celerometer and gyroscope sensors that are necessary for running a PDR ﬁlter. More-
over, some solutions even integrate the magnetometer sensor into the same package.
This simpliﬁes INSs by using a single-chip solution providing full 9DoF motion de-
tection. The magnetometer provides a direct estimate of the user's absolute heading,
which is particularly useful for correcting the inevitable heading drift that accrues
in the INS, even when ZUPTs are applied. Magnetometer readings are incorporated
into a kinematic ﬁlter by applying them as absolute heading measurements [105].
However, the Earth's magnetic ﬁeld is relatively weak at its surface and modern
buildings, ﬁlled with metal and conducting wires, can overpower the natural signal,
leading to local disturbances. In some buildings, disturbances in the magnetic ﬁeld
limit the possibility of using magnetometers. Diﬀerent building materials have sig-
niﬁcantly diﬀerent eﬀects on magnetometers, producing heading errors of up to 100°.
A common correction algorithm is to reject any readings for which the magnitude
lies outside some tolerable range of the expected value. It was noted that this can
be overzealous since vertically polarised magnetic ﬁelds will aﬀect the magnitude but
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not the horizontal heading [4]. To use this knowledge requires that the pose of the
sensor in the world frame of reference must be known, so there are practicality issues.
Furthermore, disturbances of a local magnetic ﬁeld are also subject to variations in
the Earth's core and the composition of the ground. A high composition of iron ore
will interfere with the magnetic ﬁeld. There are also signiﬁcant time-varying changes,
where the declination angle changes by up to 0.4° in a day. Changes over time are
due to magnetic storms and secular variation, which induce changes on a timescale
ranging from milliseconds to millions of years. Combining both the gyroscope and
magnetometer inputs has shown potential improvements since the two sensors have
diﬀerent error characteristics. The gyroscope gives poor long-term orientation, while
the magnetometer is subject to short-term orientation errors. The result of sensor
fusion shows that an improvement may be possible; however, this occurs mostly in
environments that were not reported to suﬀer from strong magnetic disturbances.
Magnetic disturbances can also be modelled within the EKF framework [151]. By as-
suming a high spatial frequency of disturbances, the EKF can estimate the covariance
in the heading measurement [60]. Normally only a few, or even a single magnetome-
ter reading per step is optimal to avoid biasing a result. Regardless of the ﬁlter type
that incorporates magnetic readings into the existing PDR models, its purpose is
only to eliminate drift in the device's orientation. An array of spatially separated,
non-collocated magnetometers was introduced to enhance the detection of magnetic
disturbances [120]. However, more detailed testing in a wide variety of environments
will be needed, before magnetic sensors can be used as a reliable heading estimator.
2.2.3 Mapping
Unfortunately, the lack of reliable heading estimations will inevitably lead to a posi-
tion error over time. The main factor here is a long-term drift in orientation. This
drift has to be reduced to make INSs, at least in theory, usable in any of the real-world
scenarios. The existing solution is to utilise information about the physical surround-
ings represented by the environment's ﬂoor map. This process is called mapping,
where the output from PDR system is combined with knowledge about the surround-
ings in which the RTLS is operating [74]. This could be knowledge about the position
of walls, corridors, or rooms. With such information, many erroneous trajectories can
be ruled out. A typical mapping algorithm used in RTLS will check certain conditions
at each step. One such condition can be that no wall is between the start and the
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end position of the step [42].
Numerous mapping algorithms have been developed. In each step, the algorithm
ﬁrstly updates the old position with information from the PDR system. After that, it
passes the updated position to the mapping algorithm. Some are rather trivial [71],
where others are based on sophisticated mathematics [32]. The main advantage of
the well-designed mapping algorithms is that they can signiﬁcantly reduce the drift of
both heading and position estimation [13]. Most of the trivial algorithms compare the
estimated trajectory against physically possible paths. Information about these paths
is stored in ﬂoor plan maps. By always placing the updated position on a walking
path, walls and other objects are avoided. One of the more advanced, and also
commonly used methods to fuse together map information with the PDR trajectory
data is a Particle Filter. This is based on Bayesian principles; it tests many diﬀerent
hypotheses and tries to reject those which do not fulﬁll certain criteria.
2.2.3.1 Particle Filter
Using the Particle Filter (PF) to fuse together positions and orientations provided
by the PDR system with the map features can address both the initialisation and
position drift problem. Previous work has shown that using map features to correct
the position drift of the INS allows high precision indoor navigation to be maintained
indeﬁnitely if suﬃcient map constraints exist [56, 10, 142, 6]. If the number of particles
is kept high enough to model the uncertainty, the input to the PF can be displacement
and change in orientation from the SHS. In that case, it can be called SHS-PF. The PF
uses a set of samples as particles to represent the probability density functions (PDFs)
of a set of states, and the PDFs may be multi-modal or non-Gaussian. Weights are
used to diﬀerentiate between particles, allowing a measure of quality to be assigned,
but the number of active particles is critical for the eﬃcient execution of the PF.
The number of particles must be large enough to represent the PDFs; however, too
many of them will make the computational cost of the method excessively high. In
a 2.5D localisation ﬁlter, each particle state represents a user's possible 2D position
and heading. Each particle also includes a Room ID and ﬂoor number to enable
multi-ﬂoor localisation [77]. When a new step occurs, the particles are propagated
according to their previous state and the new observations. During the propagation
step, some particles become more likely than others. Those probabilities are then
used as weights when the ﬁnal estimation is calculated. The PF is an iterative ﬁlter
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with three traditional steps in each iteration and initial states estimation:
1. Initialisation: At system startup, a ﬁxed number of particles are initialised.
Their state vectors are then populated with values drawn from suitable distri-
butions. Without knowing anything about the initial position and heading, a
large number of particles need to be initialised to cover the entire area. The
PF will need many iterations to solve the initial problem, and any building
symmetry will make this step even more complicated and unreliable. For this
case, additional initial information about user's location or orientation will sig-
niﬁcantly help the PF to converge to the expected solution. Initial information
can be provided by the user or it can be taken from other sensors, such as WiFi
radios or the magnetometer for orientation. The weights of the particles are set
to the same value, because they are all equally likely.
2. Propagation: At each step, the state vector of each particle is propagated
according to the new step length and change in orientation. For each particle,
the measurement is perturbed using a model of the measurement uncertainties.
3. Update: In this step, the map constraints can be applied through the particle's
weight. A particle whose weight is set to zero will not survive the resampling
step and be re-used in the following iteration. Conversely, one whose weight is
unchanged will compete with other particles to survive in the next iteration.
The most common way for a particle to be removed is through a wall crossing.
If a particle crosses a mapped wall, its weight will be by default set to zero.
Other, more subtle weighing methods may also be applied to the particles at
this stage. If there is available information from other sources, such as WiFi
ﬁngerprinting, the particles can be weighted according to the degree to which
their position and the measured signal strengths match those in the ﬁngerprint
database.
4. Resampling: A new particle set is generated by resampling existing particles.
The input to the multinomial resampling algorithm is a set of normalised particle
weights. Particles with zero weight are not resampled while those with higher
weights are resampled (duplicated) multiple times to maintain the total number
of particles. Resampling ensures that the particle set is distributed over likely
locations rather than unlikely ones.
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A variety of SHS-PF systems were developed to incorporate map features into INSs.
In most methods, a new step vector is incorporated in the propagation state rather
than in the update state, which can also be used as a fusion step in the system.
Without this modiﬁcation, the propagation step may move many of the particles
in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent directions to those described in the measured step vectors.
Consequently, they would be assigned low probabilities in the update step. This
conﬁguration of PF will require more particles (and hence more processing power)
to ensure that enough particles with high probability persist at the true position.
PF implementations mostly diﬀer in selected resampling strategy and in the amount
of history they keep. Many diﬀerent mathematical and statistical approaches have
been proposed for the resampling step. Some of them use only a diﬀerent probability
equation, but a few methods also dynamically control the number of active particles
[82]. Keeping a limited history of each particle's ancestors will allow the deletion of
an entire trajectory when a particle was killed due to a wall constraint. This variant
of backward belief propagation is useful to improve position estimates made in the
past, but is clearly only approachable when live positioning is not a requirement.
The evaluations of SHS-PF systems in a controlled environment, where a single user
was walking continuously for tens of minutes using foot-mounted sensors, indicate
tracking accuracies of around 1m [143].
2.3 Ground Truth Collection
The collection of ground truth data is necessary to obtain a training set, which is a
must for any supervised Machine Learning (ML) algorithm [99, 16]. A good training
set is required for the Gaussian Process ML technique (Section 2.5), in order to
characterise the spatial evolution of radio signal patterns, which may improve indoor
localisation accuracy. The main concept of a training procedure is to run both systems
in parallel, more speciﬁcally to have a pedestrian carry a sensor inside an environment,
while simultaneously being tracked by a more accurate system to obtain a ground
truth data. Diﬀerent approaches can be used, but the initial requirement will be that
the system for collecting ground truth data should have better accuracy than the
system that is to be trained. In the next section, laser scanners will be introduced as
highly reliable systems for collecting ground truth, but they are usually very expensive
or require multiple operators. In the second section, a low-overhead PDR based
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system will be introduced. This does not require any special and expensive equipment,
but shows a lower overall accuracy in collected ground truth data. However, it will
later be shown that the proposed NLLS based PDR drift correction method can
signiﬁcantly improve results in comparison to the well-known Linear and Radial drift
correction methods.
2.3.1 Laser Scanners
Geodetic techniques using laser scanners have been used for decades in the monitoring
of outdoor structures. However, there is no reason not to use them indoors to track a
slowly walking person and collect her trajectory [154]. Laser scanners can be divided
into many diﬀerent types; however, only two of them will be presented. The ﬁrst is
a Robotic Total Station (RTS), based on an electronic theodolite integrated with an
electronic distance meter. The expected accuracy of the system is several millimeters
[145]. The second laser scanner is becoming very popular in indoor tracking and is
based on Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) as a means of collecting an enormous
number of points (a point cloud) to estimate a user's indoor location [111]. LIDAR
systems are less accurate than RTS, but their accuracy is still at the centimeter level
[34], which satisﬁes the condition of the required accuracy of the system that provides
ground truth. The main disadvantage of both systems is the price of the equipment,
which can reach tens of thousands of pounds or more.
2.3.1.1 Robotic Total Station
The Total Station (TS) is an electronic theodolite (transit) integrated with an Elec-
tronic Distance Meter (EDM) to read slope distances from the instrument to a par-
ticular point. The extended version of it, called a robotic total station, allows the
operator to control the instrument from a distance via remote control, plus it supports
an option for Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) [110]. With this option, the RTS
is capable of providing precise vectors to a static or moving target and taking auto-
matic measurements of angles and distances once lock has been established manually.
This function enables the tracking of users indoors. Measurement of distance is ac-
complished with a modulated infrared carrier signal, generated by a small solid-state
emitter within the instrument's optical path, and reﬂected by a prism reﬂector or the
object under survey. In practice, only angles and distances are measured from the
RTS to points under survey, and the x, y, z coordinates of surveyed points relative
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to the total station position are calculated using trigonometry and triangulation. To
determine an absolute location, the RTS requires line-of-sight observations and must
be set up on a known point or with line-of-sight to two or more points with a known
location. The maximum expected sampling rate of the RTS is around 10Hz ; however,
samples can be interpolated, during post-processing if needed [131].
Collecting ground truth with the RTS requires a user to carry a mobile node
that records range observations, as well as a prism with line-of-sight to the RTS.
The latest models of RTS already implement an internal prediction algorithm of a
user's expected movement and keep track of the prism, even if it is obscured for a
short period (a few seconds). This prediction method turned out to be essential when
tracking a prism in a cluttered indoor environment that includes small obstacles and
pillars.
2.3.1.2 Light Detection And Ranging
Vision and Light Detection And Ranging sensors have been recently explored as a
means of enhancing indoor navigation systems. Due to its advantage in eﬃciently
delivering frequent angular and range observations and deﬁned angular resolution,
LIDAR has been commonly used in indoor localisation and mapping [11]. LIDAR
provides range and bearing information about the objects in the environment by
emitting a sequence of laser beams, recording the time diﬀerence between the emitted
beam and the returned beam. Raw LIDAR information is a sequence of scanned
points in polar coordinates. LIDAR scan matching is a relative localisation technique
that tracks the pose incrementally by calculating the transformation between two
scans. The commonly used methods for pattern matching of raw data points between
two point clouds are the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm and the Iterative
Dual Correspondence (IDC) algorithm [88]. To obtain the absolute location, the
scanned points must be transformed into the Cartesian coordinate frame for further
processing, such as feature extraction and orientation/displacement derivation. That
can be archived with a given environment's map, known landmarks or integration
with other sensors, such as IMU, range estimates to anchor nodes or encoders. In
real scenarios, a preliminary map of the environment is not always available, and
landmarks can be undetectable. Also, the external sensors bring additional overhead
into the existing system. For that reason, a one-time activity to build a map of the
environment has to be performed. This can be done using either a high deﬁnition
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point cloud generated by pair-wise registration of laser scanner acquisitions, yielding
accurate maps consisting of 3D points and normals, or the LIDAR system itself can
be used to build a map incrementally. The point-clouds have to be pre-processed to
extract information about ﬂoor and navigable areas to: deﬁne the map boundaries;
compute a classiﬁer that allows the place recognition problem to be solved when
track is lost; and to generate a voxelized characterization of the environment. When
the pre-processing is done, the system can be used as an accurate real-time tracking
system running a robust ICP algorithm [111].
Regardless of the system's expected high accuracy and processing speed, LIDAR-
based systems may suﬀer from noise due to the reﬂectivity of diﬀerent objects in some
circumstances. However, they can be more autonomous and easier to use than RTS
in large environments consisting of multiple rooms.
2.3.2 Corrected Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
Laser scanners are by far the most accurate systems with which to collect ground
truth indoors, but most of them are relatively expensive and bring substantial train-
ing overhead, requiring the delivery of extra equipment and time-consuming set-up.
As an alternative to this expensive system, a foot-mounted IMU sensor with the ad-
dition of several landmarks of a known absolute position2 can be used. The IMU
sensor will provide the accelerometer and gyroscope measurements required by a
PDR model, which unfortunately estimates only a relative trajectory P0 ∈ Rn×3 =
[p0(t0),p0(t1), . . . ,p0(tn)]
T with accurate relative distances and angles over short time
periods, and suﬀers from considerable inertial drift over long periods of time. In order
to leverage PDR estimates to automatically annotate the collected training set, the
drift correction on path P0 through periodic position corrections as the user walks over
a landmark with known absolute position must be performed ﬁrst. As a user passes
through known landmarks at given times described by time set Tlm ⊆ {t0, . . . , tn} and
position matrix Plm = [plm(tlm ∈ Tlm)], the PDR trajectory estimation is segmented
into paths beginning and ending with known positions, assuming that the estimated
location immediately next to the landmark is likely to be accurate. These known
positions can then be used retroactively to correct the initial estimates P0 provided
by the PDR ﬁlter [127].
2A landmark need not be placed if any other object with a known absolute position can be used
as a landmark. An example of a landmark could be an entrance door, a desk or an RFID terminal
mounted on a wall.
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In Section 4.3, several methods to correct a path between two consecutive re-
positionings through passing landmarks will be explained. In addition, a novel method
called NLLS Drift Correction, which estimates the time-evolving drift of the entire
inertial estimate jointly, given the set of landmark encounters, was proposed.
2.4 Sensor Fusion Methods
As described in the previous sections, sensor fusion is a proven method to increase
the accuracy and reliability of indoor localisation systems [22, 50, 9]. Substantial
progress in sensor technology in the past decade permits the addition of more and
more sensors into localisation systems. Therefore, a great number of sensor fusion
methods have been suggested in the related literature. Most of the methods use two
main sources to estimate pedestrian position indoors. The ﬁrst source of data are
absolute range observations provided by RSS, ToF or similar sources. In general,
those observations can be measured easily by aﬀordable nodes, but measurements
include a high level of ﬂuctuation that causes inaccurate positioning results in indoor
environments. The second source of data is a relative PDR trajectory, which is
accurate over the short term, but suﬀers from a long-term inaccuracy, due to drift.
Fusing both sources together will enhance the accuracy of indoor positioning, ﬁrstly
because more relevant information is provided to the localisation system and secondly,
because errors from one sensor can be compensated by output for another sensor if
they are complementary to each other. In reality, range sensors and PDR sensors are
expected to be complementary.
How exactly will the sensor sources be fused together is dependent on the fusion
method. One of the ﬁrst advanced methods to fuse together diﬀerent sources that
takes account of diﬀering variance in the readings from diﬀerent sources was the
Kalman Filter (KF). The KF is still widely used in the latest implementations of
localisation, not in its original form, but as one of its varieties, such as the Extended
KF (EKF), Unscented KF (UKF) or Complementary EKF (CEKF). Normally, in
combination with EKF, a Particle Filter is used to fuse together additional sources,
such as sensor models, environmental ﬂoorplan maps and ﬁngerprints [61]. Another
approach that has become popular in the past few years is pose graph optimisation.
It is based on a graph representation of the localisation problem, in which nodes
represent states (each step) and edges represent observations related to a particular
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node. The system is solved by using an iterative Non-Linear Least Square (NLLS)
solver that, over the iterations, moves nodes closer to a solution that shows minimal
error (or energy if comparing with physics notation). This approach is very eﬃcient
and, with the right architecture, does not have problems of scaling when more sources
are added into the localisation problem. However, one of the major disadvantages of
the NLLS is a requirement for an initial condition, which might not be possible to
estimate in all scenarios.
2.4.1 Kalman Filter
The Kalman Filter is an eﬃcient recursive ﬁlter that estimates the state of a dynamic
system (where the interior process state, such as position and velocity of mobile ob-
jects is not directly accessible) from a series of incomplete and noisy measurements
by minimising the mean of the squared error. The equations of the KF fall into two
groups: predictor equations and corrector equations. The ﬁrst operation called
time update projects the current state estimate and error covariance estimate for-
ward to obtain the predicted a priori estimates for the next time step. This is followed
by the measurement update, in which an actual measurement is incorporated into
the a priori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate. After each time
and measurement update pair, the process is repeated with the previous a posteriori
estimates. This recursive nature is one of the appealing features of the KF and the
essential advantage over other stochastic estimation methods.
The ﬁlter recursively conditions the current estimate on all of the past measure-
ments, enabling it to be used in real-time applications. The basic ﬁlter is well-
established if the state transition and the observation models are linear distributions.
In reality, observation models are mostly represented by non-linear stochastic dif-
ference equations. The solution to this problem is EKF. EKF ﬁltering is based on lin-
earising a non-linear system model around the previous estimate using partial deriva-
tives of the process and measurement function. Equations representing EKF can be
divided into two blocks, similar to the main KF equations: predictor equations and
corrector equations [108, 47, 68].
In indoor localisation applications, the KF and its varieties are mainly used to
eﬃciently combine a kinematic model (PDR) with a measurement model (range ob-
servations). However, they cannot handle abnormal scenarios, such as crossing an
obstacle (invalid trajectory of movement) during the on-line phase, because they step
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forward on the basis of the prediction. To improve the unrealistic trajectory crossing,
a map is needed that contains information about the obstacles. This operation is
done by passing an estimated position from the KF into a second fusion ﬁlter, where
further corrections are done based on environmental maps or other relevant sources
[133, 78].
The main problem with the KF is that its complex structure makes it diﬃcult to
implement. Non-linear dynamic sensor models that include several error sources are,
in general, very complex to formulate mathematically. Furthermore, not all sources
can be integrated into the KF, including ﬂoorplan maps.
2.4.2 Particle Filter
The concept of a Particle Filter is not new. Previously, it was mostly used in visual
tracking [15], but, it is increasingly being widely used in range-based indoor locali-
sation systems where other traditional ﬁlters cannot fulﬁll the requirements [36, 8].
To estimate a user's trajectory in real environments, the raw observations from sen-
sors are not suﬃcient, since even well-calibrated sensors will produce diﬀerent types
of error. The main strength of the particle ﬁlter is the relatively simple modelling
of sensor fusion in comparison to mathematically complex ﬁlters, such as the KF
[18, 153]. With the PF, it is relatively straightforward to take history and predictions
into account, and this can produce a better result. The PF is a probabilistic tracking
solution. It can be thought of as an approximation to Bayesian recursive ﬁltering
[116]. In PF, the posterior probability distribution of the current tracking asset is
calculated and propagated using the set of weighted samples. These samples are
known as particles, and together they form a particle cloud. The number of particles
chosen is highly dependent on the complexity of the problem and computing resource
available. In general, more particles will lead to more accurate results. In the case
of localisation, particles are representative of the tracked position. Each particle has
its own weight that is related to how much this particle should be considered in cal-
culating the ﬁnal position estimate at each iteration. A more detailed description of
the PF implementation is presented in Section 2.2.3.1.
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2.4.3 Nonlinear Least Squares Solver
One of the primary appeals of pose graph optimisation methods, in general, is that
minimising the negative log posterior reduces to standard non-linear least squares
[109], giving pose graph optimisation methods access to a vast set of widely used
and well-studied techniques for their optimisation. Only the observations h from
diﬀerent sensor sources together with their variances ε are needed to formulate the
least squares problem.
In general, non-linear least squares is a well-studied problem in the numerical
optimisation community [52], and a large variety of diﬀerent numerical solvers have
been developed. Methods, such as gradient/steepest descent, Levenberg-Marquardt,
BFGS [20] and many conjugate gradient based methods [117] are already widely
available and can be applied directly to solve the NLLS problems.
Typical solvers depend on local linearisation to iterate toward an optimum [129,








(∥fi (xi1 , . . . , xik) ∥2) . (2.1)
The expression ρi (∥fi (xi1 , ..., xik) ∥2) is known as a ResidualBlock, where fi (·) is a
CostFunction that depends on the parameter blocks [xi1 , . . . , xik ]. In most optimisa-
tion problems, small groups of scalars occur together, such as the two components in
a 2D displacement vector represented by the velocity and the heading between two
successive states in the SHS pedometry model. A group of small scalars is known as
a ParameterBlock. Often, a ParameterBlock contains just a single parameter, such as
an estimated ToF distance. Function ρi represents a LossFunction. A LossFunction
is a scalar function that is used to reduce the inﬂuence of outliers on the solution of
non-linear least squares problems. A robust loss function will reduce the cost of large
residuals depending on parameters and the type of loss function. A more detailed
description of the usage of a loss function can be found in Section 5.2.5.
As a special case, where the loss function is the identity function ρi(x) = x,






∥fi (xi1 , . . . , xik) ∥2. (2.2)
Non-linear least squares is the form of least squares analysis used to ﬁt a set of n
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observations with a model that is non-linear in m unknown parameters (n > m). Let
xϵRn be an n-dimensional vector of variables, and F (x) = [f1(x), . . . , fm(x)]⊤be a






Here, the Jacobian J(x) of F (x) is an m × n matrix, where Jij(x) = ∂jfi(x)∂jxi and the
gradient vector g(x) = ∇1
2
∥F (x)∥2 = J(x)⊤F (x). Since the eﬃcient global minimi-
sation for general F (x) is an intractable problem, the system will have to settle for
ﬁnding a local minimum. The general strategy when solving non-linear optimisation
problems is to solve a sequence of approximations to the original problem [96]. At
each iteration, the approximation is solved to determine a correction ∆x to the vector
x. For non-linear least squares, an approximation can be constructed by using the






∥J(x)∆x+ F (x)∥2 (2.4)
Unfortunately, naively solving a sequence of these problems and updating x← x+∆x
leads to an algorithm that may not converge. To get a convergent algorithm, the size
of the step ∆x must be controlled. Depending on how the size of the step ∆x is con-
trolled, non-linear optimisation algorithms can be divided into two major categories
[96]: Trust Region and Line Search. The selection of a search method mainly depends
on the type of problem that one is solving. Most optimisers support both methods
by default, which means that a quick test can be executed to determine which search
method will provide better performances in respect of a particular problem.
2.4.3.1 Trust Region
The trust region approach approximates the objective function, using a model func-
tion (often a quadratic) over a subset of the search space known as the trust region.
If the model function succeeds in minimising the true objective function, the trust
region is expanded. Otherwise, it is contracted and the model optimisation problem
is solved again. The basic trust region algorithm include the steps below:









such that ∥D(x) + F (x)∥2 ≤ µ
L ≤ x+∆x ≤ U
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
3. ρ = ∥F (x+∆x)∥
2−∥F (x)∥2
∥J(x)∆x+F (x)∥2−∥F (x)∥2
4. if ρ > ϵ then x = x+∆x
5. if ρ > η1 then ρ = 2ρ
6. else if ρ < η2 then ρ = 0.5 ∗ ρ
7. go to step 2.
Here, µ is the trust region radius, D(x) is a matrix used to deﬁne a metric on the
domain of F (x) and ρ measures the quality of the step ∆x, i.e., how well the linear
model predicted the decrease in the value of the non-linear objective. The idea is to
increase or decrease the radius of the trust region depending on how well the lineari-
sation predicts the behavior of the non-linear objective, which in turn is reﬂected in
the value of ρ. One of the ﬁrst trust region algorithms to be developed, but still one
of the most popular, is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [79, 91].
2.4.3.2 Line Search
The line search approach ﬁrst ﬁnds a descent direction along which the objective
function will be reduced and then computes a step size that decides how far it should
move along that direction. The descent direction can be computed by various meth-
ods, such as gradient descent, Newton's method or the Quasi-Newton method [21, 97].
The step size can be determined either exactly or inexactly. The basic line search
algorithm includes the steps below:
1. Given an initial point x






4. x = x+ µ∆x
5. go to step 2.
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Here, H(x) is an approximation to the Hessian of the objective function, and g(x) is
the gradient at x. Depending on the choice of H(x), the algorithm gives a variety
of diﬀerent search directions ∆x. Step 4 represents one-dimensional optimisation or
Line Search along ∆x, which gives this class of method its name.
2.5 Gaussian Process
Gaussian Processes were ﬁrst used for signal strength-based localisation in [54] for
cordless phones. The approach has since been successfully applied to localise longer-
range mobile devices [55, 17] and shorter-range RFID tags [115], with results superior
to their alternatives. The advantage of using GP in indoor localisation problems
has been shown in related work [148]. GP allows appropriate representations of
uncertainties in the measurement distribution over continuous space. As all machine
learning techniques, GP requires a training set to build a model for a particular sensor
and estimate parameters for it. These can be learned with a standard optimisation
procedure by maximising the likelihood of the training data with respect to their
values.
2.5.1 Formulation
A GP is fully speciﬁed by its mean function m(x) and covariance function k(x, x′)
[107, 95]. This is a natural generalisation of the Gaussian distribution, the mean and
covariance of which are a vector and matrix, respectively. The Gaussian distribution
is a distribution over vectors, whereas the Gaussian process is a distribution over
functions described as:
f ∼ GP(m, k) (2.5)
Let D = {(x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , . . . , (xn, yn)} be a set of training samples drawn from a
noisy process, where y = {yi, i = 1, . . . , N} is a set of observed measurements drawn
from a noisy process as a target value, and X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} is a d× n matrix
of the corresponding coordinate points as an input sample in Rd. Each observation
yi can be related to a transformation function f(xi) through a Gaussian noise model
as:
yi = f(xi) + ϵi (2.6)
where yi is the measurement at position xi, and {ϵ}Ni=1 ∼ N(0, σ2n) is a zero mean ad-
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ditive measurement noise, which assumed to be Gaussian noise, with known variance
σ2n.
A GP model represents the function as a non-parametric distribution speciﬁed
by a set of labeled training samples D and a kernel function. A key idea underlying
GPs is the requirement that the function values at diﬀerent points are correlated,
where the covariance between two function values, f(xp) and f(xq), depends on the
input values, xp and xq. This dependency can be speciﬁed via an arbitrary covariance
function, or kernel k(xp,xq). The most common covariance function is the squared










where σ2f is the signal variance which controls the smoothness of the curve, and l
is the length-scale of the covariance function indicating how strongly the signals are
correlated over the space.
The main usage of GP is the posterior distribution over functions given training
data D, where the function value at any arbitrary point x∗ is conditioned on training
data D. The function value at any arbitrary point x∗ can be predicted by the central
equations for GP prediction with mean µx∗ and variance σ2x∗ :














σ2x∗ = k(x∗,x∗)− kT∗ (K + σ2nI)−1 k∗
(2.8)
where k∗ is the n× 1 vector of covariances between x∗ and the n training samples X,
and K is the covariance matrix of the inputs X. The mean function µx∗ is a linear
combination of the training observations y, where the weight of each observation is
directly related to k∗, the correlation between the test point x∗ and the corresponding
training input. The covariance of the function estimate σ2x∗ , is given by the prior
covariance, k(x∗,x∗), minus the information provided by the training data (via the
inverse of the covariance matrix K). From Equation 2.8 it is possible to see the key
advantages of GPs for measurements likelihood models. In addition to providing only




The signal variance σ2f , length scale l and observation noise variance σ
2
n are the hy-
perparameters of a GP model and together control the smoothness of distributions
predicted by a GP . These parameters can be learned from the training data D us-
ing hyperparameter estimation: the values of these parameters will be estimated by







hyperparameter to be estimated. The log likelihood or log marginal likelihood of the
observations is then given by [19]:









⏐⏐K + σ2nI⏐⏐− n2 log2π (2.9)
which follows directly from the fact that the observations are jointly Gaussian. The
term marginal is used to emphasise that the model is non-parametric. The log likeli-
hood L can be maximised using a standard optimisation procedure by maximising the
likelihood of the training data D with respect to their values using a conjugate gra-
dient descent method, such as Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno









































where d = xp − xq.
The eﬃcient gradient descent algorithm is key for tractable optimisation, because
the inversion of the covariance matrix K in (2.10), takes time O(n3), and must be
performed with each new value θ. Due to the high computational complexity of
the minimisation algorithm, it must then be on the order of a few hundred training
samples. If this is not the case, a diﬀerent approximation method, based on a low-
rank plus diagonal approximation to the exact covariance, must be used. The general
idea is to use inducing points u and to base the computations on cross-covariances
between training, test and inducing points.
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2.5.3 Zero Mean Oﬀset as Prior
By default, a GP is a zero mean process, which, in the absence of training data, tends
towards zero [45]. In some cases, such as ToF data relations, the mean of the data
can be subtracted before training so that the process is centered around the mean.
However, for more complex data relations, such as indoor magnetic ﬁeld strength,
which is locality dependent, a more nuanced approach is required [51]. In regions
without training data, adding a prior will improve the model, since otherwise model
output tend towards zero.
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented relevant background and related work about the methods
and algorithms that are necessary to understand in order to assess this work. The
chapter started with a clariﬁcation of diﬀerent RLTS concepts based on wireless sensor
localisation and provided a detailed description of the most commonly used methods
in each group. The beneﬁts of particular methods and their limitations were also
presented.
The chapter continued with Inertial Navigation Systems, classifying them into two
major groups. The ﬁrst is the easier-to-implement SHS, which is useful in situations
in which users move continuously, and it does not require any particular mounting of
the IMU sensor. The second is a full kinematic system, which provides signiﬁcantly
better results for the price of a foot mounted sensor.
In the next section, the main methods used to collect ground truth data were
presented. Ground truth observations are key in building a good sensor model. Again,
the methods that require expensive equipment and methods that are based on simpler
solutions, but still provide reasonably good results were presented. The last method
in this section refers to one of the contributions of this thesis, for which a solution to
collect ground truth observations without the expensive external hardware equipment
was presented.
The major part of this chapter examined methods for sensor fusion. Several
diﬀerent fusion ﬁlters, from the widely used to more advanced ﬁlters that are becoming
increasingly popular in the research community, were presented.
The last section describes the Gaussian Process technique, introducing ML into the
proposed localisation system. This part required further mathematical explanation to
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obtain a better understanding. However, the main advantages of using GP are also
well highlighted. This chapter provided an important background in the methods





This chapter presents multi-level calibration methods for IMU sensors and RF ra-
dios. Sensor calibration is a method of improving sensor performance by removing
structural errors in the sensor outputs. Structural errors are diﬀerences between a
sensor's expected output and its measured output, which show up consistently every
time a new measurement is taken [2]. Any such errors that are repeatable and not
time-dependent can be estimated during the calibration procedure [26]. Measure-
ments made by the sensor during actual end-use can be compensated in real-time
to decrease measurement errors. With optimally selected calibration methods and
proper calibration, one can substantially increase the accuracy of the system.
3.1 Inertial Measurement Unit Calibration
Most of the inertial sensors are factory calibrated, allowing the user to avoid any
further calibration for most of the applications present on the market. However, to
reach a heading accuracy of below two degrees, a calibration procedure has to be
performed. Calibration of the Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) sensors are
globally divided into two categories [75]:
1. Calibration of high-end MEMS sensors with high-cost precision equipment for
industrial applications, for which accuracy and reliability are crucially impor-
tant factors.
2. Calibration of low-end MEMS sensors with low-cost or no equipment, where
accuracy and reliability are not crucial but are still desired. Calibration is
critical to AHRS performance.
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Wearable sensors, due to their required small size, fall into the second calibration
category. The calibration procedures for accelerometer and magnetometer presented
below do not use additional hardware. For the gyroscope calibration procedure pre-
sented in this thesis, a low-cost turntable was used.
3.1.1 Accelerometer
Once an accelerometer has been installed in a wearable device, it is necessary to per-
form the calibration procedure in order to determine the oﬀsets, the scale factors, and
the misalignment matrix with respect to the device body axes [Xb, Y b, Zb]. The rela-
tionship between the calibrated measurements ax, ay,, az and the raw measurements























where [Am] is a 3 × 3 misalignment matrix between the accelerometer sensing axes
and the device body axes [14]. If the device is attached in a random position, then the
misalignment matrix has no practical meaning and could be replaced by the identity
matrix1. Matrix [Sxax , . . . , Szaz ] represents scale factors for each axis. In the ideal
case, oﬀ-diagonal elements will have a value equal to zero and all diagonal elements
will be identical. Accelerometer oﬀset factors are represented by bax , bay , baz .
The goal of accelerometer calibration is to determine nine parameters of the scale
matrix [Sxax , . . . , Szaz ] and three oﬀset factors bax , bay , baz , using which calibrated
values can be calculated with any given raw measurements.
The calibration can be performed by rotating the device slowly around all axes
and collecting raw measurements. After several minutes, when a few thousand raw
measurements have been collected, the least squares ellipsoid ﬁtting method can be
applied to obtain the optimal 12 accelerometer calibration parameters. This is de-
scribed in Section 3.1.4. To obtain optimal results, a larger data set of raw measure-
ments is required, so that faulty measurements have less impact on the ﬁnal solution.
1Multiplying a matrix with the identity matrix is equivalent to non operation, therefore this
operation could be eliminated and the identity matrix removed from the equation.
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3.1.2 Magnetometer
A magnetometer measures the strength and direction of the local magnetic ﬁeld.
The measured magnetic ﬁeld is a combination of both the earth's magnetic ﬁeld and
any magnetic ﬁeld created by nearby ferromagnetic objects. For this reason, it is
very important that one performs calibration with an assembled device and with all
systems powered on. In general, all magnetic measurements are subject to distortion.
Normally, these distortions fall into one of two main categories [101]:
1. Hard Iron Distortion is normally generated by ferromagnetic materials with
permanent magnetic ﬁelds that are part of the handheld device structure, such
as a speaker, battery or any piece of magnetised iron. These unwanted magnetic
ﬁelds are superimposed on the output of the magnetic sensor measurements of
the surrounding magnetic ﬁeld. This type of hard iron distortion will cause a
permanent bias in the sensor output that is time invariant.
2. Soft Iron Distortion is normally generated by the items inside the handheld
device. These could be current carrying traces on the PCB, or magnetically
soft materials, such as nickel and iron. The distortions will stretch or distort
the magnetic ﬁeld, depending upon which direction the ﬁeld acts relative to the
sensor. They generate a time-varying magnetic ﬁeld that is superimposed on
the magnetic sensor output in response to the surrounding magnetic ﬁeld. In
most cases, hard iron distortion will make a much larger contribution to the
total uncorrected error than soft iron distortions.
Hard and soft iron distortion could be visualised by plotting magnetometer output on
a 2D graph [134]. Plots in Figure 3.1 show measurements taken by the magnetometer
as the device is slowly rotated around the Z-axis.
Much like the accelerometer calibration procedure, the magnetometer calibration
procedure also has to be performed to determine the hard iron biases, the soft iron
scale factors, and the misalignment matrix with respect to the device body axes
[Xb, Y b, Zb]. The relationship between the magnetometer calibrated measurements
mx,my,,mz and the raw measurements m˜x, m˜y,, m˜z can be expressed as:
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(b) Hard Iron Distortions
Mx (milli Gauss)













(c) Hard and Soft Iron Distor-
tions
Figure 3.1: Magnetometer output, where no hard or soft iron distortions are present,
form a circle centered at X = 0,Y = 0 and the radius of the circle is equivalent to the
magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld, as shown in a). Hard iron distortions shown in b)
will shift the centre of the circle away from the origin, but will not distort the shape
of the circle. Soft iron distortion will warp the circle into an elliptical shape. An
example of the magnetometer output when both hard and soft iron distortions are























where [Mm] is a 3× 3 misalignment matrix between the magnetometer sensing axes
and the device body axes, matrix [Sxmx , . . . , Szmz ] represents soft iron scale factors
and bmx , bmy , bmz are the hard iron biases.
The goal of the magnetometer calibration is to determine nine parameters of the
misalignment matrix, nine parameters of soft iron scale matrix and three hard iron
biases from which calibrated values can be calculated with any given raw measure-
ments.
Calibration can be performed by randomly rotating the handheld device in an
environment without nearby magnetic ﬁeld interference. The output of that procedure
will be points laying on a shifted and tilted ellipsoid, due to the hard-iron and soft-iron
magnetic ﬁeld distortions and errors from misalignment. To calculate soft iron scale
factors and hard iron biases, the least squares ellipsoid ﬁtting method described in
Section 3.1.4 is required. The misalignment matrix could be obtained by the method
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described in Section 3.1.5.
This type of the calibration will only compensate for the hard-iron and soft-iron
magnetic ﬁelds generated by the handheld device itself: with the 3D rotation of the
device during the calibration procedure, the hard-iron and soft-iron ﬁelds rotate in
the same way as the magnetometer. Consequently, environmental magnetic ﬁelds
outside of the handheld device will still be detected by the magnetometer.
3.1.3 Gyroscope
A gyroscope is a type of sensor that provides measurements of the angular velocities
(rate) around the body-frame x, y and z axes of a MEMS device. Measurements of
the angular velocities are used to ﬁlter out errors in the estimated orientation caused
by linear accelerations and temporal magnetic distortions. Gyroscope calibration
is substantially more diﬃcult than the accelerometer or magnetometer calibration
procedure, because it relies on additional hardware to provide known angular accel-
eration. Nevertheless, the gyroscope must be calibrated correctly to minimise errors
that have a signiﬁcant impact on the overall performance of the IMU, AHRS and INS
systems. A bias drift, in particular, will cause an orientation error that grows linearly
with time. The calibration is, in general, divided into two stages [101]:
1. The one-oﬀ calibration of static gyroscope factors, which are composed of scale
factors (sensitivity) of each gyro axis, initial biases when static, misalignment
because each gyro axis may not be exactly perpendicular to the other gyro
axes, and temperature dependent coeﬃcients. These factors can be estimated
by using external hardware in controlled environments.
2. The in-situ gyro bias drift compensation, to correct the random walk over time
resulting from ﬂicker noise in the electronics and other eﬀects. This walk may
not be centered around the original bias, which means that the time average
over a speciﬁed window will drift with time. Since this bias drift cannot be
corrected in the laboratory, it must be estimated in real time by an orientation
reference vector that does not drift. This vector can be calculated by fusing
accelerometer and magnetometer measurements.
As mentioned above, calibration of static gyroscope parameters requires a precision
device, such as a turntable to determine scale factors for each axis and the mis-
alignment matrix, with respect to the device body axes [Xb, Y b, Zb]. A regulated
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temperature chamber is required to determine the algebraic polynomial function of
temperature dependency. The relationship between the gyroscope calibrated mea-









































where [Gm] is a 3×3misalignment matrix between the gyroscope sensing axes and the
device body axes, matrix [Sxgx , . . . , Szgz ] represents scale factors, bgx , bgy , bgz are the
initial biases at 25°C, τ is the temperature of the device, fx, fy, fz are bias temperature
sensitivities and αx, αy, αz are bias drift compensation parameters [139].
The complex gyroscope calibration model described by Equation 3.3 can be simpli-
ﬁed to the expression in Equation 3.4, due to the lack of suitable calibration equipment
in general use. Most IMU sensors already include the accelerometer and gyroscope
sensor in the same housing, which allows the use of the misalignment matrix from the
accelerometer calibration. The scale matrix is simpliﬁed only on the estimation of di-
agonal elements. Temperature compensation is removed from the model, because the
procedure is too hard to be performed without precise laboratory equipment. Param-
eters αx, αy, αz are estimated in real-time. The ﬁnal simpliﬁed gyroscope calibration























The goal of the gyroscope calibration is to determine three parameters of the scale
matrix [Sxgx , Sygy , Szgz ] and three initial biases bax , bay , baz from which calibrated
values can be calculated with any given raw measurements.
The calibration can be performed by a precision mounting of the MEMS device on
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Figure 3.2: The calibrated output of the gyroscope x axis. The raw measurements
are compensated by initial bias estimation and scaled by the scale factor calculated
with a nonlinear least-square solver described in Section 3.1.6.1.
a turntable under the three conﬁgurations: x - axis down, y - axis down and z - axis
down. For better accuracy, the calibration should be performed at diﬀerent angular
velocities. The ﬁtting method described in Section 3.1.6.1 is then applied in order to
obtain the scales factor for each of the gyroscope axes. The initial biases bax , bay , baz
can be calculated by averaging measurements taken while the sensor is sitting and
not rotating. An example of the result of gyroscope calibration, after applying initial
bias compensation and scaling for axis x, is shown in Figure 3.2
3.1.4 Scale Matrix and Bias Estimation
The algorithm for calculating the sensor scale matrix and bias estimation is, in gen-
eral, divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part takes multiple x, y, z sensor raw measure-
ments and uses the least squares ellipsoid ﬁtting method to determine the coeﬃcients
[a, . . . , d] of the general ellipsoid equation deﬁned as:
ax2 + by2 + cz2 + 2fyz + 2gxz + 2hxy + 2px+ 2qy + 2rz + d = 0. (3.5)
The second part uses the calculated ellipsoid coeﬃcients to estimate the biases from
the centre of the ﬁtted ellipsoid and the inverse scale matrix from the ellipsoid distor-
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tions. An example of the result of the calibration of highly distorted magnetometer
measurements by hard and soft iron eﬀect is presented in Figure 3.3.
3.1.4.1 Ellipsoid Fit
The objective of this section is to show how to ﬁt an ellipsoid to a set of 3D scattered
points [80].
Let express I, J and K as:
I = a+ b+ c








then it is known that they are invariant under rotation and translation, and Equation
3.5 represents an ellipsoid if J > 0 , I×K > 0 and 4J − I2 > 0. Let {pi(xi, yi, zi)}ni=1
be the set of points to which an ellipsoid will be ﬁtted. For each point pi(xi, yi, zi),




i + 2yizi + 2xizi + 2xiyi + 2xi + 2yi + 2zi, 1)
T and v =
(a, b, c, f, g, h, p, q, r, d)T . Matrix D of size 10 × n is deﬁned as D = (X1,X2, . . .Xn)
and matrix C1 size of 6× 6 is deﬁned as:
C1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−1 1 1 0 0 0
1 −1 1 0 0 0
1 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 −4 0















where matrices S11, S12, S22 are of size 6 × 6, 6 × 4, 4 × 4 and vectors v1,v2 are size
six and four. Then the ordinary eigensystem has to be solved:
C−11 (S11 − S12S−122 ST12)v1 = λv1 (3.9)
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Because most of the sensor measurements will not lay far away from the ellipsoid
surface, the matrix (S11−S12S−122 ST12) will be positive deﬁnite and the eigensystem (3.9)
will only have one positive eigenvalue. Let u1 be the eigenvector associated with the
only positive eigenvalue of the ordinary eigensystem (3.9), and let u2 = −S−122 ST12u1,
then the ﬁnal solution will be u = (uT1 ,u
T
2 )
T , which is a vector of ten elements
representing coeﬃcients of the general ellipsoid equation (3.5).
3.1.4.2 Ellipsoid Parameters
The previous section showed how to obtain ten coeﬃcients [a, . . . , d] included in vector
u. In this section, vector u is used to calculate the ellipsoid parameters, such as centre
coordinates and 3× 3 scale matrix.












then the centre of the ellipsoid can be calculated as the vector B3×1 = −Q−1U, which
represents biases (oﬀsets) in the x, y, z directions, and the inverse scale matrix S−13×3





where HS is the norm of the sensor output.
3.1.5 Misalignment Error Compensation
Misalignment error compensation could be applied to all three types of MEMS sen-
sors. The error is deﬁned as the angle between the sensor sensing axes and the device
body axes. If the axes are perpendicular to each other, then a pure sensor change
along one axis should not inﬂuence the output of the remaining two axes. In the real-
world, sensors are not perfectly aligned and this misalignment causes the output of
each sensor axis to be a slight function of the output of the other two axes. Misalign-
ment comes from inaccuracies of the MEMS sensor design and also from indented
placements of the MEMS sensor on the circuit board. Calibration is performed by






















































(b) Magnetometer calibrated observations
Figure 3.3: An example of sensor calibration is taken from magnetometer output,
where signiﬁcant hard-iron and soft-iron distortions are present. Figure a) shows a
large bias eﬀect, which translates an ellipsoid from the origin. Soft-iron distortion is
visible, due to the diﬀerent length of ellipsoid's semi axes. Figure b) shows a result
after transformation of magnetometer raw measurements with calculated scale and
bias coeﬃcients. The initial biases are removed and the ellipsoid is transformed into
a sphere.
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vector dot-product method can be used to ﬁnd each normalised vector that rotates
and corrects three 2D full round rotation circles to their corresponding body axes.
The result after applying the misalignment matrix, calculated by Equation 3.15, to
the calibrated measurements, is the unit sphere shown in Figure 3.4.
For example, consider the Zb down rotation. After eliminating initial biases and
equalising the sensitivity of sensor axes, the rotation transforms a translated ellipse
to a centered circle. If the circle is aligned to the device Zb axis, then all zz values of
the Zb down rotation circle should be identical and less than one. If this is not the
case, then a vector can be found to rotate this circle to align to the device Zb axis
[122].
Let:
Hm×3 = [xz yz zz] (3.12)
be the Zb down rotation circle data after initial bias and scale correction. The rotation
vector X is calculated by
X3×1 = [HTH]−1HT · w (3.13)






z. Finally, the normalised





In a similar way, the normalised rotation vectors Rx and Ry for Xb down rotation and
Yb down rotation can be found. The ﬁnal misalignment compensation matrix Mm is
therefore the following:
Mm3×3 = [Rx Ry Rz] (3.15)
3.1.6 Nonlinear Data-Fitting
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2) (3.16)












































(b) After the misalignment compensation
Figure 3.4: Figure a) presents the misalignment eﬀect on sensor measurements. It can
be seen that sensor axes are not aligned with the device body axes, which generates
interference between axes. After applying the misalignment compensation b), the
axes becomes aligned with the device body and measurements in one body axis are
not aﬀected by the other two axes.
The problem is solved by the large-scale algorithm. This algorithm is a subspace
trust region method and is based on the interior-reﬂective Newton method. Each
iteration involves the approximate solution of a large linear system using the method
of Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients (PCG) [29, 30].
3.1.6.1 Gyroscope Scale Factors Estimation
The gyroscope scale factors can be found by minimising the error between measure-
ments and true values. True values are obtained from the angular velocities of the
turntable.
Given the estimated angular velocities vi and the known angular velocities yi of






∥(vi − b0)s− yi∥2, (3.17)
where N is the number of measurements used to estimate the gyroscope scale factor
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and b0 is an initial bias obtained by averaging samples from a stationary sensor. Non-
linear least square ﬁtting can be viewed as an optimisation problem for which the
objective is to minimise the sum of the squared errors.
The system has to be solved for each of the x, y and z axes separately and will
return scale factors sx, sy and sz used in the simpliﬁed gyroscope model (3.4).
3.1.6.2 Time-Of-Flight Radio Bias Estimation
The initial bias for each ToF radio in a localisation system can be found by minimising
the error between estimated ToF range observations and ground truth distances. The
ground truth distances must be collected by more precise external equipment e.g. a
geodetic robotic total station or existing well-calibrated localisation system.
Given the estimated ToF measurements between mobile node and anchor node
dT, estimated ToF measurements from multiple anchor nodes back to the tag node
dA1,...,An and known distances between nodes di at the ith measurement, the initial
biases for each node (bT, bA1,...,An) can be estimated by ﬁnding (bˆT, bˆA1,...,An) satisfying:




∥(dT − bT + dA1,...,An − bA1,...,An)− di∥2 (3.18)
where N is the number of measurements that are used to estimate the node's initial
biases. Note that the represented model consists of one tag node and multiple anchor
nodes.
3.1.6.3 RSS Path-Loss Parameters Estimation
The path-loss parameters of each RSS radio in a localisation system can be found
by minimising the error between path-loss model distance estimation from raw RSS
observations and ground truth distances.
Given the estimated RSS measurements, Pi, and the known distances between
nodes di of the ith measurement, the path-loss model parameters (P0,Fm, n) can be
estimated by ﬁnding the (Pˆ0, Fˆm, nˆ) satisfying:




∥10 (P0−Fm−Pi−10nlog10(f)+30n−32.44)10n − di∥2 (3.19)
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where N is the number of measurements used to estimate path-loss model parameters
and f is the signal frequency2. The equation system have to be solved for each anchor-
tag pair in the localisation system. The parameters in Equation 3.23 were used to
transform raw RSS measurements into estimated distances.
3.1.7 Experimental Results of IMU Calibration
3.1.7.1 Allan Diagrams
The bias stability is calculated as the minimum average change in consecutive IMU
measurements when analysed over varying sample times. To estimate bias stability,
the Allan Variance method proposed in [40] was used. The Allan Variance (AVAR) is
a method of analysing a time sequence to extract the intrinsic noise in the system as
a function of the averaging time. The Allan Variance is a function of sampling time
and can be calculated by:
σ2y (τ,N) = AV AR(τ,N) =
1
2τ 2(N − 2)
N−3∑
i=0
(xi+2 − 2xi+1 + xi)2 (3.20)
where AV AR(τ) is the Allan Variance as a function of the averaging time τ , and N
is the total number of bins.
The Allan Deviation (ADEV) is the square root of the Allan Variance, also known




An example of a two-hour long data set that was used to calculate the Allan Variance
plot for the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer, is presented in Figure 3.5.
At short averaging times, the Allan Variance is dominated by the noise in the
sensor. There is a direct correlation between the standard deviation (the noise) of the
output vs. time with the slope of the Allan Variance at small τ . Averaging over longer
periods, the variance decreases and reaches the minimum at around 50s sampling
rate for the accelerometer, 50s for the gyroscope and 5s for the magnetometer. For
the selected accelerometer, the bias stability would be stated as equal to 0.0001 g/s
or 0.36 g/h, for the gyroscope 0.0045 deg/s or 16 deg/h and for the magnetometer
2For the IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio a 2.4GHz carrier frequency is used.
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Figure 3.5: The IMU Allan Variance plot of the two-hour data set computed for
sampling times from 0.1s up to 100s. The sampling frequency of the IMU was 100Hz.
0.0002Gauss/s or 0.72Gauss/h. The Angle Random Walk (ARW) can be derived
from the Allan Variance of the bias data, at an integration time of one second. From
the graphs in Figure 3.5, the ARW at 1s is equal to 0.00035 g/
√





s or 1.2 deg/
√





h for the magnetometer. When the averaging time increases, at some
point the Allan Variance starts to increase again. This is due to rate random walk
(RRW) in the sensor - inherent instability in the output of the sensor.
3.1.7.2 Validation
After completing the calibration procedure for the selected IMU, its measurements
were compared with a factory-calibrated x-IMU device manufactured by x-IO Tech-
nologies [144]. Both devices were stacked together and aligned to the same coordinate
frame. Data were collected from both devices in parallel for a period of ﬁve minutes.
The relative error was calculated by comparing the integration areas of both devices.
The accelerometer measurement error was approximately 1.5%, the gyroscope mea-
surement is 0.5% and the magnetometer measurements 10%. It must be considered
that no external hardware were used to calibrate the accelerometer and magnetome-
ter, and for the gyroscope calibration a low budget USB-powered turntable was used,
to establish the environment with a constant angular velocity. The visual result for
each type of sensor is shown in Figure 3.6.
The results for the accelerometer and the gyroscope are comparable to the x-IMU
unit's precise factory calibration, but the magnetometer calibrated output shows large
deviation from the x-IMU magnetometer output. The most likely reason for this
discrepancy is a change of the magnetometer hard-iron initial biases on both devices
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(a) The accelerometer Y axis
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(b) The gyroscope Y axis
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(c) The magnetometer Y axis
Figure 3.6: The comparison of the Prime's IMU and the x-IMU after applying the
proposed calibration procedure described in Section3.1. The accelerometer a) and
gyroscope b) results show that the proposed simpliﬁed calibration procedure can be
used as an alternative to the precise factory calibration, because the average relative
error is not higher than 1%. Greater deviation is seen from the magnetometer c)
observations, where the relative error is around 10%.
after stacking them together.
3.2 Time-of-Flight Radio
The calibration of a ToF radio requires estimation of the initial bias for each anchor
and mobile node in the localisation system. The radio is, due to the requirement
of very precise timings in measuring the time of signal propagation, already factory
calibrated to estimate correct distance [113]. However, after the installation of the
radio, and because of the antenna properties, a small deviation from the true distance
may appear. This error is normally in the range of ±1m. The selected ToF radio
measures round trip time; therefore, for each estimate it provides distance dT and dA,
where dT is the estimated distance from a mobile node to an anchor node and dA is
an estimated return distance from an anchor node back to a mobile node.
Consider a deployment, consisting of multiple anchor nodes and one mobile node.
The calibration can be performed by moving the mobile node inside the environment
and concurrently collecting ToF measurements and ground truth distances. To esti-
mate initial biases for each node, all observations have to be combined in a model,




The calibration of the RSS radio requires the estimation of the parameters in the
signal propagation model. The most general model for the non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
signal propagation is [147]:




where PL(di)[dB] is the mean path-loss at a transmitter receiver separation, di, n
is the path loss exponent and PL(d0)[dB] is a path-loss at known reference distance
d0. In the extended signal propagation model, the estimated distance distance di is




where P0 is a signal power (dBm) at zero distance, Pi is a measured signal power
(dBm), Fm is a Fade Margin, which represents the diﬀerence in power levels between
the actual signal reaching the receiver and the minimum signal to noise ratio needed
by the receiver, n is a path-loss exponent normally in range between two for free space
and ﬁve in case of NLOS signal propagation and f is a signal frequency (MHz).
Like the ToF calibration, to estimate the parameters in the path-loss model,
ground truth distances are required. Ground truth distances have to be obtained
in parallel with the RSS observations when collecting a training set, by moving the
mobile node around the environment.
To estimate the path-loss parameters P0,Fm and a path-loss exponent n for each
node, the RSS observations have to be combined in a model, which can be minimised
with the nonlinear least-square solver described in Section 3.1.6.3. An example, after
applying the path-loss estimated parameters to the raw RSS observations, is shown
in Figure 3.7.
3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter described multi-level calibration procedures for canceling structural er-
rors in IMUs and Radio Frequency (RF) radios.
The IMU calibration section described diﬀerent sources of errors that apply to the
IMU and why correctly performed calibration procedures have an essential impact on
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Figure 3.7: The estimated distances from the raw RSS observations calculated by
calibrated path-loss propagation model (3.23).
the overall performance of the IMU, AHRS, and INS systems. Cost-eﬀective methods
that have a minimal external hardware requirement were presented. The proposed
calibration methods were validated by comparing them to a factory-calibrated x-IMU
unit.
The RF radio calibration section proposed methods for ToF radio initial bias
estimation and for estimating the path-loss propagation model parameters which
applies to an RSS radio. Both methods are based on solving the nonlinear least-




Ubiquitous and accurate tracking of pedestrians is an enabler for a large range
of emerging and envisioned services and capabilities. To track pedestrians in in-
door environments without infrastructure, low-cost Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sys-
tems (MEMS) inertial measurement units have been used to implement foot-mounted
inertial navigation. A low-cost MEMS IMU is typically comprised of a tri-axial ac-
celerometer, a tri-axial gyroscope and a tri-axial magnetometer, and these are widely
available in most smartphones, tablets, and other handheld devices that contain them.
[119].
As mentioned in the background, in Chapter 2.2, the performance of low-cost IMU
sensors is still insuﬃcient to allow extended stand-alone tracking. They have good
short-term precision, but suﬀer from serious errors in long-term position and heading
estimation due to sensor drift and integration errors. The gyroscope biases and scale
factors can be estimated during a calibration procedure described in Chapter 3, but
the drift is inherent and results from the tiny eﬀective vibrating mass inside the
gyroscope sensor; this makes it diﬃcult to estimate drift exactly in advance. For that
reason, sensor drift is the major issue that limits the accuracy of inertial navigation
systems. In addition, the magnetic disturbance indoors from electronic systems and
ferromagnetics in concrete introduces error in the heading estimation obtained from
a magnetometer [151].
This chapter presents the implementation of a Step and Heading System and the
full Inertial Navigation System, both used in an indoor localisation system.
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4.1 Step and Heading System
The Step and Heading System estimates displacement by integrating stride length
through heading. Step events are detected only when net rate energy drops below a
certain threshold, which are also limited by a maximum predeﬁned pedestrian step
frequency. The heading is estimated by an attitude and heading reference system,
from where the geogravitational and geomagnetic vectors provide a reference frame
against which orientation can be corrected. This approach does not require ZUPTs,
which enables a waist mounted (or any other static placement) sensor to be used
without providing accurate velocity updates. On the other hand, it struggles to
distinguish between forward or backward walking: regardless of the walking direction,
the sensor frame remains the same.
4.1.1 Stride Length Estimation
The stride length λ diﬀers from person to person, but can be approximated for an
individual from step frequency, gender and height. It can be estimated from a model,
or, for more accurate stride length estimation, a method using vertical accelerations
can be used [53]:
λ = K 4
√
amax − amin (4.1)
where amax and amin denote the maximum and minimum vertical acceleration during
a step and K is a multiplication factor. The value of K still needs to be determined
experimentally.
4.1.2 Step Detection
Steps are detected when the net rate energy drops below a certain threshold. The






z . A step is detected
when s˜rms < thr and the time from the last step event is longer than tmin. In




The output of an AHRS ﬁlter is an estimate of a rigid body orientation where using
only accelerometer and gyroscope, or global orientation when the magnetometer is
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Figure 4.1: The orientation of frame B is achieved by a rotation, from alignment with
frame A, of angle around the axis Arˆ.
fused into this. Due to high uncertainties in magnetic ﬁeld indoors, it is not rec-
ommended that the magnetic sensor is fused together with the accelerometer and
gyroscope, which will limit the ﬁlter's output to the body frame rather than a global
frame. The algorithm employs a quaternion representation of orientation to describe
the coupled nature of orientations in three-dimensions and is not subject to the prob-
lematic singularities (gimbal lock) associated with the Euler angle representation
[100]. The ﬁlter fuses together orientation from angular rate and orientation from
vector observations provided by a tri-axial accelerometer. This will measure the mag-
nitude and direction of the ﬁeld of gravity in the sensor's frame, compounded with
linear accelerations due to motion of the sensor. The AHRS ﬁlter is also designed to
compensate for bias drift. The gyroscope zero bias will drift over time, with temper-
ature and with motion. The general approach is to use Kalman-based compensation,
which can estimate the gyroscope bias as an additional state within the system model.
However, the simpler method based on the integral feedback of the error in the rate
of change of orientation can be used to compensate the gyroscope for bias drift.
The output of the AHRS fusion ﬁlter is then a drift-compensated rigid body
orientation represented by a quaternion. A quaternion is a four-dimensional complex
number that can be used to represent the orientation of a rigid body or coordinate
frame in three-dimensional space (See Figure 4.1). An arbitrary orientation of frame
B relative to frame A can be achieved through a rotation of angle θ around an axis
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Arˆ deﬁned in frame A. The quaternion describing this orientation, ABqˆ, is deﬁned by
Equation (4.2) where rx, ry and rz deﬁne the components of the unit vector Arˆ in the
x, y and z axes of frame A respectively.
A













The SHS algorithm requires only estimated heading, which can be directly derived
from theXY Z Euler angle representation of quaternion ABqˆ. The Euler angles describe
the pitch - φ, roll - θ and heading - ψ components of an orientation, corresponding to
rotations around the sensor frame. The φ, θ and ψ can be obtained from a quaternion
using three equations:






ψ = atan2 (2 (q1q2 − q0q3) , 2q20 − 1 + 2q21)
(4.3)
where q0, q1, q2 and q3 are the parts of the quaternion, representing a four-dimensional






2q20 − 1 + 2q21 2 (q1q2 − q0q3) 2 (q1q3 − q0q2)
2 (q1q2 − q0q3) 2q20 − 1 + 2q22 2 (q2q3 − q0q1)
2 (q1q3 − q0q2) 2 (q2q3 − q0q1) 2q20 − 1 + 2q23
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (4.4)
The more detailed explanation of the exact relationship between quaternions and
rotation matrices can be found in [149].
4.1.4 Displacement Vector
A 2D displacement vector µt is calculated by integrating a scalar displacement through












where d is a scalar displacement obtained by multiplying average velocity by the
duration of a time step d = ν¯∆t. Average velocity is estimated from step frequency
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and a constant stride length λ. Integrating the displacement vector over time will
generate a trajectory relative to a starting point. If the initial position and orientation
are known, then the trajectory will present an absolute path for a short period of time,
whilst sensor drift does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect absolute heading. Extending this to
longer time periods can be achieved by providing frequent updates to correct absolute
heading.
4.2 Inertial Navigation Systems
The use of a full Inertial Navigation System shows advantages over SHS, due to an
implementation of a full Six-Degree-Of-Freedom (6DOF ) kinematic ﬁlter to estimate
a walking trajectory. However, even well-calibrated sensors drift over time and a
fundamental limitation of kinematic ﬁlters is the quadratic growth in error with time.
The most common solution to reduce error to accepted levels is to frequently1 reset or
update the system. Updates can be provided either using sensors independent of the
IMU or by examination of the IMU output itself. In a foot mounted IMU, updates
can be obtained each time the foot is in contact with the ground assuming that it has
zero velocity, even if only for a fraction of a second. Since the zero velocity updates
or zero angular updates play a key role in reducing position errors, it is important
to detect the zero velocity intervals accurately. Normally, the x, y, z gyroscope or
accelerometer values are used for zero velocity event detection.
4.2.1 System Model
The dynamic system model is a kinematic model for a 6DOF rigid body with a 3D
position, velocity and orientation represented in an inertial coordinate frame (Earth-
ﬁxed) and angular velocity and acceleration in a body-ﬁxed frame. In addition to
the dynamic state variables, the state vector also includes in-run sensor biases, which
are modelled dynamically as simple random walks. As for the AHRS ﬁlter, this
model works with a quaternion representation of the full 3D attitude, giving several
computational beneﬁts over other attitude representations including Euler angles and
the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) [130]. The initial system model consists of two
matrices. The ﬁrst is the rotation matrix as a function of the unit quaternion deﬁned
1The current technology of a low-cost MEMS sensors allows between one to two seconds between












1 − q22 − q23 2 (q1q2 − q0q3) 2 (q1q3 − q0q2)
2 (q1q2 − q0q3) q20 − q21 + q22 − q23 2 (q2q3 − q0q1)
2 (q1q3 − q0q2) 2 (q2q3 − q0q1) q20 − q21 − q22 + q23
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (4.6)










The variables estimated by this model are the 3D position
⇀





q , rate gyroscope biases
⇀
b ω and rate accelerometer biases
⇀
aω. The

















The true inputs to the dynamic kinematic system are true angular velocity and accel-
eration vectors provided by IMU. However, modelling the INS as a dynamic system

















a − ⇀wa +
⇀
b a −Rbe {0 0 g}T
⎫⎬⎭ (4.9)
Here, the accelerometer measurement includes earth's gravitational acceleration ro-





b a. The same extension is used for gyroscope measurements, for




b ω are added into the model.
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4.2.4 State Equations
The state equations are the derivatives of the state variables. In general, these equa-














































ω are the kinematic equations for the




wa are the bias states. A random walk is used
to model the dynamics of states that vary slowly in a random way. While Equation
4.10 captures the kinematics of a rigid body, it is not in the proper form for state
equations. State equations are expected to be written as a function of the states,
















































































The outputs of the dynamic system model are variables that are measured by sensors
to be used in the correction steps. They must be formed as a function of the state






ν from the sensors corresponding






x) with the addition of sensor noise
⇀
ν . The diﬀerence
between these two vectors,
⇀
z − ⇀y is used in the feedback of the correction steps to
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correct the states predicted in the prediction steps through numerical integration.
4.2.6 Linearisation
To implement the Extended Kalman Filter, it is necessary to linearise the state equa-
tions at each calculation of the prediction step and to linearise the output equations at
each calculation of the correction step, so that the linear Kalman Filter equations can





















where F is a system matrix from linearisation,G is an input matrix from linearisation,
H is a measurement matrix from linearisation and
⇀
h are the nonlinear measurement
equations. The partial derivatives in the elements of F,G and H can be found in
[114].
4.2.7 Extended Kalman Filter
The EKF is a natural extension of the standard Kalman Filter, which is ultimately















where the discrete time disturbance/process noise vector
⇀
wk is assumed to be white
and to have a noise covariance matrix Q. The measurement noise
⇀
ν k is assumed
to be white and have a noise covariance matrix R. The fact that these are discrete
time noise processes does not present a problem because the sensors are ultimately
sampled in discrete time. This enables the direct estimation of the noise variance
from data samples. The ﬁlter can be simpliﬁed assuming that both noise covariance
matrices are diagonal, i.e. the noise in each of the sensor outputs is independent.
The INS model is, by deﬁnition, a continuous time model. Therefore, it must be
approximated using a discrete time following the ﬁrst order approximations:
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Φ ∼= I+ FT
Γ ∼= GT
(4.14)
The INS numerically integrates the acceleration and angular rate measurements to
obtain estimates of position, velocity and orientation. The prediction step of the EKF
uses the output of the INS to project the ﬁlter state vector for the next measurement,
and also predicts the growth in the covariance of the state estimate error. This
covariance is a running approximation of the conﬁdence in the estimated state. The
true error in the state estimate is then reduced in the correction step by incorporating
the most recent process measurement.
4.2.8 Implementation
The implementation consists of two diﬀerent phases: the State-Prediction step and
the Measurement-Update (correction) step. For State-Prediction, the last available
estimation and its covariance are propagated through the model equations to obtain
a prior estimation of the actual state
⇀
xk. For Measurement-Update, the posterior
estimation x is obtained from the correction of the prior by including the information
obtained from the measurements [46].
4.2.8.1 State-Prediction Step
The state prediction step in a Kalman Filter involves the projection of the ﬁlter state
vector for the next measurement.














dt is implemented using numerical integration with a fourth
order Runga Kutta algorithm.
2. Normalise the quaternion.
3. Calculate partial derivatives for Jacobian matrices F and G.
4. Estimate the growth in the covariance of the state estimate error due to the
process noise Pk = FkPk−1FTk + Qt, where Pk is the projected covariance, Fk
is the linearised process model, obtained as the Jacobian of the process model
(f), and Qt is the process noise.
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4.2.8.2 Measurement-Update Step
The measurement update step in a Kalman Filter involves reﬁning the state estimate
by incorporating sensor measurements.




















is the projected covariance from the last state prediction step and R represents
a measurement noise covariance matrix.











, where x is the up-
dated state vector,
⇀
xk is the predicted state vector from the last state prediction
step and
⇀
z k are sensor measurements.
4. Update the posterior error covariance matrix P = (I −KH)Pk, where P is the
updated state covariance and I is the identity matrix.
5. Normalise the quaternion.
The output of the implemented EKF is an object's 3D position, velocity vector, and
attitude, as well as the estimated accelerometer and gyroscope biases at each time
step t.
4.3 Corrected Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
The full INS system is commonly used for pedestrian navigation, but can also be used
to collect accurate ground truth data. It is inexpensive and does not bring substantial
overhead. The main limitation of the INS is that it produces only a relative trajectory
estimate with accurate relative displacements and angles over short time periods. This
limitation can be addressed by applying drift correction, which periodically corrects
the trajectory as the user walks past a landmark with a known absolute position.
Three diﬀerent methods to correct the path between two consecutive re-positionings
through passing landmarks were implemented as part of the work described in this
thesis. The ﬁrst is called Linear Drift Correction, proposed by Constandache et al.
[31], assuming that the positional estimate drifts linearly with time, which is simple
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but inaccurate. The second method is an extended version of the Linear method,
called Radial Drift Correction, proposed by Symington et al. [127], which showed
better results overall, but still treats the inertial drift at each time segment indepen-
dently. The third correction method is a novel method proposed in this thesis. It is
a non-linear-least-squares method, called NLLS Drift Correction, that estimates the
time-evolving drift of the entire inertial estimate jointly given the set of landmark
encounters.
4.3.1 Linear Drift Correction
The linear drift correction method assumes that the positional estimate drifts linearly
with time [31, 127]. Let P˜ (t) be the trajectory estimate for a given node, at some time
t. Let ti and tj be the time associated with two adjacent graph vertices representing
known landmarks with coordinates X(ti) and X(tj) along a given sensor's path. Then
the linear drift correction begins by binding the sensor's estimated trajectory to the
position of the ﬁrst landmark X(ti) and end to the position of the second landmark
X(tj). The approach then adds the diﬀerence between the estimated and known end
points linearly over the period (tj−ti) to cancel cumulative drift between those points.
This is done by ﬁrst calculating a shift vector
⇀
v = X(ti)− P˜ (ti) and then a correction
vector
⇀
c = X(tj) +
⇀
v − P˜ (tj) . Finally, the linear drift-corrected trajectory segment
P (t) can be written in a single equation deﬁned as:






c , ti ≤ t ≤ tj (4.15)
The problem with this type of correction is to distort the shape of the curve, most
notably in cases in which there was a large angular diﬀerence in the direction vector
between two points on the estimated trajectory and two landmark points.
4.3.2 Radial Drift Correction
To reduce distortion generated by the linear drift correction method, the radial drift
correction method was proposed in [127]. In this method, the starting point of the
estimated trajectory is ﬁrst shifted to the ﬁrst landmark. Rather than adding the
drift correction linearly along the curve, the curve is ﬁrst rotated about the starting
landmark by an angle α, until the estimated displacement vector and actual displace-
ment vector are aligned. It is then scaled by scale factor β to align its end point with
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a = X(ti)−X(ti+1) and ⇀m = P˜ (ti)− P˜ (ti+1) denote the displacement
vectors measured between two given landmark points, according to the embedded
graph vertices and the trajectory estimate. Finally, the radial drift-corrected tra-
jectory segment P (t) using the rotation angle α and the scale factor β is deﬁned
as:





P˜ (t)− P˜ (ti)
)
, ti ≤ t ≤ tt+1 (4.17)
As for the linear drift correction method, this method also has possible problems in
special cases. Consider a case in which a user walks in a certain direction and then
walks back to a point very close to where he started. If the received position update
just slightly corrects the new endpoint, then the result could be an enormous change
in angle because the end point is very close to the start point. In reality, however,
there is just a problem with scaling rather than both a scaling problem and a giant
angular problem, which will result in a false drift correction between those landmarks.
4.3.3 NLLS Drift Correction
Both, linear drift correction and radial drift correction methods treat the inertial drift
at each time segment independently, yielding computationally eﬃcient algorithms at
the cost of a sub-optimal drift compensation scheme. In this thesis, a novel nonlinear
least-squares method is proposed. It estimates the time-evolving drift of the entire
inertial estimate jointly given the set of landmark encounters Plm. Speciﬁcally, the
proposed drift correction scheme seeks a solution to the problem deﬁned as:









where the function m(pi−1,pi) describes the relative motion from pi−1 to pi, pre-
serving the original PDR-estimated path structure with weight wm, and the function
b(pi−1,pi) describes the relative angle bias (oﬀset) from pi−1 to pi, allowing for an-
gular gyroscopic drift with penalty weight wb. Finally, wlm is set high enough to
force point pˆ(t) to coincide with landmark position plm(t). By selecting wm to be the
reciprocal of motion estimation variance over short intervals and wb the reciprocal of
variance due to long-term inertial drift (drift in gyroscope integration). Consequently,
Equation 4.18 provides an accurate reconstruction Pˆ of the true path P ∗. These resid-
ual functions are illustrated in Figure 4.2, where the initial PDR-estimated path P0
is shown by blue dots connected by black arrows and the drift-corrected path Pˆ is
shown by yellow dots connected by green block-terminated arrows. The red dashed
line represents highly-weighted residuals between i-th landmark's absolute position
and the NLLS solver solution at the time of crossing i-th landmark ti.
Figure 4.2: Drift correction residuals including relative motion constraints mi, angle
bias constraints bi, and landmark constraints pi. The upper trajectory P0 denotes
the initial PDR-estimated path, and Pˆ denotes the solved trajectory in such a way
that the sum of the weighted square residuals is minimised.
This implementation shows many advantages against linear or radial drift correc-
tion methods, due to a more realistic representation of the problem and the ability
to include variances for each type of residual. In other words, each landmark can
have diﬀerent variance, which will be considered by the NLLS solver during the path
correction. If the absolute position of the landmark is not exactly known, then the
approach presented will allow the landmark's position to be corrected at the same
time as the PDR-estimated path.
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4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the methods that were implemented for Inertial Navigation
along with the relevant mathematical theory behind them. The chapter started with
a simpliﬁed step and heading system, explaining details about the practical imple-
mentation, and addressed the advantages and disadvantages of the SHS systems.
In the next section, methods by which a full inertial navigation system can be built
were presented. The INS shows advantages against the SHS, due to a more realistic
model used to represent pedestrian behaviour. The INS section contained more details
than that for SHS, as INSs are recommended for use in localisation systems and they
require a stronger mathematical background to implement. In particular, a 6DOF
rigid body kinematic model with a 3D position, velocity and orientation represented
in the inertial coordinate frame was presented. This model consists of several state
equations and integrates the Extended Kalman ﬁlter to deal with the linearisation of
the state equations.
In the last part of this chapter, methods to correct limitations of the inertial
systems mentioned in the ﬁrst sections were presented. Eliminating the eﬀect of sensor
drift and providing an absolute coordinate frame allows the INSs to be used, not only
for pedestrian localisation, but also as a tool to collect the ground truth data required
to build a training set. The existing methods with their limitations were presented
and a novel method that integrates NLLS-based drift correction was proposed. It
was argued that this method has the potential to show better performance than the
existing approaches, due to a more realistic system model that estimates on-going
sensor drift, as well as allowing for imprecision in the absolute location of landmarks.
The numerical comparison of the diﬀerent methods is presented in Section 8.3, from
where it is visible that the proposed NLLS solution does indeed outperform both




The main purpose of multi-sensor fusion is to increase accuracy and reliability of a
system over and above the use of such sensor data on an individual basis. All sensor
observations are, in general, aﬀected by diﬀerent types of errors, which will produce
sub-optimal results if they are not handled properly. Numerous methods and ﬁlters
have been developed to address the problem of how to fuse together multiple sensor
sources eﬃciently. The methods based on a Particle Filter normally have scaling
problems when more sensors are added to the system, whereas a Kalman Filter can
be diﬃcult to develop for complex real-world systems.
Methods based on non-linear least square solvers are, in general, simpler to model
and do not have problems with scaling. For that reason, they have become very
popular in the robotics and computer vision research communities [138, 66, 135].
Following this direction, the ﬁrst step is to determine how to represent the localisation
problem as a connected graph, which can be passed to an NLLS solver to be optimised.
This chapter presents a proposed method, which eﬃciently fuses together multiple
sensors sources in combination with the Gaussian Process as a machine learning
technique to learn the spatially-correlated measurement errors directly from training
samples. The main requirements for a proposed method were: to be executed in real-
time; be scalable1; and directly integrate the Gaussian Process models. This chapter
gives a detailed mathematical formulation and the localisation system modelling,
including all connected blocks representing sensor sources and other inputs.
1Adding a new sensor source into the localisation system must not have a signiﬁcant impact on
the model complexity.
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5.1 The Localisation Model
The proposed localisation model is based on a pose graph optimisation method in-
cluding multi-sensor fusion. Suppose that the localisation system includes m anchor
nodes ai = [xi, yi]T , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, with known or unknown position, along with the
target node to be localised p = [x, y]T . Nodes in the graph represent unknown sen-
sor positions at each time step. The localisation problem can be represented by the
connected graph shown in Figure 5.1. For the main process f(·), which connects two
x1 x2 x3 xn




g2(·) g3(·) g4(·) g5(·)
g6(·)
gp(·)
Figure 5.1: The localisation problem is expressed as a connected graph. Blue
circles {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} represent unknown sensor positions, while red squares
{ai, i = 1, . . . ,M} represent unknown landmark positions. Edges {gi, i = 1, . . . , P}
as corrections represent ToF, RSS and MFS measurements, while edges
{fi, i = 1, . . . , N − 1} as processes relate two sequential sensor positions. Initial
states for all circles are represented as a vector x0.
sequential sensor positions, one of the pedometry models, such as SHS or a full 6DoF
kinematic PDR ﬁlter is normally used. Both of these ﬁlters require frequent sampling
of the 9DoF IMU to estimate the sensor's velocity and orientation. Corrections g(·),
which relate a sensor's position to a subset of anchor nodes, are initially provided
by RSS estimates from a radio, but can be extended to other sources, such as ToF
estimates, local Magnetic Field Strength (MFS) estimates or any other sensor that
will bring additional information into the localisation model.
Corrections g(·) can be raw measurements or values from pre-trained sensor mod-
els. Not all type of sensors can be improved by including pre-trained models, but
RSS, ToF and MFS have a large potential in building models from collected obser-
vations during a training run. The recommended machine learning technique used to
generate sensor models is a Gaussian Process (GP) model, which brings appropriate
representations of uncertainties in the measurement distribution over a continuous
space.







(zi − hi(X))R−1i (zi − hi(X)) (5.1)
where, X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} is the set that contains all unknown sensor positions,
zi are observations, hi(·) is the measurement model and Ri is the measurement noise
covariance. The processes f(·) and the corrections g(·) are bundled together into
a set of measurements M . The measurement model hi(·) for the ith measurement
extracts the relevant states from X to predict the measurement value. A residual (a
displacement, range estimate or MFS scalar) is then calculated using observation zi
and measurement noise covariance Ri. Localisation is carried out by assigning values
to X in such a way that the sum of the weighted square residuals is minimised. The
NLLS solver runs as an iterative process in which, in each iteration, nodes with an
unknown position are slightly moved in directions that will produce a smaller residual
error. The solving process is terminated when additional movement of unknown states
does not produce smaller errors than in the previous iteration.
Since the measurement model hi(·) includes non-linear functions in most cases, the
solver has to settle for ﬁnding a local minimum. The general strategy of solving non-
linear optimisation problems is to solve a sequence of approximations to the original
problem. At each iteration, the approximation is solved to determine a correction ∆x
to the vector x. For non-linear least squares, an approximation can be constructed by
using a ﬁrst-order linearisation F (x+∆x) ≈ F (x)+J(x)∆x. Since linearisation is an
approximation, such solvers are non-optimal, which means that they may converge
to a non-optimal local minimum. Therefore, a reasonable prediction of initial states
is key to obtaining an accurate solution, especially using GP inside the solver since
this brings essential non-linearity into the system. A more detailed description about
the initial state prediction can be found in Section 5.2.7.
5.2 System Modelling
As described in the initial section of this chapter, the proposed localisation model
is based on pose graph optimisation, which requires the presentation of localisation
problem as a connected graph, and in which the position of unknown nodes is es-
timated during the iterative solving procedure. Unknown nodes represent states in
the localisation trajectory. All nodes are connected by the main process, and some
of them have additional edges representing corrections from diﬀerent sources, which
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builds a multi-sensor fusion system. A number of additional corrections depend on a
sampling interval that is longer than the sampling interval of the process that con-
nects two sequential states together. Due to a well-deﬁned system architecture and
the nature of the NLLS solver with ResidualBlocks, it is straightforward to combine
these. The number of states is deﬁned by the sampling interval of the main process,
which, in this case should be 100Hz or more for both SHS or PDR ﬁlters. That means
that the graph will have 100 or more unknown nodes for each second in a localisation
trajectory. Collecting the correction measurements in general requires more resources
and, because unknown states are already connected by the initial process, the number
of these can be an order of magnitude or more smaller than the number of states.
The proposed localisation model includes several CostFunctions f(x) combined
into an m-dimensional function F (x) = [f1(x), . . . , fm(x)]
⊤ which has to be solved by
the NLLS solver. The CostFunctions blocks are following:
 The main process estimated from SHS.
 The SHS drift correction.
 The raw ToF and RSS range estimates between mobile and anchor nodes. Note
that the RSS measurements are converted into range estimates by the improved
path-loss model described in (3.23).
 The Gaussian Process inferences from ToF and RSS GP models for each anchor
node and MFS inferences from a GP model for a mobile node.
Each cost function includes a residual block that will produce a residual error in that
particular cost function. The error is then added to the global solving error that must
be minimised.
5.2.1 The Step and Heading System Cost Function
This cost function represents the main process that connects two sequential states
together. It includes two sequential unknown states and generates two residuals. The
ﬁrst residual is a diﬀerence in distance between two states and the estimated displace-
ment from the SHS system between those states in time. The second error is deﬁned
as a diﬀerence in angle between the two states and the estimated heading between
those states in time. This cost function can be referred to as the motion or kinematic
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cost function, because it tries to minimise the error in a target's displacement and
orientation. The residuals for ∆d and ∆θ are formulated as:








where xt = [xt, yt] is a 2D unknown state vector at time t and xt+1 is the unknown
state at time t+ 1. vt is the estimated velocity and θt is the estimated heading from
the SHS described in Section 4.1. The time interval ∆t denotes the time between two
samples from the IMU. σ−1SHS_d and σ
−1
SHS_θ are the variances for displacement and
bearing, respectively. If the variance is low, which means that the measurement shows
higher conﬁdence, then the residual will be weighted more, giving it more inﬂuence
during the iterative solving procedure. In other words, the solver will spend more
resources on minimising larger residual errors that result in a smaller global error at
the end of the solving procedure. The additional problem-speciﬁc weight factors are
added into a residual calculation. The wSHS_d and wSHS_θ are scalars that denote
estimated weight factors for SHS displacement and bearing, respectively.
5.2.2 The SHS Drift Compensation Cost Function
This cost function represents the on-going drift corrections from the SHS ﬁlter. It
includes two sequential unknown states and generates one residual. The SHS ﬁlter
provides accurate relative displacements and angles over short time periods, but suf-
fers from considerable inertial drift over large periods of time, as previously discussed.
To minimise the eﬀect of drift on a ﬁnal localisation solution, an additional SHS cost
function must be added to the model to handle on-going drift. This cost function
links two sequential bias estimates together to avoid rapid changes over short periods
of time but enables smooth variations over longer periods (tens of seconds). At the
same time, this cost function implements initial SHS ﬁlter orientation. As mentioned
before, the output from the SHS ﬁlter will provide only relative orientation. The
residual for ∆b describing the relative angle bias (oﬀset) from bt to bt+1 is formulated
as:
rb (t) = (|(bt − bt+1|)σ−1BIASwBIAS (5.3)
where bt is a current bias estimate and bt+1 is a bias at the next time step t+1. The
value of the variance σ−1BIAS must be chosen with respect to expected gyroscope drift
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ﬂuctuations. wBIAS is a scalar that denotes the estimated weight factor.
5.2.3 The RSS and ToF Range Cost Function
This cost function represents range corrections to a particular state. It includes one
unknown state and generates one residual, and the range estimate can be provided
through RSS or ToF measurements between mobile and anchor nodes. The unknown
state at time t can have multiple range corrections, as the localisation system includes
















where xt = [xt, yt] is a 2D unknown state vector at time t, an = [xn, yn, zn] is an
absolute location of an anchor node n, d˜n is an estimated distance between a mobile
and anchor node n at time t provided by RSS or TOF sensor, and σ−1n is the variance
for each anchor node. Variance also depends on the type of range observations. The
ToF observations show smaller error against RSS observations; consequently they
can be weighted more. The wRB_RSS and wRB_TOF are scalars that denote estimated
weight factors.
5.2.4 The Gaussian Process Cost Function
This cost function represents the predicted corrections to a particular state from the
GP model. It includes one unknown state and generates one residual, and the values
are predicted from pre-trained GP models for RSS, ToF and MFS measurements.
The unknown state at time t can have multiple corrections, as the localisation system
includes N anchor nodes. In addition, MFS inferences are added to correct states
based on the magnetic ﬁeld. The RSS and ToF residuals ∆d, and ∆H residual for






















where xt = [xt, yt] is a 2D unknown state vector at time t and p (·) is a GP inference
at state xt that depends on a training set D. d˜n is an estimated distance between
a mobile and anchor node n at time t provided by RSS or ToF sensor. This cost
function also takes advantage of the GP representation of uncertainty at position xt.
The variance σ−1n (xt) is no longer considered to be a constant value such in the SHS
cost function, but it is instead a function of xt. That means that each GP inference
also has its own variance. The wGP_RSS, wGP_TOF and wGP_MFS are scalars that
denote estimated weight factors. As for range-based weight factors, Gaussian Process
weight factors are also constants, and not dependent on time-varying observations
like variance σ−1n (xt).
5.2.5 The Loss Function
The use of a loss function in models, such as a localisation model is very important
as a result of the high probability of erroneous measurement. A range-based locali-
sation system will estimate a target's absolute position by using range observations
between a mobile and multiple anchor nodes. To uniquely estimate the target's po-
sition in a 2D space at least three range observations are needed. Let consider the
case in which one of the range observations includes a signiﬁcant range error due to
multi-path propagation. Without using a loss function, the residual of the erroneous
measurement will result in the entire solution being pulled away from the optimum,
because all residuals are treated equally [93]. The use of a robust loss function will
thus lead to a more stable and accurate solution as a result of the diﬀerent weight-
ing of residuals. The impact of a faulty measurement will be reduced in a way that
depends on the parameters and type of a loss function.









where a is a scale factor, which controls inﬂuence of the loss function. The proposed
loss function is a scalar function that is used to reduce large residuals. An example




















Figure 5.2: The inﬂuence of the Cauchy loss function on large residuals with scale
factor a = 1. The blue line is a function of x2, where the red line is the same function
but reduced by the Cauchy loss function deﬁned in (5.6). Residuals smaller than a
scale factor a are almost unaﬀected, but the larger residuals are signiﬁcantly reduced.
5.2.6 Weight Estimation
By default, all cost functions already include the variance of each observation, which
is used to scale the ﬁnal residual generated by a cost function. However, in ad-
dition to mathematically estimated variances, a global weight factor for each cost
function forms a key point of the residual calculation. In case of, say, the SHS cost
function that has a constant variance, its weight factor and the variance are redun-
dant. However, in the case of variable variances, such as the GP variance, the weight
factor will globally scale an entire cost function against other cost functions. The
use of globally-scaled cost functions is essential to obtain optimal results from the
NLLS solver. Furthermore, weight factors are case-speciﬁc, which enables ﬁne tun-
ing of the system. Weight factors can be estimated by experimentation; however,
putting weight factors into a single vector w =
[
wSHS_d, wSHS_θ, wBIAS, wRB_RSS,
wRB_TOF , wGP_RSS, wGP_TOF , wGP_MFS
]T generates an eight-dimensional space over
which an optimal solution has to be found in a limited number of iterations. The
number of iterations is limited due to the long execution time of a single iteration,
during which vector w is estimated and tested on a localisation problem. Each test
may take on the order of a few seconds on average.
For that reason, a more sophisticated algorithm called Simulated Annealing is
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proposed for use in this problem, to obtain a better estimate of weight factors in
fewer iterations.
5.2.6.1 Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a generic probabilistic metaheuristic for the global opti-
misation problem of locating a good approximation to the global optimum of a given
function in a large search space. Its primary goal is to ﬁnd an acceptably good solu-
tion in a ﬁxed amount of time, rather than the best possible solution [44]. The SA
algorithm simulates the process undergone by misplaced atoms in a metal when it
is heated and then slowly cooled, as a slow decrease in the probability of accepting
worse solutions [39]. Accepting worse solutions is a fundamental property of meta-
heuristics because it allows for a more extensive search for the optimal solution and
can be represented by:
e−∆D/T > R(0, 1) (5.7)
where ∆D is a diﬀerence between solution in a current iteration and the best neigh-
bour solution, T is a current temperature of the system and R(0, 1) is a random
number in the interval [0, 1]. At high temperatures, the system is more likely to accept
solutions that are worse. The convergence to the good local minimum is satisﬁed
by lowering a temperature after making many tries and observing that the cost
function slowly declines. Lower temperatures limit the size of allowed "bad" tries.
After lowering the temperature several times to a low value, one may then "quench"
the process by accepting only "good" tries in order to ﬁnd the local minimum of the
cost function.
5.2.7 Initial State Prediction
The localisation problem, including GP inference, is a fundamentally non-linear sys-
tem. The NLLS solver approximates non-linearity in a way that is non-optimal and
that will, therefore, converge to a local minimum, that can be far away from the global
optimum. This eﬀect can be mitigated by initialising the solver with a reasonable
approximation to a true state. A reasonable prediction of initial states is more likely
to lead to a local minimum that is close to the global one. Therefore, this operation
must be executed suﬃciently well. In this section, several NLLS-independent options
for the prediction of initial states will be introduced to predict initial states with the
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corresponding experimental results shown in Section 8.1.2.
5.2.7.1 Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
The PDR ﬁlter or SHS provides very good partial estimates, but suﬀers from a prob-
lem with long-term estimation, due to sensor drift. Furthermore, the PDR ﬁlter can
only estimate a relative trajectory if no additional input is provided, such as the co-
ordinates of the starting point and an initial orientation. To some extent, the NLLS
solver will translate and rotate initial trajectory during the solving procedure, but
this does not work in all cases. If the initial trajectory is orientated in nearly the
opposite direction to reality, then the NLLS solver may converge to a local minimum,
which can be far away from the optimal one and so produce an incorrect localisation
solution.
5.2.7.2 Trilaterarion
Trilateration can be used to predict the absolute position where at least three ToF
observations are received at the same time. The main problem with trilateration is
the high impact of outliers - observations aﬀected by multi-path error. In this case,
the estimated position may be far away from the true one. Furthermore, sequential
states in trilateration are not linked together, resulting in large position diﬀerences
from one state to the next. The NLLS solver can handle a limited number of outliers
in the initial states, but multiple outliers in a sequence may present a signiﬁcant
diﬃculty in the solving procedure.
5.2.7.3 Particle Filter
A possible solution to the problems brought by the PDR ﬁlter and trilateration might
be a fusion of both of them. The trilateration part will translate and rotate a PDR
trajectory, and the PDR part will hold predicted states closer together. Output from
the PF can be further improved by including GP inferences and variances. Fusing
them all together will produce a better estimate of the initial states, at the cost of
long execution time, due to scaling problems with PF.
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5.2.7.4 Gaussian Process Maps Fusion
Due to the computational complexity of the PF when GP inferences are fused into
the prediction of initial states, an alternative method was proposed to estimate initial
states using pre-computed GP maps of ToF2 and MFS observations. For a better un-
derstanding of the pre-computed GP maps, see Section 5.4. This improvement allows
for subsequent position estimation given a time-series of measurements zi(t). Specif-
ically, given a single measurement zi(t), then the likelihood L that the measurement







where µx,y and σ2x,y are the Gaussian Process mean and variance at position [x, y]. A
single initial state position can be estimated by ﬁnding the position that maximises
the likelihood L over the range observations received at time t in combination with
inferences from the GP maps, respectively. The candidate positions are all nodes in a
GP map with a mean GPµ(x, y) and a variance GPσ2(x, y). Note that the estimated
position will lie somewhere on a discrete GP map grid, therefore the granularity of
the pre-computed map is important.
To do further optimisation, the complex likelihood calibration in (5.8) was replaced
by a more eﬃcient function deﬁned as:
L−1 = |zi(t)− GPµ(x, y)| GPσ2(x, y) (5.9)
In this case, the absolute position of an observation zi(t) is estimated by maximising
the inverse likelihood L−1. The proposed function, which uses only general arithmetic,
is in the range of ten times faster than the alternative, without losing noticeable
accuracy (it is within a few percentage points).
2The ToF observations are, in general, the most reliable range estimates. In addition, the RSS
observations can also be used; however, they may not improve initial state prediction, due to a larger
number of multi-path errors. The MFS observations are scalars without any prior information about
where in space the observations were taken, and, therefore, the MFS map cannot be used without
fusing it with some sort of range information.
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5.3 Gaussian Process Models
As for other machine learning techniques, the Gaussian Process requires many training
samples to build a model for a particular sensor. Collecting a training set normally
requires additional equipment to provide estimates in parallel with observations from
the sensor, for which the GP model will be built.
In the context of range-based localisation, the input values X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N}
corresponds to locations, where xi = (xi, yi) is a 2D location, and the observations
y = {yi, i = 1, . . . , N} correspond to ToF or RSS measurements obtained at these
locations. Separately, magnetic ﬁeld strength measurements were collected and were
used as observations yi at location xi. In the case of 2D pedestrian tracking, the z
coordinate is not necessary, which simpliﬁes the GP model and makes it more easily
understandable for humans.
Assuming independence between anchor nodes, one model for each anchor node
and each type of sensor must be built. In the proposed localisation system, a ToF
and RSS model for each anchor node and one MFS model for a mobile node were
built.
5.3.1 Adding Priors
Adding a prior into the model will improve model in regions without training data.
It is not always possible to add a prior, but for ToF data, which can be modelled
analytically, a prior can be added to improve the model. In general, a prior must be
formulated from known relations between input points and their values.
The relation between ToF observations and a true distance from an anchor node
is, by deﬁnition, a linear function deﬁned as: y = mx + b, where m denotes the
propagation slope and b represents absolute distance oﬀset (bias). In the ideal case,
m will be one and b will be zero, meaning that if a mobile node is 10m away from
an anchor node, then the ToF observation will also have a value of 10m. To obtain
a more accurate model, the coeﬃcients m and b must be estimated from a training
set. Given the ToF observations d at locations x, and known absolute location for
the anchor node a = (x, y, z), the linear model parameters (m, b) can be estimated
by ﬁnding (mˆ, bˆ) satisfying:




m∥xi − a∥+ b− di (5.10)
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where N is the number of training samples used to estimate linear model parameters
and ∥xi − a∥ represents the distance between the input x and anchor node a. This
method will minimise the diﬀerence between the predicted ToF value and actual
training values with respect to the m and b parameters, using conjugate gradient
descent. In some cases, real-world data will deviate from this simple model, but,
in practice, the simple model oﬀers an improvement when confronted with sparse































































































(b) A ToF map with an estimated prior.
Figure 5.3: A ToF GP map for one anchor node without a prior is shown in a). The
red square shows the location of anchor node and colours on the map show distance
from the anchor node. Warm colours denote larger distances from the anchor node.
The places that are poorly covered by training points will tend to zero by deﬁnition
of the Gaussian Process. As the ToF is a linear function of a distance, in 3D, a ToF
map should have a conical shape. To generate a map that follows this requirement,
a prior was added to a GP model and the result can be seen in b). The parameters
for the prior model were estimated from a training set using the Equation (5.10).
5.3.2 The ToF Model
The ToF model is built from ToF observations at locations X. Raw ToF observations
are transformed into distances using a hardware-speciﬁc function, but, in general,
this is proportional to the speed of light. The transformed observation, as a training
sample, to build a ToF model is then y = c tToF . Assuming that the anchor nodes are
independent, then one ToF model for each anchor node in a localisation system must
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be built. An example of a trained ToF model for one anchor node is shown in Figure
5.4. The model contains both predicted values and variances at each location.
Distance East [m]



































(a) The GP ToF inference model of one
anchor node.
Distance East [m]




































(b) The GP ToF variance model of one
anchor node.
Figure 5.4: A ToF GP prediction map for one anchor node is shown in a). The
corresponding GP variance model is shown in b). The variance is expected to be low
in areas that contain more training samples and high in areas that have less of them.
Higher variance will be also shown in areas in which training samples have higher
noise.
5.3.3 The RSS Model
The RSS model is built from the RSS observations X. As for the ToF observations,
raw RSS observations must be transformed into distances, in this case through a path-
loss model. The extended path-loss model including estimated parameters described
by Equation (3.23) was used. Assuming that the anchor nodes are independent, then
one RSS model for each anchor node in a localisation system must be built. An
example of a trained RSS model for the same anchor node as in Figure 5.4 is shown
in Figure 5.5. The model contains predicted values with variances.
5.3.4 The MFS Model
The MFS model is built from magnetic ﬁeld strength observations. The magnetic ﬁeld
strength is deﬁned as: H =
√
mx2 +my2 +mz2, wheremx,my andmz are magnetic
ﬁeld observations in x, y and z directions provided by a tri-axial magnetic sensor. The
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(a) The GP RSS inference model of one
anchor node.
Distance East [m]




































(b) The GP RSS variance model of one
anchor node.
Figure 5.5: The RSS GP inference map for one anchor node is shown in a). The
corresponding GP variance model is shown in b). Note that the inferences represent
distances obtained from the extended path-loss model using raw RSS observations
rather than RSS values in [dBm]. Because the RSS observations include higher levels
of measurement error, the RSS variance model is less detailed than the ToF variance
model. As can be seen, the RSS variance model is smoother and more uniform. In
this case, the localisation solver cannot weight good and bad observations diﬀerently,
which will result in a poorer ﬁnal localisation result.
MFS model is dependent only on a mobile node. Therefore, only one model needs to
be built regardless of the number of anchor nodes included in a localisation system.
An example of a trained MFS model for a mobile node is shown in Figure 5.6. The
model contains predicted values with variances.
5.4 Gaussian Process Maps
The main problem of Gaussian Process inference is its run-time complexity, with
O(N3) relation to the number of training samples N . This prevents it being called too
frequently in real-time processes. In practice, the NLLS solver requires millions of calls
in each iteration and this makes the use of GP inference in each call computationally
infeasible. Moreover, some other algorithms also produce many requests for the GP
inferences. For the PF, the number of calls is related to the number of particles, which
must be 100− 500 to obtain good results. To address the computational complexity
problem, a new solution using ﬁxed-resolution GP inference maps was developed.
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(a) The GP MFS inference model of one
mobile node.
(b) The GP MFS variance model of one
mobile node.
Figure 5.6: The MFS GP inference map for a mobile node is shown in a). The cor-
responding GP variance model is shown in b). In theory, the magnetic ﬁeld strength
should be constant, with slight variations depending on the place on earth. However,
in reality, the magnetic ﬁeld is aﬀected by all nearby ferromagnetic parts. This en-
ables to generate the spatially-correlated magnetic ﬁeld variation map. The variance
is more constant, comparing to ToF and RSS observations.
This approach is predicated on the assumption that there is no meaningful spatial
variation in measurement values beyond a ﬁxed resolution. Consequently, the ﬁxed-
resolution map includes only values lying on a grid. However, the solving strategy of
NLLS or PF requires values at any arbitrary location. For example, the NLLS solver
requires that x be updated using x ← x +△x, where △x may be an inﬁnitesimally
small quantity, which means that an inﬁnitesimal grid step is needed. To address this
problem, an approximation interpolation method was developed and is described in
Section 5.4.2. Using an interpolation method enables the pre-computation of a ﬁxed-
resolution GP inference map and, inside the solver, to interpolate values from the
nearest cells in that GP map. The result is a decrease of a run-time complexity from
O(N3) to the O(1) complexity required to interpolate a value from a pre-computed
map.
5.4.1 Creation of Gaussian Process Maps
The GP map need only be generated once, assuming that the GP model has been
trained from the collected training set and will not change over time, which will be
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true in most cases. One exception will be systems that learn in real-time and adapt
existing pre-trained models [106].
Two Gaussian Process maps are required per one GP model: one map for GP
inference and one for GP variance. The dimensionality of a map depends on a dimen-
sionality of the GP model. In the pedestrian indoor localisation problem, normally
an R2 map will be used as an R3 map requires a 3D ground truth, which is hard to
obtain. However, there is no fundamental restriction on dimensionality.
A generated map includes GP inference or variance for every {x, y}ϵROI, where
ROI is the Region-Of-Interest, which is a discretised grid area of an environment. The
proposed ﬁle structure used when capturing ground truth later holds information that
includes ROI, coordinates of grid points and multiple maps of GP models in the same
ﬁle, as they share the same absolute coordinates and ROI. That ﬁle structure can
be easily shared between multiple processes in the implemented localisation solver.
5.4.2 Interpolation Methods
Use of an interpolation method to estimate values that lie between discrete points
in a grid is necessary in the case of using an NLLS solver, as described above. For
the purpose of the implemented localisation, two solver interpolation methods were
explored: the Bi-linear and Bi-cubic.
5.4.2.1 Bi-Linear Interpolation
The bi-linear interpolation is an interpolation method for interpolating functions of
two variables on a regular 2D grid [69]. Linear interpolation is ﬁrstly done in one
direction, and then again in the other direction. Although each step is linear in the
sampled values and in the position, the bi-linear interpolation is not linear: it is the
product of two linear functions. The bi-linear interpolation, including four nearest








where a00 = f(x0, y0), a10 = f(x1, y0) − f(x0, y0), a01 = f(x0, y1) − f(x0, y0), a11 =




Bi-cubic interpolation is an extension of the bi-linear interpolation for interpolating
data points on a 2D regular grid. The interpolated surface is smoother and has
fewer interpolation artifacts than corresponding surfaces obtained by the bi-linear
interpolation. The interpolation considers the 16 nearest points in a grid, including
both function values at those points, and also their derivatives [67]. Suppose that
the function values f and the derivatives fx, fy and fxy are known at the four corners








where p(x, y) is the interpolated value at an arbitrary position (x, y), depending on
the 16 nearest cells in the map. Factors ann can be calculated using either Lagrange
polynomials, cubic splines or the cubic convolution algorithm.
5.4.3 Grid Step Size
The map grid step size is a parameter that must be chosen based on the required
accuracy and the limits on raw table size. A smaller grid step will produce a better
approximation, but will, at the same time, increase raw map size drastically, as the
necessary memory space increases quadratically in a 2D space3. To evaluate how much
error is introduced by both interpolation approximation methods, an experiment was
carried out to obtain inferences and approximations for 10000 sample points on a real
ToF GP map. The relative error between the exact and interpolated value from the









where N is a number of sample points, f(xi) is the exact prediction and map(xi) is
an interpolated value obtained from the bi-linear or bi-cubic interpolation. The test
was repeated multiple times, using the same GP model to generate multiple GP maps
with a diﬀerent grid step size. The result of iterating from a 5cm grid step to a 2m






where N is a GP dimensionality and a is a grid step size.
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GP map grid step size (m)



























Figure 5.7: The relative average error between the exact GP inference and interpola-
tion from map in relation to grid step size. For the smallest grid steps, the bi-cubic
interpolation shows over a hundred times better approximation than bi-linear interpo-
lation. The trend remains the same for larger grid steps, but the level of improvement
slowly decreases. The nature of the GP model is to be smooth, which ﬁts better with
bi-cubic interpolation rather than bi-linear interpolation. From the result it can be
seen that using bi-cubic interpolation yields approximation errors of less than 0.001%
for a 20cm grid size.
As mentioned above, the memory size required to store one map increases quadrat-
ically for suggested 2D GP maps. Table 5.1 shows the memory space required to save
one raw map generated with diﬀerent grid step sizes, assuming that the ROI covers
a mid-size oﬃce space of 20m× 20m. All values are saved as 4-byte ﬂoats.
5.5 The Real-Time Version
The system model described at the beginning of this chapter was designed to be
used oﬀ-line, which means that all the observations had already been collected. Then
the NLLS solver could optimise the entire graph in a single run. The advantages of
this approach are better predicted initial states, and greater accuracy in solving the
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Table 5.1: Raw map size vs. grid step size. Grid steps smaller than 0.2m produce large
maps, which becomes impractical when the ROI covers a space of a large environment
(> 20m×20m). Also, the values in a table are for a single GP map. They have to be
multiplied by the number of anchor nodes and a number of diﬀerent sensor sources
to get a ﬁnal table size. E.g., one anchor node has multiple GP maps including the
ToF and RSS sensor. In practice, the ﬁnal map size should be in the range of several
megabytes, which is tolerable for use on personal computers or smart devices.
problem as all the observation are already known. However, if real-time tracking is
needed, this approach is impractical. This section considers how the system can be
extended for use in real-time applications.
The problem is again represented as a connected graph, with the diﬀerence that
the graph is expanding over time: the existing nodes are kept as history. A graphical
representation of the proposed real-time localisation scheme is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The real-time localisation problem expressed as a pose graph, having
observations as edges. Circles represent current and old sensor positions, while squares
represent unknown landmark positions and rectangles represent Gaussian Process
models. The current state is that at time t and old states are noted by t− n.
Incorporating all inertial measurements into a single pose graph yields a represen-
tation with a solution complexity that scales poorly with time. Thus, the proposed
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real-time version requires an architecture that divides the localisation system into
two separate threads. The ﬁrst thread executes 6DoF kinematic tracking ﬁlter that
estimates relative displacement vectors from high frequency inertial and magnetic
measurements. The second thread builds a coarse 3D-embeddable pose-graph, and
runs more slowly than the ﬁrst thread due to lower-frequency ToF and RSS mea-
surements. An architectural overview of the proposed system is given in Figure 5.9.
Thread 1 - T1
     > 100Hz
Thread 2 - T2



















Figure 5.9: Two thread localisation algorithm overview. The ﬁrst thread executes
faster, due to high frequently PDR observations, and the second thread builds a
coarse 3D-embeddable pose-graph.
5.5.1 Thread 1 - Kinematic Filter
The mobile sensor implements a linearised version of the Extended Kalman Filter to
perform inertial pedestrian dead reckoning. Standard 6DoF rigid body kinematics is
used to propagate the navigation-frame position forward in time, given body-frame
angular velocity and linear acceleration in a local frame. The ﬁlter also includes
sensor bias states to model in-run sensor drift. A double integration of acceleration
measurements inherently causes a high positional error with respect to time, and
so the localisation system periodically corrects the state estimate. A more detailed
description of the kinematic ﬁlter can be found in Section 4.2.
5.5.2 Thread 2 - Pose-Graph Solver
The pose graph solver is mostly the same as that in the proposed oﬀ-line NLLS
solver solution. The major diﬀerence is that the number of nodes is not predeﬁned
at the beginning. At each iteration in Thread 2, the entire system must be solved.
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However, due to the lower execution frequency of Thread 2, even in the long-term
as more and more nodes are added to the system, it is still possible to execute this
in real-time. Another trade-oﬀ between execution time and ﬁnal accuracy involves
limiting the number of nodes that are kept in the history buﬀer, since very out-of-date
observations add little to the accuracy of a current point.
5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the proposed sensor-fusion model. It is based on a pose graph
optimisation problem solved by an NLLS solver. A detailed description of the system
modelling and the practical implementation was provided. All the CostFunctions
are explained using equations for reasons of clarity. Furthermore, the weights vector
was introduced into the system, which must be estimated properly to obtain optimal
results. The Simulating Annealing method was proposed as a means of estimating
weights vector eﬃciently.
The next crucial part of the system model was the initial state prediction. Four
diﬀerent methods were analysed and compared for estimating the initial states. As
expected, the method using the Gaussian Process maps achieved the best results.
The chapter continued with directions and an explanation on how to build the
GP models for each sensor included in the localisation system and, ﬁnally, how to
convert them into the GP maps. The introduction of the GP maps is one of the main
contributions of this thesis, because it enables direct integration into the localisation
solver. Diﬀerent methods were proposed to approximate values from maps and with
experiments described later showed that a grid step size in the range of 20cm gives
results comparable to the exact values obtained from the GP models. Maps with a
20cm grid step size are manageable to create and to store on a device, which satisﬁes
the requirements for the practical use of a localisation model.
The last part of this chapter proposed the solution for a real-time localisation
solver. The initial part of the chapter addressed the oﬀ-line localisation; however,




Optimal Anchor Node Placement
This chapter presents a proposed solution for optimal anchor node placement. When
applying the optimal placement, localisation accuracy can be improved, sometimes
signiﬁcantly [152]. The placement of the anchor nodes is critical in counteracting ge-
ometric dilution of precision; however, there are physical constraints on where nodes
may be placed and additional complexity from radio multi-path, attenuation and
diﬀraction [35, 150, 157]. Moreover, in many cluttered environments, such as open-
plan oﬃce spaces, users can only move in constrained ways, meaning that some lo-
cations will be visited more frequently than others, because they are more central or
better connected. Consequently, the aim of a practical localisation system must be
to provide the best estimates of location across those sets of locations most likely to
be visited by actual users. In the following sections, a method to provide an esti-
mate of optimal anchor placement is proposed. Is it based on the solving of a NLLS
problem, which fuses together diﬀerent objective functions, such as the uncovered en-
vironment's area, ToF biases, probability of the multi-path error relating to a distance
from an anchor node, and space occupation.
6.1 Placement Cost Functions
The proposed optimal anchor node placement solution is based on the NLLS solver.
Like the NLLS localisation solver, this system model also requires the deﬁnition of
diﬀerent CostFunctions that generate residuals that become minimised during the
iterative optimisation procedure. The proposed CostFunctions are:
 Valid places - controls where the anchor nodes can be placed.
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 Range bias error - prefer areas with smaller bias error.
 Range multi-path error - prefer areas with lower probability of multi-path error.
 Covered environment area - try to maximise the area that can be covered by
RF signal and avoid overlapping.
6.1.1 Valid Places
In general, anchor nodes can be placed only in predeﬁned places, such as walls, pillars
or roof runners. The NLLS solver enables the representation of valid places as lines
in space instead of only discrete places when using linear programming methods.
Each line l in a three-dimensional space is deﬁned as a start point x1 = [x1, y1, z1],
end point x2 = [x2, y2, z2] and a line weight factor w. The weight factor enables
the prioritisation of some places over others if there is a reason for it (e.g. easier
deployment).
The residual for this cost function includes the sum of the distances between
anchor node position x0 = {x0i , i = 1, . . . , N} and the line that goes through nearest




⏐⏐(x0i − xnear1)× (x0i − xnear2)⏐⏐
|xnear2 − xnear1|
wnear (6.1)
where N is the number of anchor nodes, × denotes the cross product between two
vectors and the wnear is the weight factor of the nearest line. Residuals will be zero
when all anchor nodes lie in valid places.
6.1.2 Range Bias Error
Because the relation between a true distance from an anchor node and a range obser-
vation at that distance is not linear, this non-linearity can be included into a solver
to prioritise places with a lower probability of a range bias error. The range esti-
mates can be provided by any range-based sensor, such as RSS or ToF. Bias error
depends on many non-deterministic factors that are time varying and diﬃcult to pre-
dict, therefore, the cost function only provides an estimate of the error generated by
the range biases. The relation between the true distance and range observations over
the expected minimal to maximal distance is represented by a polynomial curve. The
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residual for each anchor node is calculated as the sum of the range estimate biases at









aj (∥x1i − x0∥)j
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐wi (6.2)
where x0 is the [x0, y0, z0] position of an anchor node and wi denotes the weight
factor of the ith test point. Coeﬃcients {aj}nj=0 represent polynomial coeﬃcients of
the standard form anxn + an−1xn−1 + . . . + a2x2 + a1x1 + a0. A residual must be
calculated for each active anchor node A1, . . . , AN separately.
6.1.3 Range Multi-Path Error
Like the range bias error, the multi-path error is not a constant, but depends on many
factors. This means that distances are more aﬀected by the multi-part error. Includ-
ing this cost function into the optimal placement problem will move anchor nodes to
the places that have a lower probability of multi-path error. The probability of multi-
path error over the expected minimal to maximal distance is again represented by
a polynomial curve. The residual for each anchor node is calculated using Equation
(6.2), where the coeﬃcients {aj}nj=0 represent a multi-path probability curve.
6.1.4 Area Coverage
Bias error (Section 6.1.2) and multi-path error (Section 6.1.3) cost functions have a
tendency to place multiple anchor nodes at the same place due to a local or global
minimum at that place. Thus, another cost function must be included in the optimal
placement solver. A possible function that will tend to move anchor nodes apart is
the total coverage of the environment's area [27, 76]. Lets assume that each anchor
node has a limited coverage area deﬁned by the area of a circle with a selected radius.
The area uncovered by anchor nodes is deﬁned as the entire area of the environment
minus the union of the areas covered by the anchor nodes. If the circular areas overlap,
then the uncovered area is larger than if each anchor node is placed at an optimal
distance from other nodes to avoid overlapping [81]. In general, the environment
outline is deﬁned as a polygon of arbitrary shape with possible holes in it. Because an
analytical solution requires to consider many diﬀerent possible intersections between
an arbitrary polygon and a circle, a diﬀerent method is proposed to calculate the
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Figure 6.1: Covered green area by intersection of the environment's entire area with
the coverage of the anchor nodes. The red area represents the overlap between two
anchor nodes, which decreases the ﬁnal coverage area and can be optimised by moving
anchor nodes further away from each other.
covered area. The method is based on logical operations between multiple polygons
and requires one to approximate a circle by a regular polygon [98]. The number of
sides is not particularly important, as the exact information about the coverage is
not directly used; this means that the diﬀerence between e.g. 10 and 100 sides will
be unnoticeable in the ﬁnal result. The residual that represents the environment's
uncovered area is calculated by:




where Ae denotes the area of the environment and {AAi}Ni=0 denotes the covered
circular area of each anchor node, and N is the number of anchor nodes. A graphical
representation of the covered area is shown in Figure 6.1.
6.1.5 Distance Between Anchor Node Pairs
In smaller environments, it is necessary to place anchor nodes as far away from each
other as possible. In reality, this will result in the placement of anchor nodes in the
corners of an environment. This kind of placement is often found in practice, but it is
the most naive conformation. In the case that the environment is not rectangular and
the localisation system includes multiple anchor nodes, it is not trivial to satisfy the
condition about maximising distances between anchor node pairs. This cost function
will try to maximise the distance between anchor pairs. The residual is calculated as
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where N is the number of anchor nodes, xi = [xi, yi, zi] is the location of ith anchor
node and xj = [xj, yj, zj] is the location of the jth anchor node. The results of a resid-
ual must be inverted to satisfy the solver condition that larger distances transform
into small residuals.
6.2 Area Occupancy
In cluttered environments, such as living rooms or oﬃces space, some places are
more likely to be more occupied by pedestrians than others. An example of such a
place includes the entrance door or corridors between desks and other obstacles. The
occupancy of an area can be obtained from a real experimental study in which people
in the oﬃce are tracked for a substantial period (e.g. a day or more) [84], or by
performing a spatial statistical analysis of the area. This section examines how one
might create an occupancy map through statistical analysis of the environment. This
map is further transformed into test points x1 = {x1i = [x1, y1, w1], i = 1, . . . ,M}
with weights, used in the range bias error and range multi-path error cost functions.
6.2.1 Environment Description
A description of the environment includes the environment's outline, location and
size of the obstacles, and the location of doors and seats. Obstacles, such as pillars,
tables, cabinets etc. represent places that are normally impassable. Doors and seats
are needed because they are the most likely places in the environment to be occupied.
A graphical representation of the environment with included inventory is shown in
Figure 6.2a.
6.2.2 Path Connections
People usually use the shortest path to move from place a to place b. This section
will present an approach to determine the shortest path between two places based on
graph theory. Because a graph consists of nodes and connections between nodes, the
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entire environment's free area must be represented by a large number of nodes and
connections between them. To include some level of randomness into the solution,
random locations are suggested as nodes. The connections between nodes are created
by searching for the N nearest neighbours to which the node is then connected. The
number of random node locations and the number of nearest nodes with which to
connect must be chosen reasonably. Too many locations and connections mean that
the shortest path algorithm takes a considerable time to execute, whereas too few
connections will not establish a full path between the doors and seats that are the
possible start and end point of a path. An example in which all the doors and seats
are accessible, with a reasonable choice of the number of nodes and connections is
shown in Figure 6.2b.
Once the graph is fully connected, a shortest-path algorithm can be applied. The
shortest-path algorithm ﬁnds the shortest path between each start and end node in
the graph using the available connections between nodes in a graph [43]. All the
doors and seats are added into the locations list, which makes them normal nodes
with connections. The shortest path between door one and door three is shown in
Figure 6.2c.
6.2.3 Occupancy
The previous section showed how to obtain the shortest path between two places in
the environment. Choosing multiple paths between doors or seats and combining
them into a list will create a map of votes that represent statistical solutions of the
environment's occupancy. When multiple paths are combined together, some of the
nodes in the graph will be visited more frequently than others. Each visit of a node
will increase the vote count for that node by one. To obtain a value of occupancy
as realistically as possible, many paths need to be included in the voting procedure.
Also, doors must be selected more frequently than paths going only between seats,
because individuals are more likely to go through doors than to visit random seats.
Examples of the shortest paths between doors and seats are shown in Figure 6.2d.
The ﬁnal step in environment occupancy prediction is to transform votes into test
points with weights. This is done by splitting the area into cells and counting votes in
each cell. The size of a cell depends on how many test points are needed. The centre
of each cell represents the location of one test point and the cumulative number of
votes in that cell represents the weight factor of that test point. The generated test
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(b) Possible path connections.
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(c) The shortest path between two doors.
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(d) Multiple paths between doors and seats.
Figure 6.2: An environment with 15 obstacles and 52 seats is shown in a). Figure
b) shows the transformation of the unobstructed area into a graph consisting of 3000
randomly placed nodes and four connections from each node to nearest neighbours.
The shortest path between two doors is shown in c). Figure d) shows paths from each
seat to all doors plus 500 randomly selected combinations between doors and seats.


























(a) Test points with votes representing weight fac-
tors.
(b) Map of environment's occupancy.
Figure 6.3: Test points generated from votes are shown in a). The number of votes
represent test point weight factors. Points with a higher weight will have a larger
inﬂuence on the ﬁnal solution. Figure b) represents an occupancy map generated
using the statistical probability of possible paths between doors and seats in the
environment. The warmer colours indicate more frequently visited areas.
points with weights from a conﬁguration shown in Figure 6.2d, are shown in Figure
6.3a. The ﬁnal environment's occupancy map based on the statistical probability
with the information about which places will be visited is shown in Figure 6.3b.
6.3 Solving Method
To solve the optimal anchor node placement problem, the same type of the NLLS
solver was used as in the localisation problem. The optimal placement problem can
be deﬁned in a way similar to the localisation problem, using a non-linear least squares








(∥fi (xi1 , . . . , xik)wi∥2) (6.5)
where ρi is a loss function and wi is a global weight that controls the inﬂuence
of a CostFunction. All loss functions can be combined in to a single vector ρ =
[ρvp, ρrbe, ρrme, ρua, ρdba], as can all global weights w = [wvp, wrbe, wrme, wua, wdba]. The
cost functions fi are described in Section 6.1. The use of a loss function has a crucial
eﬀect on the larger residuals, which are the result of outliers. The optimal placement
problem does not directly include any observations with false data; therefore, the
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use of a loss function is not required. However, the valid places cost function will
force all the anchor nodes to be placed on the valid places represented by the lines
in a 3D space, which means that the solver could have problems with moving anchor
nodes from one line to another during a solving procedure. In that case, the use of
a loss function will enable the solver ﬁrstly to ﬁnd the optimal placement including
all environmental space, due to less inﬂuential residuals generated by valid places as
they are reduced by the loss function. However, in the further iterations, the solver
will move anchor nodes closer to valid places, resulting in a lower ﬁnal cost of the
solution. When the anchor node is closer to a valid location, the inﬂuence of a loss
function will be signiﬁcantly reduced and the anchor node will be placed exactly at
one of the valid places, resulting into a zero residual error for that cost function.
6.4 Simulation
To validate the proposed approach to optimal anchor node placement, several simu-
lations were run to predict the optimal anchor node placement in a selected environ-
ment. Initially, the environment's ﬂoor plan was transformed into a description ﬁle
that included all obstacles, doors and seats as well as an outline and valid locations.
The simulation consists of two separate parts: placement prediction and localisation
result validation.
6.4.1 Placement Prediction
Once the description ﬁle is created, the next step is to create the environment's
occupancy map and to convert it into test points with weights. The following step is
to deﬁne a range bias error relation and multi-path probability relation to a distance
from the anchor node. The method to ﬁnd a relation is described in Section 6.4.3.
Before the system is passed into the solver, the number of anchor nodes N , the global
weight factors and the scale factors of the loss function in use must be selected.
Finally, the optimal placement problem is solved by an iterative NLLS solver with
randomly selected initial places for anchor nodes. Due to the polynomial (degree
6 − 9) relation for bias error and multi-path error, the solution has a high tendency
to ﬁnd a local minimum instead of a global minimum. The proposed solution is
to run the solver multiple times with randomly selected initial states, or to include
simulated annealing to increase the probability of ﬁnding a global minimum. The
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ﬁnal result of the optimal placement solver is a vector x0 of anchor node locations
x0 = {x0i , i = 1, . . . , N}, lying in valid places.
6.4.2 Optimal Placement Validation
The estimated optimal placement has no practical meaning if the solution is not tested
in simulation or, even better, with real-world experiments. The proposed simulation
simulates real-world experiments by including the same probabilities for errors that
were analysed from the previously conducted localisation experiments. To validate the
estimated placement, the previously developed localisation solver was used. The only
diﬀerence lies in replacing real-world observations with the manually generated and
corrupted test data described in Section 6.4.3. The result of this process of localisation
is a mean error, median error, variance and a standard deviation, which all can be
reasonable metrics for comparing optimal placement estimates. The localisation error
is deﬁned as a sum of distances between ground truths and the estimated locations
from the localisation solver.
6.4.3 Generating Test Data
One of the most important parts of a good simulation is the generation of test data.
Trivial test data, which poorly represents real-world observations, will often produce
good simulation results that have little relationship with reality. For that reason, the
probabilities for range bias error, multi-path errors, packet drops, time drift and noise
of the IMU were obtained from real-world observations gathered during localisation
experiments in UCL's research oﬃce. The test data were corrupted based on the
results of this analysis to produce data that is similar to that collected during real-
world experiments.
6.4.3.1 Test Path
The ﬁrst step in the creation of test data was to create test paths (trajectory). Many
test paths were generated to analyse the robustness of the methods, but all of them
were based on choosing randomly selected doors and seats to create roughly 300m long
paths, equal to approximately 5 minutes of walking. All the paths were continuous
with the same start and end point.
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6.4.3.2 Bias Error and Multi-Path Probability Curve
To determine the relation between bias error and the distance from the anchor node,
the multi-path errors were removed from the range-based observations and subtracted
from ground truth estimates. Figure 6.4a shows all the subtracted range observations
from multiple anchor nodes collected during one experimental run. The next step
was to split the x-axis (distance from anchor node) into bins of 10cm and the y-axis
(bias error) into bins of 30cm. For each bin on the x-axis, the number of observations
that fall into bins on the y-axis was counted. Combining all the votes together and
normalising them creates a matrix of probabilities that describes the likelihood of a
particular level of erroneous observation at any of the discrete distances. To overcome
the limitation of discrete distances, a regression method was applied to approximate
values between discrete points. In this work, the GP curve ﬁt was chosen to handle
rapid variations in ﬁtting data. An example of the GP curve ﬁt at one discrete distance
is shown in Figure 6.4b. To validate the transformation of errors from experimental
data into distance-dependent probabilities, the simulated data were generated on an
interval from the expected minimum to the expected maximum distance from the
anchor node and compared to a real-world data set. The correlation between the
simulated and real-world data is shown in Figure 6.4c.
As for bias error dependence, the same method was applied to get dependence
between multi-path error and the distance from the anchor node. The result of a
multi-path prediction over the expected distance interval is shown in Figure 6.4d.
6.4.3.3 Test Data
The structure of the input data for the localisation solver consists of relative time,
velocity, relative heading (orientation) and distances to all reachable anchor nodes
y = {yt = [t, vt, θt, dA1t , . . . , dANt ], t = t0, . . . , tn}, where t0 = 0 is the start time and
tn is the end time. From the experiments, the velocity of 1ms was selected, which
determines the relationship between the path length and the end time tn[s] = dpath.
The number of test points is set by the IMU interval and tn. The same sampling
interval of 100Hz was selected to provide IMU observations. The exact velocities
and headings are gained from the SHS method which transforms path into chunks
with a known average velocity and heading. The exact distances to anchor nodes
are calculated for each point in the path; this represents ground truth. To get a
ground truth solution as a benchmark, the localisation solver must be run on the
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(a) Combined ToF bias errors into a list.
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Poly. fit over observations bias error
Poly. fit over generated bias error
(c) Generated ToF bias error.
Distance from anchor node [m]






















Poly. fit over observations multi-path error
Poly. fit generated multi-path error
(d) Generated ToF multi-path error.
Figure 6.4: Combined ToF bias errors from four anchor nodes in a list are shown
in a). Errors were extracted from a real-world experimental data set. Figure b)
shows normalised probability for a 3m ToF bias error over the expected discretised
range interval. The GP data ﬁt function is used to minimise the inﬂuence of outliers
and to provide function values also between discrete points. Figures c) and d) show
generated bias and multi-path errors based on the probability matrix, compared to
the errors from the real-world experimental data set.
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non-corrupted simulated data ﬁrst.
Once the generated data are tested in the localisation solver, they have to be
corrupted in diﬀerent ways to simulate a real-world situation. The corruption includes
several stages:
1. Remove the entire blocks from the test data according to the IMU packet loss
model which predicts a 10% packet drop. In the developed data collection
system, one packet includes four blocks of IMU observations. Therefore, four
need to be deleted from the test data, for each packet loss.
2. Add velocity and heading noise controlled by parameters obtained from the
Allan Deviation of measurements from the selected IMU.
3. Add linear heading drift from t0 to tn of about 180°.
4. Add some larger heading changes to simulate a large packet loss in a short
period of time. The result of the generated path from the corrupted velocity
and heading is shown in Figure 6.5a.
5. Remove multiple ToF blocks depending on the chosen ranging interval. Once
again, to follow the real-world experimental data, the ranging interval of 10Hz
was selected.
6. Remove individual ToF observations according to ToF packet drop which was
estimated to be 25%.
7. Add ToF bias and multi-path errors to the raw ToF observations. Errors are
predicted based on the previously described (Section 6.4.3.2) probability matrix.
The result of the corrupted ToF observations for one anchor node is shown in
Figure 6.5b.
6.4.4 Results
6.4.4.1 Anchor Node Placement
Figure 6.6 shows 12 diﬀerent anchor node placements in UCL's Computer Science
research oﬃce. Nine of the tested placement combinations were selected manually, one
placement was used in the real-world experiment and the two remaining placements
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(a) The corrupted SHS test data.
Time [s]



























(b) The corrupted ToF test data.
Figure 6.5: The reconstructed trajectory from SHS test data corrupted by the IMU
noise, rapid heading changes and simulated packet loss is shown in a). The corrupted
ToF test data by adding a statistical ToF bias and multi-path errors depending on
the distance from an anchor node is shown in b).
were optimal anchor node placements including four and eight anchor nodes. The
optimal placements were estimated using the NLLS method described in this chapter.
6.4.4.2 ToF Test Data
The anchor node placements were tested on diﬀerent sets of the ToF observations.
The observations were corrupted as:
1. Adding a normally distributed random noise with µ = 0 and σ = 2 in metres;
Figure 6.7a.
2. Adding a normally distributed random noise with µ = 0 and σ = 2 plus 30%
multi-path error data with σ = 6 in metres. Distribution of the multi-path error
is 9/10 for positive errors: Figure 6.7b.
3. Adding a bias and multi-path error from the probability matrix: Figure 6.7c.
6.4.4.3 NLLS Localisation Solver Results
The NLLS localisation solver was run on the proposed anchor node placements shown

























(l) The 8A Optimal
placement.
Figure 6.6: The 12 diﬀerent anchor node placements, including the optimal placement
with 4 anchors f), with 8 anchors l), anchor placement used in the real-world exper-
































(a) The ToF + random noise.
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(b) The ToF + random noise
+ multi-path error.
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(c) The ToF + bias and m-p
err. from the prob. matrix.
Figure 6.7: Three diﬀerent types of ToF data corruptions. The ground-truth ToF
data plus a normally disturbed random noise are shown in a). Adding the additional
multi-path error is shown in b). The ToF test data corrupted by bias and multi-path
errors obtained from the probability matrix is shown in c).
selected, path with length of approximately 300m. Figure 6.8a shows the mean local-
isation error when ToF data were corrupted only by random noise (6.7a). The best
results were obtained where anchor nodes were placed in the corners of the room.
From the graph it can be seen that adding more anchor nodes into the localisation
system will slightly improve overall localisation accuracy. The worst result was ob-
tained from the star-square placement with four anchor nodes that has the minimal
distance between anchor nodes. The proposed optimal anchor node placement is the
closest to a star-square placement, which gives similar non-optimal localisation accu-
racy. There are also major visible diﬀerences in accuracy that depend on the path
itself. A placement that is optimal for one path could produce the worst result for
a slightly diﬀerent path. Similar results are shown in Figure 6.8b, obtained from a
second ToF data set in which data were corrupted with random noise plus multi-path
error (6.7b). Duplicated anchor nodes placed in the corners of the room showed better
accuracy, but the proposed optimal placement returned poorer accuracy again. The
result of the third data set, in which ToF data were corrupted by bias and multi-path
error from the probability matrix, is shown in Figure 6.8c. The placement where the
anchor nodes are in the corners of the room produced signiﬁcantly non-optimal re-
sults. The reason for that is because at higher distances from the anchor node, there
is no signiﬁcant bias error, but the NLLS solver is optimised on a certain level of bias
error and shows worse performance on parts with lower bias error. The estimated
smart placement in the last simulation (6.8b) is closer to the optimal, but is still not
the winning one. The explanation for this is that the distances between anchor nodes
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have a larger impact on the localisation result, compared to placing anchor nodes on
locations where the probability for bias and multi-path error is minimised.
6.4.4.4 Trilateration Method Results
Due to a repeating pattern of obtaining the best localisation results when the anchor
nodes were placed in the corners of the room where the distances between them are
maximised, the additional simulations were run on just the square part of the envi-
ronment. The experiment consisted of 50 iterations between start and end position
shown in Figure 6.6a. During the iterations, four anchor nodes were rotated from
square to star and back to square position. The test was repeated for all three ToF
corrupted data sets described in Section 6.4.3.3. For this test, only a trilateration
solution was used on multiple discrete points inside the square area deﬁned by edges
of the square anchor node placement. The trilateration method is a least squares
approach to estimating the position from the distances to three or more anchor nodes
[65]. The mean error of all trilateration estimates and a number of outliers lying
outside the 95% conﬁdential interval were chosen as the error metrics. The results
from all three data sets clearly show that the square placement is optimal and the
placements closer to a star placement generate poorer results. The nadir is reached
at the star placement, for which the results are the worst.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter described a proposed NLLS solver solution to estimate the optimal place-
ment of anchor nodes inside the environment. The ToF real-world observations from
the previous experiments were analysed and used to generated a probability matrix
that describes bias and multi-path error probability at any arbitrary distance between
a mobile and an anchor node. Furthermore, the environmental occupancy based on
the paths between doors and seats was analysed. Finally, the optimal placement
problem was built from a collection of cost functions including a probability matrix,
space occupancy, overlap between anchor nodes and a distance between anchor nodes
and valid places, at which the anchor nodes can be placed. The problem was solved
with an NLLS solver similar to the localisation solver.
To validate optimal placements generated from the NLLS solver, several simula-
tions were run on diﬀerent anchor node placements using diﬀerent paths and using
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(a) The ToF data + a random noise.
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(b) The ToF data + a random noise + a multi-path error.
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(c) The ToF data + bias and a multi-path error from the probability matrix.
Figure 6.8: Results of the NLLS localisation solver on ten diﬀerent randomly selected
paths with the proposed anchor node placements . The ToF data were corrupted by
three diﬀerent methods: random noise a), random noise plus a multi-path error b)




























































































(c) The ToF data + bias and a multi-path error from the probability matrix.
Figure 6.9: The results of trilateration on 50 anchor node placements that vary from
square-star-square placement. Each placement has four anchor nodes. The ToF data
were corrupted by three diﬀerent methods: random noise a), random noise plus a
multi-path error b) and bias and multi-path error from the probability matrix c).
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diﬀerent ToF data sets. The mean localisation error from the NLLS localisation solver
was obtained from each run. From the Figure 6.8 it can be seen that the best place-
ment is where the anchor nodes were placed in the corners of the room, regardless of
the ToF data set. The worst localisation results were obtained with the star anchor
node placement, which is the closest to the proposed optimal placement, which also
showed poor localisation accuracy. An exception is Figure 6.8c, for which the ToF
data were corrupted based on the probability matrix. The results of the proposed
optimal placement are comparable to a placement in the corners of the room, but are
still not signiﬁcantly better.
Due to a repeating pattern of obtaining the best localisation results where the
anchor nodes were placed in the corners of the room, the additional tests using the
trilateration method instead of a complex NLLS localisation solver were run to inves-
tigate the unexpected behavior of the proposed optimal placement system. From the
results shown in Figure 6.9, where the anchor nodes were rotated over the square-star-
square placement, it can be seen that there is a major deterioration of localisation
accuracy where the placements were closer to a star placement and reached the min-
imum localisation accuracy exactly at the star placement.
The ﬁnal conclusion is that the maximisation of distances between anchor nodes
has a signiﬁcantly larger impact on the localisation result compared to placing an-





To evaluate the proposed indoor localisation methods, a portable anchor-tag local-
isation system was built. The hardware part of the localisation system consists of
multiple anchor nodes (routers), a tracked tag (mobile) node and a server node. The
system is designed to be portable, which requires a battery supply and a low-power op-
eration, as well as a physically small size. The anchor nodes and a tag node are based
around the OrisenPrime development board that includes all necessary peripherals
for running uninterrupted research experiments. In addition to the standard IEEE
802.15.4 compatible radio nodes, the system also includes oﬀ-the-shelf ToF modules,
providing better range estimates between anchors and tag node. The software is di-
vided into three major groups, including the real-time embedded system running on
the OrisenPrime hardware platform and the completely oﬀ-line algorithms, mostly
used for machine learning, implemented in Matlab.
7.1 Hardware
Each node is based around the OrisenPrime development board developed by UCL,
as a platform tailored for speciﬁc applications. This board features a 2.4 GHz IEEE
802.15.4 compatible Freescale MC13224 microcontroller, ﬂash memory, a low-cost
single chip solution accelerometer and gyroscope LSM330, a low-cost magnetometer
HMC5883L, SD card storage, Input/Output extension ports and the USB communi-
cation. The board is supplied with power over the USB port or by using two AAA
batteries, which allows it to be used as a wearable device or deployed in places without
an uninterrupted power supply. The daughter board is based on a nanoPAN radio
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module and provides ToF range estimates between anchor nodes and a mobile node.
The nanoPAN daughter board is connected directly to the OrisenPrime board over
the I/O extension connector and uses SPI communication to exchange data between
boards. Both boards are shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The OrisenPrime development platform with an extension nanoPAN
daughter board to provide ToF observations.
7.2 Software
The software is divided into three major groups. The ﬁrst implements a real-time
embedded system running on the OrisenPrime hardware platform. The second im-
plements a stand alone multi-level software platform running on a personal computer
including data collection, pre-processing ﬁlters, localisation solver algorithms and the
real-time visualisation of the solver results. The last implements post-processing of
previously collected data to allow training of the machine learning algorithms and run-
ning of the oﬀ-line solver. The algorithms in the second group are designed to work
with both real-time and simulated data, enabling the use of the same data set multiple
times without repeating time-and resource consuming real-world experiments.
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The communication between the embedded system and a stand-alone PC applica-
tion is established through a bespoke communication protocol, including a command
set to allow control of the system on-the-ﬂy and to allow the collection of a large
amount of data sent from the localisation nodes.
7.2.1 Embedded System
The ﬁrst software group includes ﬁrmware running on the OrisenPrime hardware
platform (node), which is an example of a real-time embedded system. To satisfy the
requirement for low-power operation and to eliminate all unnecessary tasks running
on each node, three diﬀerent versions of ﬁrmware were developed [86]. Versions are re-
duced down and optimised based on a node type (anchor, tag or server node). For the
main operating system, open-source Contiki OS [38, 37] was chosen. This operating
system, written in eﬃcient C/C++, is a simpliﬁed real-time operating system tailored
for wireless communications. The main advantage of Contiki OS is that it permits ac-
cess to the entire communications stack, which signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes implementation
of reliable wireless communication between two or more nodes. In addition, Contiki
also provides low-level drivers to access on-board peripherals, timers, advanced data
structures, etc. The full version of ﬁrmware consists of ﬁve main tasks executing in
an inﬁnite loop:
1. Handling reliable communication through the Rime stack
2. Reading values from the IMU sensors
3. Executing received commands
4. Controlling the external ToF module to provide ToF range estimates
5. Sending collected data back to a server
For the purpose of the system's real-time conﬁgurability and for exchanging data be-
tween nodes and a PC application, a high-level communication protocol was developed
on the top of the Contiki RIME communication stack. The proposed communication
protocol implements a set of predeﬁned commands to conﬁgure nodes on-the-ﬂy with-
out reprogramming them. A mid-level complexity of the implementation was chosen,
using predeﬁned constants wrapped into a string. The more convenient way to ex-
change commands between devices would be the JSON structure, but this requires
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more memory space and higher bandwidth, which are both limitations in embedded
devices and sensor networks. A template of a package structure is shown in Fig-
ure 7.2. Each packet consists of a header identiﬁer, a node type, a node address, a
HEADER_IDENTIFIER NODE_TYPE NODE_ADDRESS PACKET_ID PAR_0 PAR_1 PAR_N
‘C’, ‘L’, ‘I’ ‘S’, ‘A’, ‘T’ [0 - 65535] [0 - 2^32] double double double
Figure 7.2: The packet structure template. The header identiﬁer speciﬁes what type
of data are included in the packet. Code C' denotes a command packet, code L' is a
location packet and code I' is an IMU packet. The NODE_TYPE supports Server,
Anchor and Tag node. The node address can be any value between 0 and 216. The
packet ID or packet sequence number is used to detect lost packets or duplicates.
The parameter ﬁelds are used to pass parameters, such as a command ID, function
results, function parameters, etc.
packet sequence number and input/output parameters as numbers speciﬁed in dou-
ble format1. All numbers are converted to strings (ASCII characters) before being
concatenated into the ﬁnal string, which is transmitted. Input/output parameters
will normally include a command ID, parameters for that particular command ID
and a CRC16 checksum value. The combined string is terminated by a carriage re-
turn and line feed (\r\n) before it is passed to the command queue, which handles
simultaneously-generated output packets. The implementation of a command queue
also enables non-blocking code execution.
Sending strings in command packets is acceptable, because a small number of com-
mands are exchanged over time. However, sending the location and IMU packets over
hundred times per second in a string format would be ineﬃcient, therefore a binary
structure was introduced to reduce packet size. For the most frequent IMU packets,
which can be sent at 256Hz, a further optimisation method based on bit-shifting to
combine four 12b integers from the IMU into three 16b integers, was implemented.
After this compression, the amount of data that can be sent through the available
bandwidth comes close to the theoretical maximum, because every single bit holds
valuable information.
7.2.2 PC Application
The embedded nodes are relatively uninvolved in the execution of any complex com-
putational algorithms. This means that all the collected data from nodes must be
1Integer numbers can also be presented in double (ﬂoating-point) format.
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sent to a more powerful device, such as a Personal Computer (PC) for further anal-
ysis. For that reason, two diﬀerent PC applications were developed: to control the
localisation system and to run localisation algorithms. The ﬁrst application is more
focused on an easy-to-use user interface developed in C#. The second application
is based on a real-time multi-threaded C++ implementation and runs a data parser,
kinematic ﬁlters, diﬀerent types of localisation solvers and a basic visualiser.
7.2.2.1 C# Application
The C# Windows application shown in Figure 7.3 implements easy to use commu-
Figure 7.3: The C# application developed to conﬁgure and control the localisation
system. It implements a communication protocol stack, real-time sensor data visuali-
sation, trivial trilateration-based localisation algorithm, and it exports data into CSV
and MATLAB format for further analysis. It can also run simulations using already
collected data sets.
nication protocol commands, data collection and a real-time graph visualisation of
a node's outputs, such as ToF or RSSI measurements. It also supports loading and
saving diﬀerent localisation system conﬁgurations and node calibration parameters.
The main purpose of this software is to conﬁgure the system without needing to access
any conﬁguration ﬁles. The system can be conﬁgured either once and then saved into
the node's ﬂash memory, or on-the-ﬂy, which enables rapid experiments with diﬀerent
conﬁgurations of the localisation system. The command set is shown in Table 7.1.
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7.2.2.2 C++ Application
The main purpose driving the development of the C++ cross-platform application was
the need for a real-time execution system capable of running on diﬀerent platforms,
such as Windows, Mac and Linux. The C++ application is divided into several blocks,
which are linked together as libraries. These libraries are divided by functionality and
comprise a data collection library, signal ﬁltering, a 6DoF kinematic ﬁlter and the
localisation solver. To enable real-time execution, a multi-threaded approach was
used. This runs all the libraries in parallel. The most critical parts of the code were
implemented by using the highly optimised Boost Libraries. System conﬁguration is
done by loading a single JSON conﬁguration ﬁle, which includes similar functionality
to that in the C# end-user application.
The actual system implementation followed the proposed real-time version archi-
tecture described in Section 5.5, which divides the localisation solver into two separate
threads. The ﬁrst thread executes a 6DoF kinematic tracking ﬁlter that provides SHS
updates and the second thread builds a Particle Filter based localisation solver. The
second thread runs more slowly than the ﬁrst thread due to lower-frequency of range-
based observations. A brief overview of the implemented architecture is given in
Section 5.9.
 Thread 1 - Kinematic Filter: A more detailed description is given in Section
5.5.1. This thread provides fast SHS updates obtained from a full 6DoF rigid
body kinematics ﬁlter. The SHS updates consist of a user's relative position or
displacement, velocity and orientation.
 Thread 2 - Localisation Solver: A more detailed description is given in Sec-
tion 5.5.2. This thread implements the Particle Filter based localisation solver
that fuses together multiple range estimates with the output of the kinematic
model implemented in the ﬁrst thread. Besides that, it incorporates the Gaus-
sian Process maps described in Section 5.4. This enables the system to have a
large number (a few thousand) of particles, whilst keeping the execution time in
the real-time domain. Renovation of particles is not random, but is controlled
by kinematic model estimations, which weight particles that are moving in the
estimated direction and displacement more heavily than others. After the initial
transition, all random particles will slowly die out, keeping only randomness in
the range of innovation error describing the uncertainties in sensor data.
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 Visualiser: The ﬁnal and intermediate localisation results are shown in the
visualiser part of the C++ application. The C++ OpenGL Qt library was used
to built a simple user interface. The visualiser is divided into a graphical part
and a textual results block. The graphical part allows the environment's ﬂoor
plan to be loaded as background, on top of which the real-time localisation
result of a moving person can be plotted. The textual results block includes
current 2D absolute position and some of the intermediate results from diﬀerent
ﬁlters. An example of the real-time visualiser, including the ﬂoor plan, is shown
in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: The OpenGL Qt visualiser includes the environment's ﬂoor plan, anchor
nodes, a real-time trajectory with history (red lines and dots) and the last solver
estimate (green dot). The textual block includes an absolute 2D position estimate in
metre, a time reference and a number of active anchor nodes visible by a mobile node.
An image with a ﬂoor plan, metre to pixels scale factors and anchor node locations
are loaded during the application's startup from a JSON conﬁguration ﬁle.
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7.2.3 Matlab Implementation
The Matlab software tool from MathWorks was used to implement most of the al-
gorithms and methods for sensor calibration (Chapter 3), Gaussian Process Machine
Learning (Section 5.3), running the oﬀ-line localisation solvers including the NLLS
solver and the Particle Filter. Besides that, Matlab is a very convenient tool for gen-
erating plots and saving results into diﬀerent ﬁle formats. Furthermore, all complex
real-time algorithms were ﬁrst implemented in Matlab to speed-up the development
process and to ensure that algorithms were correct before they were ported into
the C++ libraries. Some of the most computationally complex algorithms, such as
Google's Ceres NLLS solver were developed only in C++ and linked into Matlab
through the MEX compiler functionality.
7.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the main parts of the developed localisation system, from
the low-level hardware to the state-of-the-art algorithms developed in Matlab. Sen-
sor technology has rapidly improved in the past few years, resulting in more accurate
sensors. IMU sensor development is heading in the direction of single chip 9DoF solu-
tions that have some advantages over separate components, such as a better alignment
of sensors and temperature compensation. The latest research on IMU tracking sug-
gests that multiple IMU sensor units on the same board will help to ﬁlter out sensor
noise and detect possible failures [120]. Similar improvements have happened for the
sensors providing range-based estimates. Many companies did essential research on
the development of a new generation of ranging sensors. For example, Atmel released
low-cost solutions based on signal phase diﬀerence, which can be converted into a
range measurement [12], and DecaWave developed a single chip wireless transceiver
based on an ultra-wideband technique to provide range estimates at a precision of
10cm indoors [103].
Regardless of the selected hardware, most of the developed algorithms in this
thesis are hardware independent and can be applied to any similar localisation sys-
tem. The overlapping development of slower executable algorithms in Matlab and
highly-optimised, but less modular algorithms in C++, enabled the acceleration of
experiments and the undertaking of incremental improvements of algorithms, which




SET ACTIVE NODES Used to set active anchor nodes, address of
one or multiple server nodes and address of
active tag node.
SET STATUS Enable or disable particular operation
running on node. Operation can be ToF
ranging, RSS ranging, IMU readings or any
combination of them.
SET RANGING FREQUENCY Set ToF or RSS ranging frequency in range
from 0Hz to 20Hz.
SET IMU FREQUENCY Set IMU sampling frequency in range from
0Hz to 256Hz.
SET OUTPUT POWER Set ToF radio output power in dBm.
SET WAKEUP PERIOD Set node's wake-up period during sleep
mode.
SET TIME Set time of the on-board Real Time Clock
(RTC).
GET commands
GET VERSION Get node's ﬁrmware and hardware version.
GET RSSI Get RSSI observation between server node
and targeting node. The received value can
be used as an indication whether the
targeting node is in range of server node.
GET INFO Get node's current info including status,
number of active nodes, radio power,
command queue status, battery voltage and
sleep mode settings.
GENERAL commands
NVM READ Read node's settings from Non-volatile
memory (EEPROM).
NVM WRITE Write node's settings to Non-volatile
memory. This procedure is also called
during start-up to load previously saved
settings.
RESET Reset the node.
WAKEUP Command to wake-up module from sleep.
Table 7.1: Command set to conﬁgure the localisation system on-the-ﬂy. Commands
are divided into three groups - GET, SET and GENERAL. SET commands set a
node's parameters and return true if the parameter was accepted. GET commands
return a node's parameters. The GENERAL commands are used to execute various
functions on a node. The example of function is a node reset, writing or reading from
a ﬂash memory or putting a node into a sleep mode. General commands will also





In this chapter, the experimental results are presented. Many experiments were run
in diﬀerent environments from the small research oﬃce space at UCL and UCLA, to a
large venue, including moving objects as an example of a cluttered environment. All
analyses were based on real-world data collected from a deployed localisation system.
A highly scalable and adaptable system enabled to run numerous experiments with
diﬀerent system conﬁgurations and so to investigate the robustness and eﬃciency of
the proposed algorithms. Overall, tens of millions of IMU, TOF and RSS observations
were collected during training and test runs.
The experimental results chapter is divided into three sections. The ﬁrst section
combines results relating to the non-linear least squares solver. The second section
presents results relating to Gaussian Process models and maps. And the last sec-
tion includes results from ground-truth correction methods, which were developed to
minimise overhead in the collection of training sets.
8.1 Non-Linear Least Squares Solver
This section includes the results relating to the non-linear least squares solver. At
ﬁrst, the solver tolerance, which aﬀects the accuracy of the ﬁnal solution and the
computational eﬀort required to calculate it was investigated. Next, key experiments
in initial state prediction were carried out. Due to the nature of NLLSs, the estimation
of the initial states plays a key role in solution convergence. The chapter continues
with an analysis of the sensor fusion methods. The solver was designed in modular
form, which enables the investigation of the impact when fusing diﬀerent combinations
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of sensors into a localisation model.
The ﬁrst block of results concludes with an analysis of the solver's robustness to
a lower sampling rate and to packet loss. Those two criteria were chosen because
they both exist in a real-world implementation, where the lower sampling rate will
decrease system power consumption and packet loss is highly probable in cluttered
environments.
8.1.1 Solver Tolerance
Google's Ceres Solver [5] was used as the main solver in solving the localisation
problem. It enables one to set over 50 parameters, most of which control the ex-
ecution of the solver's core algorithms and should not be adjusted. However, the
eﬀect on ﬁnal accuracy and execution time of solver tolerance was investigated. All
the analyses were performed using the Ceres NLLS solver and on the UCL's train-
ing/test sets. Ceres enables one to specify three diﬀerent tolerance thresholds to
terminate the solving execution. In other words, as soon as one of the tolerances
has been reached, the solving procedure will terminate. The available tolerances are
function_tolerance, which controls the change in an objective function in the cur-
rent iteration of Levenberg-Marquardt; the gradient_tolerance, which compares the
diﬀerence in gradients; and the parameter_tolerance, which controls changes in the
iteration steps. If the tolerances are set high, the solver will generate better results,
but at the cost of longer execution time. Tolerances that are too low will result in
quick results, that are, however, potentially inaccurate. From Figure 8.1 it can be
seen that, after a certain level of tolerance, there is no visible change in the ﬁnal accu-
racy, but only increasing execution time and iterations. Note that all three tolerances
were set to the same value at each step.
8.1.2 Initial State Prediction
As described in Section 5.2.7, the prediction of the initial state will have a fundamental
impact on the NLLS solver's capability to optimise the localisation problem. Four
methods were implemented to estimate the initial states and investigate the inﬂuence
of them on the ﬁnal NLLS solver accuracy. All tests were performed oﬀ-line using the
same real-world data set with pre-trained GP models. The graphical results of using
four diﬀerent initial state methods are shown in Figure 8.2, and the more detailed
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(a) The NLLS solver tolerance vs. solving time
and iterations.
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(b) The NLLS solver tolerance vs. solving
RMSE.
Figure 8.1: The relationship between the NLLS solver tolerance and the solving time
is shown in a). The same graph includes also normalised solving iterations (to ﬁt
into the same scale). Both curves overlap, which means that the solving time is
directly dependent on the number of iterations. The second graph b) shows the ﬁnal
localisation RMSE with 95% conﬁdence intervals using diﬀerent solver tolerances.
From the graph one can see that the tolerances below 10−3 will produce faulty results
and tolerances above 10−5 will have no impact on ﬁnal accuracy, but will signiﬁcantly
increase solving time. A reasonable trade-oﬀ is then between those two thresholds.
textual results are presented in Table 8.1.
 Figure 8.2a: Shows the initial state predicted by the SHS ﬁlter and the result
after a solving procedure. The accuracy of the initial state predicted by the
PDR ﬁlter will be greater, but, because running the PDR ﬁlter for a waist
mounted sensor is not an option, the SHS-predicted initial states were used
for the comparison. The initial trajectory was translated manually closer to
the centre of the estimated result trajectory, but it was not rotated. Final
results show large deviations only at the beginning and the end of the trajectory.
However, more rotated initial states can lead to highly non-optimal solutions.
 Figure 8.2b: Shows the initial states predicted using trilateration and the result
after a solving procedure. Initial states are in the correct absolute frame having
been provided by ToF estimates from anchor nodes with a known absolute
location. But there are many outliers, due to the algorithm's high sensitivity
to multi-path observations. The ﬁnal result is more accurate than the SHS
solution; however, it still shows deviations from an optimal solution. The main
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SHS Triangulation PF GP - NDF GP - arithmetic
Initial RMSE (m) 2.96 1.39 0.86 1.00 0.94
Execution time (s) 1.29 0.32 8.73 1.12 0.25
Solving RMSE (m) 0.78 0.63 0.39 0.41 0.43
Solving time (s) 2.88 1.63 2.05 2.52 1.79
Table 8.1: Results of experiments using diﬀerent initial states passed into the NLLS
localisation solver. The initial Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) denotes an error
between estimated initial states and ground truth; and execution time denotes time
spent to estimate initial states oﬀ-line (Set-up: UCLA oﬃce, eight anchor nodes, foot-
mounted sensor, duration 100s, 12k states, 10k ToF observations). Solving RMSE
represents error after the solving procedure with the solving time respectively. The
SHS method can vary signiﬁcantly depending on the initial orientation of a trajectory;
therefore, the SHS results are only indicative. Triangulation is very fast and simple
to implement, but the ﬁnal result is not optimal. The other three methods (Particle
Filter, GP maps with the normal density function and GP maps with arithmetic
operations) show similar accuracy, but their execution time varies signiﬁcantly. The
overall winner is the proposed method using GP maps and only trivial arithmetic
operations since that has the fastest execution time.
advantage of this method is fast execution and not requiring anything more
than the ToF observations and the known anchor node location to estimate the
initial states.
 Figure 8.2c: Shows the initial states predicted by the Particle Filter, which
fuses together information from diﬀerent sensors, as well as GP inferences and
the result after the solving procedure. The ﬁnal result is close to optimal,
as there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the solved results and the ground
truth. The same scale of accuracy was obtained when running the solver with
predicted initial states close to ground truth. The main disadvantage of the PF
is its long execution time, which is in order of ten times longer than the time
required by the NLLS solver to solve the entire localisation problem.
 Figure 8.2d: Shows the initial states predicted by the fusion of GP maps and
the result of the solving procedure. This method was proposed as an alternative
to the triangulation method and is based on maximising the likelihood of the
ToF observations taken at certain locations. Initial states are estimated by a
proposed fast alternative to an exact likelihood function, without a noticeable
diﬀerence in the ﬁnal result. As seen from Table 8.1, the function takes the
same amount of time to execute as the triangulation method, but generates
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a ∼ 20% better result. The ﬁnal result is comparable to the PF estimation
method, which may take ten times longer to execute. Thus, this represents a
reasonable trade-oﬀ between the system accuracy and complexity.
8.1.3 Solver Fusion
One of the main advantages of using a modular NLLS solver is to fuse together multi-
ple sensor sources without signiﬁcantly increasing the complexity of the system. The
developed localisation system includes sensors providing inertial, ToF, RSS and mag-
netic observations at the same time. Besides these, the Gaussian Process models for
range-based and magnetic sensors are included. Results showing the system accuracy
relating to diﬀerent multi-sensor fusion combinations are shown in Figure 8.3. The
set-up was: UCL oﬃce space (20 × 20m), four anchor nodes, waist-mounted sensor,
duration of 600 seconds, 20k states, 15k ToF and RSS observations. Note that, for all
tests, the same initial states x0, estimated by the method described in Section 5.2.7.4
were used, to exclude errors due to diﬀerent initial conditions. Eight diﬀerent fusion
combinations were considered:
1. ALL - all the GP models plus raw ToF and RSS observations
As expected, this combination produced the best results, and in a reasonable
time, giving a 0.5m mean localisation error. The number of outliers is reduced
due to the fusion of raw ToF and RSS measurements, since it may not be
possible to build GP maps for the entire area of an environment. This prevents
the solution from drifting away from reality in unmapped areas.
2. gpTMR - all the GP models without raw ToF and RSS observations
The accuracy of the ﬁnal result is the same as fusing together all sensors, but
the number of outliers is signiﬁcantly higher than is the ﬁrst case.
3. gpTR - the GP models of the ToF and RSS sensors
The absence of a MFS model signiﬁcantly decreases accuracy and increases the
number of outliers.
4. gpToF - only a GP model of ToF sensor
The result is similar to the gpTR, because of the dominance of the ToF obser-
vations.
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5. gpRSS - only a GP model of RSS sensor
The RSS model is less reliable than the ToF model, since the result shows that
there are larger deviations from the mean RMSE.
6. gpMFS - only a GP model of a magnetic sensor
Using only the MFS model showed up as the most reliable against ToF and RSS
models, but with the major assumption that the initial states were predicted
using ToF observations. In other words, MFS maps can be used to localise
indoors with good estimates for the initial states1. Magnetic observations are
not aﬀected by multi-path errors and they are space independent; however, they
have a signiﬁcant tendency to drift over time as new metal objects are placed
inside the environment.
7. rToF - only the raw ToF observations
Not using any GP models results in much less accurate results, whether using
ToF or, as below, RSS measurements. The results show a doubling of the error
over the optimal case.
8. rRSS - only the raw RSS observations
The accuracy of the results obtained by using only RSS observations is the same
as that using ToF observations, but, again, it relies on initial states predicted
from the ToF observations. Furthermore, the solving time is three times longer
than for the ToF solution, as a result of greater noise in the RSS observations.
8.1.4 Ranging Interval and Packet Loss
This section investigates the relationship between localisation accuracy and ranging
sampling rate or packet loss. The ranging sampling interval for ToF and RSS ob-
servations plays a major role in the overall system's power consumption [125]. All
wireless communication between nodes produces peaks in power consumption during
transmission and reception. Moreover, ToF modules have approximately ﬁve times
higher power consumption in comparison to standard 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 com-
patible radios, due to diﬀerent carrier modulation and channel bandwidth. For that
reason, the selection of a ranging interval is important to keep localisation accuracy
1Initial states can also be estimated without using the absolute ToF range observations. The
possible solution is to have a good PDR trajectory corrected by the environment's landmarks, such
as RFID tag at the front door, small Bluetooth beacons, etc.
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within the required norm, but, at the same time minimise power consumption. The
result of the localisation solution using diﬀerent sampling intervals is shown in Figure
8.5a.
Besides the sampling interval, which aﬀects all ranging nodes equally and pre-
dictably, simulations on packet loss were performed. Packet loss occurs when a packet
sent from one node to another fails to reach its destination. Packet loss is typically
caused by a mixture of network congestion, radio signals that are too weak due to
distance or multi-path fading, faulty networking hardware, or faulty network drivers.
To generate packet loss patterns, the Gilbert-Elliot model was used [48]. The model
is a simple channel model that is widely used for describing packet loss patterns in
transmission channels. It is based on a Markov chain with two states; G for good
and B for bad. Each of these may generate errors as independent events at a state-
dependent error rate: 1− k in the good and 1− h in the bad state, respectively [41].






Figure 8.4: The Gilbert-Elliot model representing a simple channel model that is
widely used for describing packet loss patterns in transmission channels. The G
denotes to a Good state, and the B denotes to a Bad state. Parameters h and k
control the error rate.
In real-world environments, it is common for packet loss to appear in sequences of
multiple packets, rather than as random losses of single packets. The reason for this is
that the signal from a mobile node may be obstructed by multiple obstacles, such as
walls or pillars, or be blocked by other more powerful signals. The expected duration
of residence in the bad state, in which packets are lost, is set by probabilities k
and h. A higher value for h will keep a node in the bad state for longer, but a
lower value for k would mean that this would not repeat for some time. Probability
parameters k and h are normally chosen from analysis of experimental data to obtain
a more realistic simulation of a real-world cluttered environment. The result of the
localisation solution subject to diﬀerent packet loss patterns is shown in Figure 8.5b.
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 Figure 8.5a: Shows the NLLS solver accuracy (RMSE) against range (ToF
and RSS) sampling rate. Initially, all observations were collected at 10Hz and
upsampled to 100Hz with no packet loss2. All tests were performed using a
set-up at UCL: four anchor nodes, waist-mounted tag sensor, duration 600s,
15k ToF and RSS observations, 600s training set consisting of 500 samples per
anchor node. Several analyses were run using the same test trajectory and
pre-computed GP maps. A sampling rate, in the range from 10Hz down to
1Hz, was simulated by skipping blocks of observations for all anchor nodes.
The experiment was repeated using ToF and RSS observations separately and
the fusion of both in combination with the SHS process, which links states
together. From the result it can be seen that all three combinations show
a similar response to the reduction in sampling rate. The ﬁnal accuracy is
not signiﬁcantly aﬀected when the sampling rate is above 5Hz, but shows a
substantial degradation in accuracy when the rate becomes smaller. At 1Hz it
is around 30−50% less accurate in comparison to sampling rates of 5Hz or more.
The conclusion is, therefore, that a 5Hz sampling rate represents a reasonable
trade-oﬀ between localisation accuracy and the system's power consumption.
The power consumption will, in that case, be reduced by a factor of two, and
the ﬁnal accuracy will remain within a few percentage points of that obtained
at 10Hz.
 Figure 8.5b: Shows the NLLS solver accuracy (RMSE) vs. ToF packet loss.
The same test set was used as in the sampling rate experiment (Figure 8.5a). As
before, missing observations were interpolated to avoid biasing the results due
to initial packet loss. The test was run on four diﬀerent packet loss situations.
Each test was repeated ten times, using 0% to 80% packet loss. The packet
loss patterns were generated by the Gilbert-Elliot model simulating a simple
channel model. The parameter h that speciﬁes the probability of transferring
from the bad state to the good state was set to 25% for all tests, and probability
k was varied to aﬀect packet loss. In the ﬁrst test, only one anchor node from
four was aﬀected by the packet loss, and this was gradually changed so that, in
the last test, all ToF observations were aﬀected by packet loss. From the results
2The observed packet loss was about 3−5%, spread throughout the test set. This was replaced by
an interpolation method between nearest samples without generating potentially faulty observations.
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it can be seen that the packet loss has a similar eﬀect on the ﬁnal accuracy
as change in sampling rate. Packet loss below 50% shows almost no impact,
similar to the sampling rates higher than 5Hz. However, with the higher packet
loss on all anchor nodes, the error increases signiﬁcantly - up to 100% at 85%
packet loss. In the ﬁrst case, where only one anchor node was aﬀected, the
accuracy remains the same, irrespective of packet loss, due to the nature of the
triangulation method, for which three anchor nodes are enough to estimate the
object's position in a 2D space.
8.2 Gaussian Process Models
This section covers results relating to Gaussian Process models and maps. In the ﬁrst
group, the inﬂuence of a number of training samples vs. solved localisation accuracy
was investigated. The number of training samples is related to the distance and the
time between two sequential samples. Too many training samples might overﬁt a
sensor model, which will result in an exact solution in locations for which there are
training samples and a faulty solution in areas outside these. In real-world scenarios, a
smoother sensor model is preferred rather than an exact one, because it is practically
impossible to collect training samples from all areas in an environment. The second
drawback of too many training samples is the computational time needed to build
the GP model. This increases cubically with the number of training samples.
In the second group of results, the true GP models were compared with the ap-
proximated ones. In Section 5.4, the GP maps were introduced as a fast alternative
solution to the exact models. Using this approach, it can be shown that approxi-
mated models can be directly used in the NLLS without signiﬁcant loss in overall
localisation accuracy. Diﬀerent options to calculate observation likelihood from the
generated GP map and the computational speed-up, in comparison to the exact GP
models were investigated.
8.2.1 Number of Training Set Samples
This subsection investigates the relationship between the number of training set sam-
ples and the localisation accuracy, and the diﬀerence between test observations and
trained GP model inferences. Instead of using all training samples, some of them
were removed depending on the distance between two sequential samples. This ap-
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proach was used to ensure that sequential samples were reduced and with that avoid
a situation of having no samples from elsewhere, since a limit was placed on the total
number of training samples. The time between samples was also used as a criterion,
which still permits samples to be taken from the same place, but not taken at the
same time. To ensure eﬀective coverage over both space and time, it is important
to permit multiple samples to be included with a diﬀerent node orientation and at a
diﬀerent point in time.
In general, the number of training set samples will aﬀect performance. The time of
the training procedure3 increases quadratically with the number of training samples,
and too many samples in a small area may decrease overall accuracy due to incorrect
estimates of the GP model's hyperparameters (overﬁtting). The results of examining
the inﬂuence of the number of training set samples are shown in Figure 8.6.
 Figure 8.6a: Shows the NLLS solver accuracy (RMSE) against the minimum
distance between training samples or the number of training samples. The
test was repeated for several GP maps with diﬀerent grid step sizes from 0.1m
to the 1.0m between exact samples in the GP map. The same set-up was
used as in Section 8.1.3. Firstly, 44 blocks of GP maps based on diﬀerent
numbers of training samples and GP map granularity were generated (one block
consists of two GP maps for each anchor node and one GP map of the magnetic
ﬁeld strength of a tag node). After that, 44 complete solving procedures were
ran, including initial state prediction, using the pre-generated GP maps. As
expected, the ﬁner the granularity of the GP map, the more accurate the results.
The minimum distance between training set samples also signiﬁcantly aﬀects
overall accuracy, but only above a certain threshold, which was, in this case,
approximately 0.2m. Values below that threshold have almost no eﬀect on the
ﬁnal RMSE and they may even have a negative eﬀect as shown in a second
experiment with results in Figure 8.6b.
 Figure 8.6b: Shows the RMSE between ToF observations and inferences from
trained GP models against minimum distance between training samples. The
test was repeated for four diﬀerent anchor nodes. The same set-up was used
as in Section 8.1.3. The results from all anchor nodes show the same trend;
the best results are not obtained with the largest number of training samples
3Not only the time of the training procedure, but also the time required to obtain GP inference
and its variance respectively from the GP model.
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but where there is somewhere between 0.2m and 0.5m between two sequential
training samples. The reason for that is the optimisation algorithm that esti-
mates the GP model's hyperparameters. In the case of too many samples, the
minimiser will try to ﬁt each sample perfectly and this generates a very sharp
surface, mostly covering only the areas closely around training samples. When
the inferences, obtained from that trained GP model are compared to test ob-
servations collected at diﬀerent times, a larger absolute diﬀerence is expected,
due to poor coverage of areas outside of training samples. The optimal area,
determined by a sample separation of 0.2m to 0.5m does still produce an accu-
rate GP model, but it is smoother and so better represents the real world error
distribution of a ToF signal. Models trained with samples that are separated for
more than 1m again show a negative trend in terms of accuracy. The minimiser,
in that case, does not have enough information to build a proper representation
of the environment's error distribution, resulting in larger deviations between
GP inferences and test observations.
8.2.2 GP Map Eﬃciency
This subsection investigates the eﬃciency of GP maps in comparison to GP exact
models. As described in previous sections, GP maps showed potential as an acceptable
alternative to exact GP models. To demonstrate that there is indeed more eﬃcient
execution of the localisation system when using the GP maps instead of the exact
GP models, several experiments with the UCLA data set were conducted using the
Particle Filter. The PF was chosen against the full NLLS solver solution, which
disables the exact GP inferences, due to millions of function calls at each iteration4.
This approach solves the localisation problem using the same basic strategy as NLLS,
to fuse together diﬀerent sensor sources and data from the GP maps. The number
of queries of a GP map can be controlled by deﬁning the number of particles that
are used as location candidates in each iteration. This enables a repeatable set of
experiments to be performed that compare the number of particles and the ﬁnal
localisation accuracy in parallel with the execution time, as shown in Figure 8.7.
 Figure 8.7a: Shows the Particle Filter localisation solution on a 100 second
4The solution with incorporating the GP models directly into the NLLS solver is still possible,
but not practical, as it may take several hours to return a solved solution of a hundred seconds data
set.
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test set in relation to the number of particles. The number of particles was
varied from 10 to 3000. Four versions of methods using the GP maps were
developed alongside a standard PF using exact inferences from the GP models.
The grid versions do not approximate values, but use the function value from
the nearest grid point. The bicubic version implements the same method as
described in Section 5.4.2.2 to approximate the function value at any arbitrary
location within a GP map's ROI. The diﬀerence between arithmetic and ndf
is that the arithmetic version uses Equation (5.9) to obtain the likelihood of
particles, and ndf uses the well-known normal density function (5.8). All
tests were performed using the UCLA set-up: eight anchor nodes, duration of
100 seconds, foot-mounted IMU, using only ToF observations in combination
with the SHS, and a separate training set (∼ 500 samples). From the results,
it can be seen that a higher number of particles results in a more accurate
solution, but, after a certain number of particles, the trend stabilises and does
not produce signiﬁcantly better solutions. The threshold at which this happens
is dependent on the PF version. As expected, the general PF and the PF using
GP maps with NDF to predict likelihood show practically the same accuracy
over the entire range in the number of particles, because they use the same core
mathematical methods. Both methods show more accurate results with fewer
particles than the other alternatives. The bi-cubic approximation method in
both cases beats the grid version in terms of accuracy, and also shows the
beneﬁt of using an approximation method in combination with GP maps. The
worst performance is seen from a version using ndf and no approximation.
The initial error generated by a small number of particles can be explained as
the result of a conceptual disadvantage of the PF, because the on-going solution
selects the wrong group of particles and it takes a long lime to recover from this.
 Figure 8.7b: Shows the PF execution time needed to provide the solution for
a test set of 100 seconds in relation to the number of particles. As expected,
the GP maps show signiﬁcantly faster execution in comparison to the Gaussian
Process. The execution time diﬀerence is more visible when there is a smaller
number of particles, because of the way in which Matlab vectorises the code
execution. Larger arrays can be optimised more eﬃciently than independent
calls with a small amount of data. The C++ implementation may show even
more signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the execution time, especially with the bi-cubic
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interpolation method, which can be highly optimised in C++, against the PF
implementation, which requires more complex mathematical operations that
cannot be directly optimised. In the case of 70−100 particles, which provides a
similar accuracy in the localisation result (see Figure 8.7a), the GP map without
approximation is on the order of 80 times faster than the standard PF solution,
and the GP map solution including the approximation is 25 times faster. The
PF results are directly related to the number of training samples used to build
the GP model. The complexity increases byO(N3), which means that the larger
data sets required for larger environments, will signiﬁcantly increase the time
needed to produce inferences from the GP model. With the training data sets
consisting of more than 1000 training samples and optimised GP maps with the
C++ implementation, the diﬀerence between execution times can easily reach
a factor of 1000 or more. In practice, that scale of improvement means that
approximate GP maps can be incorporated directly into a real-time PF or NLLS
solver, whilst maintaining the level of localisation accuracy.
8.3 Ground Truth Collection
Section 2.3, diﬀerent techniques for collecting ground truth data were presented. This
section presents the results of using diﬀerent techniques to correct ground truth data
collected by inexpensive equipment coupled with an easy-to-use method based on a
corrected PDR trajectory. In the ﬁrst test, the inﬂuence of the number of landmarks
on the ability to compensate for on-going PDR drift was investigated. The test results
are shown for landmark density and also for the average travel distance between the
landmarks. The average distance traveled is an important parameter that can be used
to evaluate cases in which landmark density is relatively high, but the path between
two stops at landmarks is long. In the second test, the convergence of the GP maps
based on the number of landmarks was investigated. In the last test, the localisation
solver was run using diﬀerent GP maps generated from the PDR corrected ground
truth data when using a reduced number of landmarks. All the tests were performed
using real-world observations collected by a developed localisation system in a large,
2500m2 multi-room venue. Inside the venue, 32 landmarks were placed with known
absolute position relative to the venue's coordinate frame.
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8.3.1 Landmark Drift Correction
Manual landmark correction increases the PDR drift correction accuracy at the cost
of more laborious training. The objective is to minimise the number of landmarks,
and thus training overhead, through the joint inertial drift compensation scheme
discussed in Section 2.3. Compensation using linear, radial, and the proposed NLLS
scheme over several 15 minute periods of inertial data were performed. The resulting
path accuracies are shown in Figure 8.8, which demonstrates that drift correction
improves with both increased landmark density and reduced travel distance between
landmarks. The input to all three methods were calibrated inertial measurements
from a foot-mounted IMU sensor. The sampling rate was set to 128Hz. A pedestrian
walked around for 15 minutes while being tracked with timestamps being recorded
when they passed over the landmarks. The NLLS drift corrected path using all
available landmarks, shown in Figure 8.8c, was used as ground truth.
The ﬁnal graphs show the average path RMSE results from multiple tests using
randomly selected landmarks to exclude any prioritisation of speciﬁc landmarks. From
the results it can be seen that the proposed NLLS drift correction method provides
better accuracy than either linear or radial drift correction methods. Furthermore,
it can do so with fewer landmarks and with greater distances between landmarks,
greatly reducing training overhead. The linear and radial drift correction methods
show higher error through the entire range of landmark densities and they become
signiﬁcantly unstable at lower landmark densities. Similar results were obtained in
the second experiment, in which path accuracy vs. average traveling distance between
landmarks was investigated. Again, the NLLS method proves more stable than either
linear or the radial correction methods (See Figure 8.8b).
It can be seen that with fewer than one landmark per 100m2, the proposed NLLS
method achieved accuracy in path estimation of less than 1m RMSE. In other words,
if a single point is manually annotated in a 100m2 region, the PDR estimates can be
treated as ground truth measurements to within a 1m error. The reason of the zero
error at the highest landmark density using the NLLS correction method is that the
same method was used to estimate ground truth.
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8.3.2 Convergence of GP Maps
Accurate GP maps are required to capture the complexities of signal propagation
in a given space. The increasing accuracy of drift compensation due to additional
landmarks causes a corresponding increase in the accuracy of the generated GP maps
to a point, after which a more accurate GP map will yield only marginal improvements
for position estimation results. For two Gaussian Process maps, GP i and GPj , the
distance between the two maps, calculated as the average squared distance at each






∥GP i(x, y)− GPj(x, y)∥2 (8.1)
The distance e¯ can be calculated for all hyperparameters describing the GP - namely
mean and variance in this case. The evolution of these errors as a function of landmark
density is shown in Figure 8.9. This ﬁgure shows that the GP maps converge at a
steady rate, reaching low average errors at around a density of 0.006 landmarks per
m2, or roughly 1 landmark for every 200m2.
8.3.3 Position Estimation
To provide greater intuition into the accuracy of the GP maps generated using the
NLLS drift corrected PDR trajectories as ground truth, position estimation tests
across a range of landmark densities were performed. For each result, GP maps
based on ToF, RSS, and MFS observations were generated. Each GP is generated
using inertial estimates corrected with only the number of landmarks speciﬁed. The
result of one 15 minute test is shown in Figure 8.10a, where the estimation results
from a range of landmarks are overlaid so that more transparent colours represent
fewer landmarks. Figure 8.10b shows that for the 2500m2 venue, very few landmarks
(three in the entire venue) are required to achieve a localisation accuracy of around
2m. Position estimation accuracy improves to below 1.5m around a density of 0.005
landmarks per m2, or around one landmark per 200m2. This corresponds to the point




This chapter presents the main results generated during research experiments. Over
1GB of raw sensor data was collected from the localisation system and, as a conse-
quence, the majority of experiments were run on real-world data, which makes the
results more valuable and realistic.
The initial experiments focused on the NLLS solver settings and the robustness
of the proposed approach to non-ideal and noisy input data. A direct relationship
between the accuracy of the predicted initial states and the ﬁnal result was observed,
which conﬁrmed the well-known limitation of the NLLS solver that it has convergence
problems if the initial states are too far away from the ﬁnal solution. The next ex-
periment with the pre-collected data was to analyse the inﬂuence of fusing together
diﬀerent combinations of sensor inputs. The absolute accuracy together with the exe-
cution time and the number of outliers was investigated. From the localisation results,
it can clearly be seen that fusing the GP models into the system gave signiﬁcantly
better results, but because the GP model usually does not cover the entire space,
the raw range-based observations are necessary to minimise the number of outliers.
The last experiment in this section was to analyse the eﬀect of changing the ranging
interval and packet loss. As expected, they have a similar eﬀect on the NLLS solver:
overall, both issues result in fewer data being provided to the localisation system.
A longer ranging interval provides data that are more consistent with ground truth,
whereas packet loss can boost uncertainty, since the entire blocks of sequential input
data may be eliminated.
In the second block of results, the Gaussian Process models were analysed. The
ﬁrst part includes model generation, for which the relationship between the number
of training samples and usability of the generated map was investigated. It was
discovered that too many samples result in model overﬁtting, which results in poor
performance when the model is used in the localisation system. On the other hand,
too few training samples result in a less detailed map, because the GP simply does
not have enough information to estimate values in areas with a lower number of
training samples or account for situations in which the samples from the same area
have relatively high variation. In the second part of the Gaussian Process results,
the eﬃciency of using GP maps instead of GP models was investigated. The results
proved that the same level of localisation accuracy could be achieved up to 100 times
faster, which allows the system to run in real-time.
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In the last part of the results section, the results gathered from analysis of ground
truth collection methods were presented. One of the contributions of this thesis is
a proposed method to simplify the collection of a ground truth data set, which is
necessary to allow the construction of GP models. The PDR based method with
known landmarks that corrects long-term sensor drift and errors, as a means of re-
creating pedestrian trajectory was proposed. All the experiments were performed in
a real-world environment, and demonstrated that less than one landmark per 100m2
provided suﬃciently accurate results to generate good GP models. The main analysis
investigated the inﬂuence of the number, position and frequency of landmarks needed
to re-create a user's path. The existing drift correction methods were compared
to a proposed approach and this demonstrated that the proposed solution showed
signiﬁcantly better results in all experiments. The accuracy of the proposed method
is not as good as that provided by the expensive equipment to collect ground truth


























(a) Initial states from SHS/PDR ﬁlter.
Distance East [m]






















(b) Initial states from the trilateration method.
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(c) Initial states from the Particle Filter.
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(d) Initial states from the GP maps fusion.
Figure 8.2: Results of experiments using diﬀerent initial states for the NLLS locali-
sation solver. Initial states predicted by the SHS or PDR ﬁlter are shown in a). This
is only an indicative result, as SHS or PDR by itself do not provide any information
about the absolute coordinate frame, which will lead to an incorrect solver solution
if the translation and orientation of the initial states were wrong. Initial state esti-
mation using trilateration is shown in b). It provides information about the absolute
coordinate frame, but includes many outliers that result in a non-optimal solution.
The last two graphs show similar accuracy in initial states as well as in the ﬁnal solver
solution. The major diﬀerence is in the execution time needed to estimate the initial
states. The initial states estimated by the Particle Filter that are shown in c) will
take at least ten times longer than the proposed GP maps method shown in d).
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Multi-sensor fusion combination







































'gp' -         Gaussian process predicted
'r' -            Raw range measurements
'ALL' -      gpToF + gpRSS + gpMFS + rToF + rRSS
'gpTRM' - gpToF + gpRSS + gpMFS
'gpTR' -    gpToF + gpRSS
Figure 8.3: The mean localisation error for diﬀerent multi-sensor fusion combinations
using the proposed NLLS localisation solver. Values inside boxes represent solving
time in seconds. Fusion of all sensors including all GP models produced results of
0.5m mean localisation error and the smallest number of outliers.
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(a) The sampling rate vs. solving RMSE.
Packet loss (%)

























(b) The packet loss vs. solving RMSE.
Figure 8.5: Relation between sampling rate and RMSE is shown in a). An initial
10Hz sampling rate was interpolated to a 100Hz sampling rate without packet loss.
This operation ensured un-biased results. As seen from the graph, a sampling rate
above 5Hz does not signiﬁcantly improve the ﬁnal accuracy, but it does increase the
system's power consumption. Sampling rates below 5Hz do aﬀect the localisation
accuracy regardless of the approach used for sensor fusion. The relationship between
packet loss and the localisation accuracy is shown in b). Packet loss was varied from
0% to 80%, aﬀecting a variable number of anchor nodes included in a localisation
system. Much as for the experiment in a), a signiﬁcant trend of lower performance
at a packet loss higher than 50% on all anchor nodes can be seen, which is equivalent
to half of the initial sampling rate. The packet loss on only one anchor node out of
four has little impact, because only three anchor nodes are required to estimate an
object's 2D position. All graphs include 95% conﬁdential intervals.
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(a) Minimal distance between training
samples vs. solving RMSE.
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(b) Minimal dst. between training samples vs.
RMSE between GP inferen. and observations.
Figure 8.6: The relationship between the number of training set samples and the
RMSE is shown in a). The number of training set samples (showed in the x-axis's
second line) is deﬁned by a minimum distance between two sequential training sam-
ples. The test was repeated for GP map grid step sizes of: 0.1, 0.2, 0, 5 and 1.0m.
Training samples closer than 0.2m to each other may not improve the ﬁnal NLLS
solver result, where distances above that threshold will signiﬁcantly aﬀect localisa-
tion accuracy. The RMSE between ToF observations and inferences from the trained
GP model in relation to a minimum distance between training samples is shown in
b). The test was repeated for each of four diﬀerent anchor nodes. As in the ﬁrst
experiment, one can clearly see the eﬀect of using too many training set samples.
The overﬁtting model is more exact, covering less area close to training samples and
resulting in larger diﬀerences between the GP inferences and ToF test observations.
































2.1063 GP maps - grid - arithmetic
GP maps - bicubic - arithmetic
GP maps - grid - ndf
GP maps - bicubic - ndf
GP models




































GP maps - grid - arithmetic
GP maps - bicubic - arithmetic
GP maps - grid - ndf
GP maps - bicubic - ndf
GP models
(b) The number of particles vs. Particle
Filter execution time.
Figure 8.7: The relationship between the number of particles and the RMSE is shown
in a). The general PF solution and a grid PF using the NDF to predict particle like-
lihood show more stable, but sub-optimal results over the entire range of the number
of particles, where bi-cubic approximations from the GP maps in combination with
a simpliﬁed likelihood estimation show more variability. A small number of particles
produce results with a high error; however, in the case of more than 100 particles, the
approximate version of PF produces signiﬁcantly better results in comparison with
all other implementations of PF. The relationship between the number of particles
and PF execution time is shown in b). Once again, the GP maps proved to be more
eﬃcient in execution time with or without a bi-cubic approximation. The same level
of accuracy can be obtained up to 100 times faster. In case of larger GP models
and with an optimised C++ GP map implementation, the proposed solution can be
several hundred times more eﬃcient than the exact Gaussian Process.
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Landmark density (lm/m2) ×10-3



















(a) Landmark density vs. path RMSE.
Avgerage travel between landmarks (m)





















(b) The average travel between landmarks vs.
path RMSE.
Distance East (m)



























(c) The NLLS drift corrected PDR estimates.
Figure 8.8: Landmark density vs. path RMSE is shown in a). The proposed NLLS
drift correction method outperforms both linear and radial drift correction methods
over the entire landmark intensity interval. The main improvement in the NLLS
solution is the estimation of on-going drift over the full path length and not only
between two sequential landmarks, as in the other approaches. In the ﬁnal algorithm,
the certainties about each landmark's location can be varied to enable simultaneous
estimation of a landmark's location. However, the ﬁnal location should be close to
its original position, in order to avoid solving problems. In b) a similar result can be
seen, but this time by comparing path RMSE against average travel distance between
two sequential landmarks. Once again, the more advanced NLLS methods show up as
signiﬁcantly more reliable than either linear and radial methods. In c) initial states
obtained from a PDR ﬁlter run over a 15 minute data set are shown (green curve
on the left) alongside the NLLS corrected result including the absolute landmark
positions marked with red crosses.
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(a) Landmark density vs. average RMSE
of the GP maps mean.
Landmark density (lm/m2)




























(b) Landmark density vs. average RMSE
of the GP maps variance.
Figure 8.9: The relationship between landmark density and average RMSE between
GP maps is shown in a). As expected, convergence improved where more landmarks
were used to correct the PDR estimates. However, above a certain level of landmarks
per square metre, in this example 0.006 landmarks per m2, no signiﬁcant improve-
ments in convergence were observed. This means that the results will not signiﬁcantly
improve with additional landmarks in the training procedure, which minimises the
eﬀort needed in placing landmarks. The results observed from investigating conver-
gence of the GP map variance in relation to a landmark density are shown in b). The
diﬀerence in variance signiﬁcantly increases below 0.006 landmarks per m2. Multi-
ple GP maps were generated from NLLS corrected PDR data, collected during a 15
minute experiment inside a 2500m2 venue.
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(a) Multiple NLLS solver solutions.
Landmark density (lm/m2) ×10-3






















(b) Landmark density vs. solving RMSE.
Figure 8.10: The NLLS localisation solver estimated paths from one 15 minute walk-
ing period is shown in a). For each solver solution, diﬀerent GP maps generated from
a varying number of landmarks were used. The GP-based NLLS localisation errors
with a 95% conﬁdence intervals for a 2500m2 venue as a function of training landmark
density is shown in b). Landmark densities above one landmark per 100m2 give good
results, which conﬁrm ﬁndings about the convergence of the GP map mean and vari-
ance for those particular landmark densities. To avoid an uncontrolled initial error
due to diﬀerent initial states, all tests used the same initial states estimated from
ground truth data which was corrupted by adding normally distributed Gaussian




This chapter presents a global view of the contributions of this thesis with the research
aim of improving the accuracy and reliability of indoor localisation. To begin, the
ﬁrst section summarises the research carried out in each chapter in order to achieve
this goal. The next section explains how the research requirements that were initially
set out at the beginning of this thesis were satisﬁed at the end. The last section
outlines some general areas of future work that form extensions of the research work
described in this thesis.
9.1 Summary of Results
The aim of this thesis was to explore the potential improvements that might be made
in indoor localisation systems. A general approach was taken to try to understand
the problem domain and implement a full indoor localisation system rather than
parts of it. Therefore, the research areas extend from low-level sensor calibration to
the sophisticated algorithms and methods used in state-of-the-art localisation sys-
tems. In addition to this, a signiﬁcant amount of time was spent on the practical
implementation of the localisation system, which allows real-world experiments to be
run.
Putting those requirements together generated the ﬁve main research contribu-
tions of this thesis. The summarised contributions are:
1. Develop a robust and eﬃcient multi-sensor fusion model.
2. Develop a method that simpliﬁes the collection of ground truth data.
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3. Minimise the hardware required in the localisation system by applying smart
positioning of anchor nodes and multi-level calibration methods.
4. Analyse the existing indoor localisation models and diﬀerent combinations of
them.
5. Implement a localisation system that will enable fast end eﬃcient research ex-
periments.
In Chapter 5, we presented the main contribution of this thesis. This is a robust
indoor localisation model that eﬃciently fuses together multiple sensor sources. It is
based on a pose graph representation of a localisation problem, which is optimised
using a non-linear least squares solver. The model is designed in an eﬃcient and scal-
able way, so that it does not have computational problems when more sensor sources
are introduced. To that end, a more eﬃcient way of integrating the Gaussian Pro-
cess models into the NLLS solver was proposed. Using this improvement, run-time
complexity decreases from O(N3) to the O(1), allowing one to run the localisation
solver in real-time. The main idea behind the integration of the GP models into the
NLLS solver was to transform them into maps with a constant grid step size. As a
result, the models can all be pre-computed and reading values from them is trivial.
For NLLS solvers, x must be updated using x ← x + △x , where △x may be an
inﬁnitesimally small quantity. Consequently, if implemented naively, an inﬁnitesimal
grid step size would be needed, which is impractical. To address this problem, a
bi-cubic interpolation method was proposed as a way to get values from a GP map
at any arbitrary location. The experimental results proved that GP maps can be
eﬃciently used without losing noticeable accuracy. The proposed models were vali-
dated on a large amount of real-world experimental data and also on simulated data,
where better control over the input data was needed. The initial oﬀ-line version of
the localisation solver was extended to a real-time version, which can track a user's
position in real-time. The extended version is less optimal because predictions can
use less information than those in the oﬀ-line version, but the real-time localisation
system was still able to achieve around 1m localisation accuracy, in comparison to
the 0.5m accuracy of the oﬀ-line localisation system.
In Chapter 4, we presented the second main contribution of this thesis. This is
a simpliﬁed method by which to collect ground truth data. Ground truth is crucial
in building accurate Gaussian Process models. In most cases, the use of expensive
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equipment is the only way of collecting ground truth data to populate and evaluate
a localisation system. For that reason, a new method based on the PDR ﬁlter was
proposed to enable the collection of ground truth data without using any expensive
and hard to set-up equipment. The proposed method is an improvement over the
linear and radial correction methods in current use. The main idea is to use the
existing foot-mounted sensor to estimate a user's trajectory. Due to non-linearities
and on-going drift error that aﬀects the sensors' output, long-term trajectories must
be corrected. The proposed solution uses landmarks with a known position to correct
a user's path after all the data have been collected. The absolute position of landmarks
will translate a user's trajectory into the global coordinate frame and correct paths
between landmarks. The result is a path that ﬁts landmarks with minimal error.
To solve this problem, the NLLS solver was again used. The CostFunctions for
displacement, heading, gyroscope drift and landmark position were deﬁned. The
previous solutions treat the inertial drift at each time segment independently, yielding
computationally eﬃcient algorithms at the cost of a sub-optimal drift compensation
scheme, but the proposed NLLS solution estimates the time-evolving drift of the entire
inertial estimate jointly given the set of landmarks. With this approach, signiﬁcantly
better results than for the linear and radial correction methods were achieved. The
NLLS method allows one to have less than one landmark per 100m2, and from this
to build the accurate GP models that will produce less than a 1m RMS localisation
error.
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, we presented the research and work that was un-
dertaken to minimise the required hardware components in the indoor localisation
system. The approach was to apply multi-level calibration procedures to the IMU
sensors and the RF radios. Once again, the goal of the calibration was to achieve
suﬃcient accuracy without expensive equipment. For that reason, state-of-the-art
calibration algorithms were applied to estimate sensor errors and for later use in
minimising the eﬀect of non-linearities in sensors. The second task to minimise the
number of hardware parts in a localisation system was the investigation of where to
place the ﬁxed (anchor) nodes. The hypothesis was that some of the areas in the en-
vironment are more suitable for anchor node placement, but, in a case where multiple
anchor nodes are used, it is not trivial to estimate their optimal position. That led
to the development of the third NLLS solver which tries to minimise the error of the
selected placement. The CostFunctions for distance between nodes, area coverage,
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probability of multi-path error and the valid places where the anchor nodes can be
placed were all deﬁned. Furthermore, areas in the environment that are more likely
to be occupied were found and the ability to localise well was weighted according to
that. Based on realistic simulations, the distance between anchor nodes was shown to
be as the most important factor in obtaining more accurate results, mainly because
the type of the trilateration method used to estimate the tag's position is based on
observations from multiple anchor nodes. If the distance between the anchor nodes is
not maximised, then they tend to have a slightly collinear relation, resulting in higher
uncertainties in position estimation. The conclusion of this work was that to satisfy
the need to maximise distances between anchor nodes, it was necessary to place them
mainly in the corners of the room. In the case of using more anchor nodes than there
are corners in the room, the simulations showed that duplicated nodes provide better
results than placing them between existing ones.
In Chapter 2, we presented the existing solutions to the indoor localisation problem
and, in Chapter 8, we presented the work where some of the existing solutions were
combined with the proposed solutions in this thesis. In the ﬁrst part, models based on
trilateration, the Kalman Filter and the widely used Particle Filter were presented.
The most closely investigated approach was that of the Particle Filter, because it
is the closest solution to the proposed NLLS implementation. The advantages and
disadvantages of the localisation models were shown and potential improvements were
proposed. In the second part, the focus was on fusing the existing methods with the
proposed NLLS solver. The need for this part came from initial state prediction:
accurate initial states are key to ensure NLLS solver convergence. Therefore, the
initial state prediction method was separated from the localisation solver to obtain
better results. The main assumption was to use the most accurate existing algorithm
to estimate a user's location, which is then passed to the NLLS solver where the
ﬁnal corrections are done. The initial state prediction from SHS or PDR trajectories,
the trilateration method, the Particle Filter in combination with the SHS and the
improved Particle Filter were analysed. The results obtained showed that the best
accuracy of the initial state prediction occurred when the improved PF was used. Not
only was the accuracy improved in this case, but also the execution time was also
better in comparison to a general PF. The improvement mainly arose from the use of
GP maps instead of GP models.
In Chapter 7, we presented the architecture of the entire localisation system that
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was developed to run the numerous research experiments. Developing the hardware,
the embedded system and the application gave full control over the localisation sys-
tem. The resulting system is modular, scalable and conﬁgurable on-the-ﬂy, which was
essential in running real-world experiments under diﬀerent test conditions. All the
data are collected on a PC in real-time, where they can be stored for further analy-
ses or processed in real-time to obtain a user's location. The post-processing option
was crucial in the development and validation of the proposed localisation model to
avoid running the same real-world experiments repeatedly. The software is designed
as separate levels to prevent the slow execution of the localisation model: the local-
isation algorithms run in the background and the user interface takes care of all the
interactions with the localisation system. Interactions include the conﬁguration of
the embedded nodes responsible for ranging and providing the inertial data as well as
real-time plotting of all the sensors' data. Running research experiments eﬃciently
requires instant visualisation to see how the system is responding to diﬀerent conﬁgu-
rations of parameters. All the complex algorithms are written in C++ and packaged
into the libraries to obtain the best performance and to be reusable by other systems.
The user interface was built on top of this in Matlab and C#. To avoid unneces-
sary development, all one-time algorithms, such as the training procedure for the GP
models or the prediction of the initial state in oine mode, were mainly developed in
Matlab.
The contributions of this thesis were published in a journal paper and a conference
paper, and the developed localisation system was used to compete in Microsoft's in-
door localisation competition. Despite these advances, however, many open problems
remain. Given this, in the following section, a number of promising directions for
future research are examined.
9.2 Future Work
As demonstrated, Gaussian Process maps in combination with the pose graph optimi-
sation solver give promising results. However, further research in this area can extend
and improve the current localisation systems, and three speciﬁc lines of investigation
to extend the scope of the existing research have been identiﬁed:
 IMU Array: The work presented in [119, 120] has potential beneﬁts in improv-
ing the PDR systems. Low-cost sensors are becoming smaller and smaller, but they
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still lack long-term accuracy. Highly accurate sensors are on the scale of 100− 1000
times more expensive, which make them impractical to use in commercial localisation
systems other than for specialist applications. The proposed solution to this prob-
lem is to use an array of IMU sensors. Applying state-of-the-art fusion methods can
minimise overall sensor bias and drift because sensors can compensate for each other.
Furthermore, it is not necessary all of the sensors to be placed on the same board; they
could, say, be spread within a shoe's outsole. This brings another possibility which
is to build a better model of a foot and not just to detect zero velocity at one point.
The main advantage of having an accurate PDR trajectory is to weight it more in a
localisation solver. Usually, the PDR trajectory is very accurate over short intervals
(up to 30 seconds), but drifts on the longer term. With a more stable PDR system,
this interval can be signiﬁcantly extended, which enables the localisation system to
follow the PDR trajectory long-term and correct it only when a trusted landmark
is approached. In this case, range-based observations would be mainly used only to
translate and rotate the PDR trajectory into the global coordinate frame.
 SLAMAC: In Chapter 3, the procedures needed to calibrate the IMU sensors
and RF radios were presented. This task requires extra work and must be executed
properly to avoid preliminary sensor errors. Furthermore, some of the errors, such as
gyroscope bias and a run-time drift are very diﬃcult to estimate in advance, because
they are related to environmental parameters, which are diﬃcult to provide on-time.
In particular, run-time drift is caused due to the internal ﬂuctuations on the atomic
level. For that reason, the idea to calibrate sensors simultaneously with localisation
is proposed. The initial implementation presented in Chapter 4 was the ﬁrst step in
estimating the gyroscope's on-going drift from the corrected PDR trajectory. The
reason why only the on-going drift was estimated is because the input to the NLLS
optimiser were not the raw IMU observations, but displacement and heading from the
SHS. This means that the information about the sensor's scale factors and biases are
inaccessible, because they are pre-processed in a separate model. Therefore, the pro-
posed solution is to model sensor errors inside the NLLS solver, where inputs are raw
IMU observations. The raw data consists of just x, y, z observations for each of the
IMU sensors: the accelerometer, gyroscope and a magnetic sensor, but the problem
that has to be solved is complex. The unknown state consists of at least 55 variables
that must be estimated: a 9D bias vector for all three sensors, a 9D run-time drift
vector, a 3 × 9D scale factors matrix, a 4D quaternion vector, a 3D position vector
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and a 3D velocity vector. Initial experiments in implementation were undertaken, but
the NLLS solver had problems with convergence if the initial states were not close
enough to the ﬁnal solution. Also, the number of landmark corrections is in the range
of 1000 times lower than the IMU corrections, which makes the solver prioritise the
IMU residuals and not deal with the most important landmark corrections eﬃciently.
The solution to that problem will require long-term research work, including a bet-
ter understanding of the sensor models and optimisation methods inside the NLLS.
Lastly, a possible extended version of a self-calibrating system should be mentioned.
It is called Simultaneous Localisation, Mapping and Calibration (SLAMAC). As the
name suggests, in the ideal case the localisation system will be able to estimate the
asset's location, translate it into a global coordinate frame and estimate sensor errors
in real-time. There is no widely known relevant literature yet, and, from previous
experience in the localisation area, it can be predicted that the solution to the SLA-
MAC problem will be hard to ﬁnd: it requires a complex mathematical formulation
of the problem as well as the essential understanding of all the components of the
localisation system.
 Improved real-time localisation system: In the last part of Chapter 5, a
real-time version of the implemented localisation system was introduced. The system
is divided into two threads running in parallel, but with diﬀerent execution intervals.
The approach is non-blocking, which enables the system to spend more time on the
computationally complex algorithms, having the less demanding algorithms running
in the background. The current implementation has problems when the system is
initially turned on and knows nothing about its absolute position and orientation.
The orientation is particularly critical because the ﬁrst estimated steps from the
PDR algorithm have no information about the absolute orientation. This means
that the localisation system will detect that the user is moving, but will not know
in which direction. In the worst case, the system will estimate that the user is
moving in the opposite direction from reality, and it may require tens of seconds
before the localisation solver will receive enough reliable range-based observations
to rotate the PDR trajectory into the global coordinate frame. Another ﬁeld to
investigate is how the long-term history can directly correct the current state. Keeping
a longer history in a pose graph solver might allow one to use knowledge that user
trajectories are not completely random; indeed, it is likely that a user will use the
same path repeatedly. If the system detects a user approaching the same location
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again1, then this information can be considered as a means of correcting the solver's
current state, as well as previous locations. Finally, if there are multiple active users
in the localisation system, then this provides another source of information which can
be considered. Nodes attached to each user then become transmitters and receivers
at the same time. They can be treated as mobile anchor nodes, which provide less
certain information than ﬁxed anchor nodes, but they may still form a source of
additional range-based observations.
Apart from the further work presented above, the aim is also to use the indoor
localisation system outdoors. With the extension of the system models, the long-term
goal is to track not only pedestrians but also other devices, such as robots, objects
and UAVs. The outdoor version requires several improvements to the hardware ar-
chitecture and also an improvement to the communication protocol, because the area
traversed outside can be much larger than that found in indoor environments. This
implies that the static server node must be removed from the localisation system and
replaced by the existing anchor or mobile nodes. A multi-hop wireless protocol must
be created to transfer packets across the network from one node to another until they
reach a sink.
Tracking non-pedestrians requires critical modiﬁcations to the system. The PDR
ﬁlter is stable only when the velocity updates are provided not less than every 1− 2
seconds. Robots or UAVs do not have direct velocity updates. Therefore, the velocity
updates must be provided by a diﬀerent source. The implemented 6DoF kinematic
ﬁlter is already designed to model any object's kinematics, but the missing part is
still velocity updates. In reality, most UAVs already provide reasonable estimates of
speed and GPS position that can be used as the landmark. In this case, the improved
model will not be substantially diﬀerent from the existing PDR approach. Based on
these assumptions, it can be estimated that the tracking of a UAV can achieve similar
accuracy to the tracking of pedestrians indoors by using the proposed NLLS solver.
1The speciﬁc places or objects, such as doors, refreshment machines, elevators, escalators, etc,
inside an environment can be classiﬁed as landmarks.
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Appendix A
Povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
A.1 Povzetek
Problem lokalizacije v odprtih prostorih je v ve£ini primerov re²en z globalnim sis-
temom pozicioniranja, znanim kot GPS (ang. Global Positioning System). Pozi-
cioniranje pe²cev v zaprtih prostorih, kjer je signal GPS zelo ²ibek, pa ostaja odprt
problem, s katerim se ukvarjamo v na²i disertaciji. Z njegovo re²itvijo bi pridobili
veliko novih aplikacij, vklju£no z navidezno resni£nostjo, navigacijskimi pripomo£ki,
izbolj²anim zdravstvom, aplikacijami za osebno sledenje in ciljno ogla²evanje. Doslej
je bilo predlaganih veliko razli£nih metod za re²evanje problema lokalizacije v zaprtih
prostorih. Zaradi okolijskega nereda, ki povzro£a kompleksno absorpcijo in ²tevilne
odboje, in zaradi omejene senzorske natan£nosti, ostaja problem lokalizacije v zaprtih
prostorih teºaven.
V disertaciji smo analizirali ºe obstoje£e sisteme in njihovo znanstveno literaturo
ter na ta na£in zoºili seznam zahtevnej²ih problemov s podro£ja lokalizacije v za-
prtih prostorih. Slednja predstavlja kompleksen problem, zato se nismo omejili le na
enega, temve£ smo sku²ali razumeti celovito strukturo tako lokalizacijskih sistemov, ki
temeljijo na ºe zajetih podatkih, kot tudi tistih za dolo£anje poloºaja v realnem £asu.
V okviru tega pristopa smo sku²ali izbolj²ati natan£nost in zanesljivost lokalizacijskih
sistemov.
Splo²no gledano obstajata dve glavni tehniki lokalizacije pe²cev v zaprtih pros-
torih. Prva temelji na inercialnem sledenju in omogo£a natan£nost kratkoro£ne tra-
jektorije. Druga je osnovana na triangularnosti in kratkoro£no ne poda natan£nih
rezultatov, vendar omogo£a ocenitev dolgoro£nih premikov znotraj globalnega koor-
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dinatnega okvirja. Obe omejitvi sta nas vodili do raziskovalnih vpra²anj in do ugo-
tovitve, kako u£inkovito zdruºiti omenjeni tehniki, hkrati pa vklju£iti ²e izbolj²ave
iz ve£nivojske kalibracije in omogo£iti uporabo dodatne informacije v lokalizacijskem
modelu.
Za£eli smo z implementacijo razli£nih inercialnih navigacijskih sistemov, ki zahte-
vajo zgolj, da senzor prena²a pe²ec. Za izbolj²anje tega pogoja in posledi£no rezul-
tatov smo predstavili nizko-nivojske kalibracijske postopke. Zna£ilnost inercialnega
navigacijskega sistema je natan£nost pod dolo£enimi pogoji, kot so to£ke z znano
absolutno lokacijo, ki prevedejo pe²£ev navigacijski okvir v okolijskega, kar prepre£i
oz. omeji dolgoro£no lezenje senzorja. Ta problem smo sku²ali re²iti z lokalizaci-
jskim modelom, ki zdruºuje inercialni navigacijski sistem z optimalno postavitvijo
stati£nih vozli²£. Poleg tega smo z vklju£itvijo senzorskih modelov v lokalizacijski
problem dosegli dodatno izbolj²avo. Zdruºevanje ve£ senzorskih virov zahteva izdat-
nej²o ra£unsko mo£. V ta namen smo predlagali novo metodo, ki temelji na problemu
optimizacije grafa in se re²uje z iteracijsko metodo nelinearnih najmanj²ih kvadratov
(ang. Non-Linear Least Squares, NLLS). Pomembna izbolj²ava je bila predvsem v
bolj optimalni predstavitvi senzorskih modelov, ki predhodno izra£unajo vrednosti in
jih shranijo v tabele. Z uporabo te izbolj²ave smo zmanj²ali zahtevnost procesov med
njihovim izvajanjem z O(N3) na O(1), kar nam je omogo£ilo neposredno vklju£itev
senzorskih modelov neposredno v razre²evalnik.
Za izgradnjo senzorskih modelov iz u£ne mnoºice smo uporabili metodo Gaussovega
procesa (GP). U£enje senzorskih modelov GP zahteva dobro oceno dejanskih vred-
nosti pri vseh zajetih meritvah. Ta pristop zahteva vzporedno uporabo lokalizaci-
jskih sistemov, katerih natan£nost je ve£ja kot pri sistemu, ki se u£i. Tak²ni sistemi
so obi£ajno draºji ali pa izjemno zahtevni za postavitev. Kot re²itev smo uporabili
obstoje£e senzorje v kombinaciji z referen£nimi to£kami, s £imer smo omejili lezenje
senzorskega signala. Raz²irjeni NLLS razre²evalec smo uporabili za so£asno korek-
cijo pe²£eve trajektorije, ocenjevanje trenutnega lezenja senzorskega signala ter za
dopu²£anje majhnih odstopanj v absolutnih lokacijah referen£nih to£k.
Za ocenitev predlaganih metod smo zgradili lokalizacijski sistem, sestavljen iz mo-
bilnih in stati£nih vozli²£. Lokalizacijski sistem smo najprej postavili v na²i razisko-
valni pisarni, kjer smo s ²tevilnimi eksperimenti pridobili ve£ deset ur zajetih po-
datkov. S tehnikami kasnej²e obdelave, ki smo jih izvajali v navidezno realnem £asu,
samo dosegli pol metra lokalizacijske napake pri lokalizaciji v zaprtih prostorih. Obe-
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tavni rezultati pri naknadnih obdelavah so nas vodili v raz²iritev lokalizacijskega
sistema, ki se izvaja v realnem £asu. Rezultati, doseºeni v tem primeru, so bili manj
natan£ni v primerjavi s prej²njimi, vendar ²e vedno znotraj enega metra natan£nosti
v zaprtih prostorih.
Na koncu disertacije smo naredili pregled predlaganih izbolj²av, ki pripomorejo
k ve£ji natan£nosti in zanesljivosti lokalizacijskih sistemov v zaprtih prostorih. Dis-
ertacijo smo zaklju£ili z napotki za nadaljnje delo.
A.2 Uvod
V zadnjem desetletju so raziskovalne dejavnosti na podro£ju lokalizacije v odprtih
prostorih prispevale k velikemu napredku. Po pri£akovanjih naj bi se v bliºnji pri-
hodnosti podobni trendi pokazali tudi na lokalizaciji v zaprtih prostorih, kjer ljudje
preºivijo ve£ kot 70% svojega ºivljenja. Trenutno je mogo£e z uporabo sprejemnikov
GPS poloºaj pe²cev dolo£iti do decimetra natan£no. Po drugi strani pa lokalizacija
v zaprtih prostorih ²e zdale£ ne dosega podobne natan£nosti, £eprav je to osnovna
zahteva na mnogih podro£jih, vklju£no z navidezno resni£nostjo, ogla²evanjem in
asistirano navigacijo. Osnovni vzrok za to so predvsem ovire v zaprtih prostorih, ki
povzro£ajo zapleteno absorpcijo in napake v radijskem signalu [108] zaradi razpr²enosti
in odbojev signala od ovir. Tehnike sledenja, ki temeljijo na inerciji, imajo teºavo
s postopnim lezenjem senzorskega signala. Na kraj²ih £asovnih intervalih je iner-
cialna lokalizacija natan£na, v dalj²ih obdobjih pa pridobljeni rezultati postanejo ne-
natan£ni, saj se napake skalirajo s tretjo potenco. Za pridobitev absolutne pozicije je
potrebno sledenje kombinirati z dodatnimi viri informacij, kot so na primer podatki iz
stati£nih vozli²£ ali referen£nih to£k. Raziskovalci so predlagali mnogo razli£nih vrst
lokalizacijskih sistemov v zaprtih prostorih, ki bi odpravili to teºavo, vendar ²e noben
ni postal primaren na tem podro£ju. Nekatere re²itve so osnovane na zdruºevanju
ve£ senzorjev [36] in uporabi nadzorovanih tehnik strojnega u£enja, ki u£ijo lokalizaci-
jske modele [148]. Pri danih meritvah [47] veliko pristopov uporablja metode Monte
Carlo za dolo£itev moºnih pozicij, vendar imajo le-te teºave s skaliranjem, ko v sistem
dodamo ve£ senzorjev.
Ker se pri vizualni lokalizaciji [92] obi£ajno uporabljajo u£inkovite metode opti-
mizacije grafov, smo tudi mi uporabili tovrstno tehniko v povezavi z izvedbo Graph-
SLAM [63] ter na ta na£in re²ili lokalizacijski problem, ki temelji na meritvah raz-
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dalje. Na² pristop obravnava lokalizacijo kot optimizacijski problem grafa, kjer z
uporabo metode najmanj²ega gradienta poi²£emo neznano trajektorijo, tako da mak-
simiramo verjetnost meritve (uteºena razlika med napovedjo meritvenega modela in
dejanskim opazovanjem). Regresijo Gaussov proces smo uporabili za izgradnjo mer-
itvenih modelov, ki zajemajo tako prostorsko korelacijo jakosti magnetnega polja
in speciﬁ£nih radijskih signalov kot tudi meritve £asov, potrebnih za raz²irjanje le-
teh skozi medij. U£enje teh modelov, ki karakterizirajo prostorski razvoj signalnih
vzorcev, pogosto zahteva izdatnej²i napor. Te teºave smo se lotili z razvojem cen-
ovno ugodne in prakti£ne metode za karakterizacijo nelinearnega raz²irjanja radijskih
signalov, ki je posledi£no primerna za rabo pri navigacijskih sistemih v zaprtih pros-
torih. Za zajem meritev, potrebnih pri u£enju modelov GP , ki opisujejo porazdelitev
napovedanih napak danega signala, in ki se prostorsko spreminjajo, smo predlagali
inercialno metodo, osnovano na integraciji korakov.
Glavna naloga disertacije je bila iskanje in preizku²anje metod, ki izbolj²ajo lokali-
zacijske sisteme, zato smo vklju£ili tudi ve£nivojske postopke umerjanja senzorjev ter
optimalno postavitev stati£nih vozli²£. Klju£na metoda umerjanja senzorja izbolj²a
njegovo natan£nost, tako da odpravi strukturne napake v izhodnem signalu. Manj
popa£ene senzorske meritve vodijo do natan£nej²ih ocen lokalizacijskih razre²eval-
cev, saj imajo ti obi£ajno omejeno zmoºnost odpravljanja ve£jih nelinearnosti v sen-
zorskem signalu. Tudi predhodna optimalna postavitev stati£nih vozli²£ lahko pove£a
natan£nost lokalizacije. Pametna postavitev upo²teva okolijske parametre, kot so na
primer zasedenost okolja, verjetnost napake zaradi razli£nih poti signala, pokritost
obmo£ja in maksimizacija razdalj med stati£nimi vozli²£i. Na osnovi tega je mogo£e
napovedati, kje v okolju je najprimerneje postaviti omenjena vozli²£a, da se doseºe
teoreti£no najbolj²i rezultat.
S kratkim povzetkom bomo predstavili bistvene teme disertacije in razloºili pomem-
bnost problema lokalizacije v zaprtih prostorih. Ravno tako navajamo posamezna
vpra²anja, na katera smo odgovorili v disertaciji, ter posku²amo pojasniti, zakaj so
relevantna na tem podro£ju. Vklju£en je tudi seznam publikacij in razvitih orodij, ki
so plod na²ega dela.
A.2.1 Raziskovalna vpra²anja
Literatura, ki obravnava sisteme za lokalizacijo v zaprtih prostorih, vsebuje razli£ne
metode in ideje za izbolj²anje natan£nosti ter zanesljivosti. Ve£ina metod predlaga
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izvedbo lokalizacije z uporabo mnoºice med seboj povezanih senzorjev, s £imer se
zmanj²ajo omejitve posameznih senzorjev. Zaradi izjemnega napredka novodobne
tehnologije so dandanes na voljo ºe zelo majhni senzorji v velikosti 3× 3mm, , ki jih
je mogo£e integrirati v mobilna vozli²£a in jih lahko uporabnik nemoteno prena²a s
seboj. Ve£ senzorjev, vklju£enih v lokalizacijski sistem, ima posledi£no bolj neodvisne
meritve, ki lahko pripomorejo k optimizaciji le-teh. tevilni lokalizacijski algoritmi
imajo znatne teºave, £e v sistem dodamo ve£ senzorjev, s £imer dobimo ve£dimen-
zionalen problem. Zatorej je na²e prvo vpra²anje naslednje: Ali lahko najdemo op-
timizacijsko metodo, ki se linearno skalira glede na ²tevilo senzorjev in pripadajo£ih
meritev? V kolikor nam to uspe, lahko v na² lokalizacijski model vklju£imo dodatne
vire. Nekateri niti niso nujno dejanski ﬁzi£ni senzorji, temve£ nau£eni senzorski mod-
eli, ki predstavljajo prostorsko razporeditev signalnega vzorca. Pogosto uporabljena
metoda za iskanje prostorskih variacij senzorskih signalov je metoda strojnega u£enja,
imenovana Gaussov proces. To metodo so ºe predlagali v obstoje£i literaturi, vendar
je £as, potreben za izvajanje tega modela, precej odvisen od ²tevila uporabljenih u£nih
vzorcev. V praksi so napovedi modelov GP preve£ kompleksni, da bi se lahko izvajali
v realnem £asu. Tako je bilo na²e naslednje vpra²anje: Kako optimizirati izvedbo
modelov GP in jih v realnem £asu vklju£iti v lokalizacijski razre²evalec? Ko nam
uspe najti na£in, kako integrirati modele GP neposredno v lokalizacijski razre²evalec,
moramo razmisliti tudi, kako jih sploh ustvariti. V splo²nem zahteva vsaka tehnika
strojnega u£enja natan£no oceno dejanskih podatkov, £e ºelimo zgraditi dober sen-
zorski model. Zajemanje meritev dejanskih podatkov v zaprtih prostorih je preve£
nezanesljivo brez uporabe drage opreme ali pa dolgotrajno v primeru, ro£nega zajema
referen£nih to£k. Na²e zadnje vpra²anje je zato bilo: Kako zajeti natan£ne podatke
brez uporabe drage opreme, obenem pa omejiti koli£ino potrebnega dela?
A.2.2 Prispevki doktorske disertacije
Delo se osredoto£a na postopke za izbolj²anje natan£nosti in zanesljivosti lokalizacije
v zaprtih prostorih, natan£neje na metode, modele in algoritme. Na²i glavni prispevki
so razvoj lokalizacijskega modela, ki ustreza optimizacijskemu razre²evalcu, razli£na
predstavitev modelov GP , ki omogo£ajo izvedbo v realnem £asu, ter metoda, ki izni£i
lezenje senzorskega signala, uporabljenega pri algoritmu PDR (ang. Pedestrian Dead
Reckoning). Ta metoda poenostavlja zajem dejanske informacije (ang. ground truth)
o pe²£evi trajektoriji. Naslednje alineje povzamejo prispevke disertacije, natan£nej²i
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opis pa se nahaja na koncu A.6.1. poglavja:
 Razvoj stabilnega lokalizacijskega modela, ki zdruºuje razli£ne senzorske vire,
vklju£no s senzorskimi modeli (5. poglavje).
 Razvoj metode, ki minimizira lezenje senzorskega signala pri inercialnem mod-
elu za zajem dejanske informacije brez uporabe drage strojne opreme (4. poglavje).
 Zmanj²anje potrebne koli£ine strojne opreme sistema za lokalizacijo v zaprtih
prostorih z uporabo ve£stopenjskih umeritvenih algoritmov in metod za izbolj²anje
natan£nosti ter zanesljivosti sistema (3. in 6. poglavje).
A.2.3 Publikacije in programska oprema
Delo, predstavljeno v doktorski disertaciji, je bilo objavljeno v znanstveni reviji in na
znanstveni konferenci:
 J. Medvesek, A. Trost, A. Symington, and S. Hailes. Gaussian process inference
approximation for indoor pedestrian localisation. Electronics Letters, (51), p.
417-419, March 2015.
 P. Martin, J. Medvesek, A. Symington, M. Srivastava, and S. Hailes. Low-
Overhead Gaussian-Process Training for Indoor Positioning Systems. In In-
ternational Conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN),
2015, pages 1-4, Ban, Alberta, Canada, October 2015.
A.2.3.1 Ostale objave
Poleg glavnih publikacij smo predstavili na²e delo na konferenci EWSN 2014 in se
udeleºili tekmovanja "Microsoft Indoor Localisation Competition", ki je potekalo v
sklopu konference IPSN 2015 v Seattlu. Dosegli smo 7. mesto v na²i kategoriji in 12.
mesto v skupnem se²tevku od 24ih tekmujo£ih ekip (prvotno je bilo prijavljenih 48
ekip).
 J. Medvesek, A. Symington, and S. Hailes. Demo Abstract: Multi-Sensor Fu-
sion for Indoor Pedestrian Tracking. In 11th European Conference on Wireless
Sensor Networks (2014), pages 1-3, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, February
2014.
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 A. Symington, J. Medvesek, P. Martin, M. Srivastava, and S. Hailes. Real-time
Indoor localisation using Magnetic, Time of Flight, and Signal Strength Infer-
ence Maps. In International Conference on Information Processing in Sensor
Networks (IPSN '15), pages 1-2, Seattle, WA, USA, April 2015.
A.2.3.2 Programska oprema
V namen raziskovalnih eksperimentov vklju£enih v disertaciji in za razvoj realno-
£asnega lokalizacijskega sistema je bilo razvitih nekaj programskih knjiºnic:
 ITS: Knjiºnica "Indoor Tracking System" (ITS) je bila razvita za upravljanje
s sistemom za lokalizacijo. Razli£ne verzije knjiºnic so bile razvite z namenom,
da omogo£ijo podporo v razli£nih programskih jezikih: C#, C++, MATLAB.
Glavna naloga knjiºnice ITS je, da skrbi za niºjenivojsko komunikacijo med
lokalizacijskim sistemom in uporabni²ko aplikacijo. Knjiºnica upravlja z vso
komunikacijo, pretvarja podatkovne strukture in skrbi za zanesljiv prenos po-
datkov.
 ITS Embedded: Je programska oprema, ki se izvaja na vgrajenem sistemu.
Knjiºnica skrbi za zanesljivo komunikacijo med vozli²£i, nadzira pogostost za-
jema podatkov, izvaja IMU algoritme za predobdelavo podatkov in upravlja
sistem za zmanj²anje porabe energije. Programska koda je napisana v jeziku
C, ki je primarno namenjen za operacijski sistem Contiki [38]. Vendar pa se z
manj²imi arhitekturnimi spremembami lahko prilagodi za izvajanje na ostalih
operacijskih sistemih, primernih za vgrajene sisteme.
 RTL: Knjiºnica "Real-Time Localisation" (RTL) je knjiºnica, ki se izvaja v
ve£ vzporednih nitih in je glavni del realno£asnega lokalizacijskega sistema. Je
neodvisna od operacijskega sistema in podpira Linux, Mac in Windows OS. Kn-
jiºnica vklju£uje razli£ne lokalizacijske algoritme kot so Particle Filter, NLLS
razre²evalec in triangulacijsko metodo. Poleg tega izvaja ﬁltriranje v realnem
£asu, kjer se odstranijo meritve z visoko mero ²uma, in podpira integracijo GP
tabel. Vmesni in realno£asni rezultati lokalizacije so prikazani v preprostem
uporabni²kem vmesniku, implementiranem z obstoje£o knjiºnico QT Library
[85]. Knjiºnica RLT prav tako podpira konﬁguracijo razvitega vgrajenega sis-
tema med samim delovanjem.
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Vse knjiºnice so na voljo na posebno zahtevo, saj so nekateri sklopi ²e v razvojni fazi
in jih je potrebno prilagoditi za splo²nej²o uporabo.
A.3 Ozadje in sorodna dela
A.3.1 Brezºi£na lokalizacija
Sistemi za lokalizacijo v realnem £asu (ang. Real Time Location Systems, RTLS)
omogo£ajo sledenje ljudi, ºivali in predmetov [33]. V lokalizacijskih sistemih, ki
temeljijo na lokalizaciji s pomo£jo meritve razdalje, je nujno potrebno zajeti raz-
dalje med posameznimi stati£nimi in mobilnimi vozli²£i, da lahko enoli£no dolo£imo
absolutno lokacijo predmeta v 2D ali 3D prostoru. Obi£ajen sistem RTLS sestoji
iz stati£nih vozli²£, ki sprejemajo signal iz mobilnega vozli²£a, katero je pritrjeno na
osebo ali predmet. Vsako mobilno vozli²£e med izmenjavo informacije prenese tudi
svojo identiﬁkacijsko ²tevilko, kar lokalizacijskemu sistemu omogo£a dolo£itev lokacije
mnoºice ozna£enih predmetov naenkrat. V preteklosti je bilo predlaganih veliko ra-
zli£nih metod za izvedbo sistemov RTLS. Delimo jih lahko na dva osnovna tipa: na
metode, ki so odvisne od jakosti signala, in na tiste, ki merijo njegov £as propagacije.
Sheme, ki temeljijo na jakosti signala, pogosto imenujemo pokazatelji jakosti prejetega
signala (ang. Received Signal Strength Indication, RSSI) ali, bolj napredno, pokaza-
telji kakovosti signala (ang. Link Quality Indicator, LQI). Tako imenovane metode
Time-of-Flight (ToF) pa merijo £as, ki je potreben, da se radijski signal propagira od
oddajnika do sprejemnika. Meritve £asa propagacije lahko opravimo na ve£ razli£nih
na£inov, pri vseh pa je enako, da preko znane hitrosti elektromagnetnega valovanja
izra£unamo prepotovano razdaljo.
A.3.1.1 Merjenje oddaljenosti
Za tovrstno lokalizacijo se uporabljajo senzorji, ki merijo razdaljo med dvema ali
ve£ vozli²£i. Lokalizacijski sistem vklju£uje mobilna vozli²£a, stati£na vozli²£a in
streºni²ka vozli²£a1. Sistem dolo£uje lokacijo mobilnih vozli²£, v posebnih primerih
pa tudi lokacijo stati£nih vozli²£. Vozli²£a obstajajo v razli£nih konﬁguracijah, vse
od preprostih modulov RFID (ang. Radio-Frequency IDentiﬁcation) do zahtevnej²ih
modulov RF (ang. Radio Frequency), ki vklju£ujejo senzorje za zaznavo gibanja,
1Streºni²ko vozli²£e se lahko nadomesti z mobilnim ali ﬁksnim vozli²£em, ²e posebej v ve£jih
prostorih, kjer streºni²ko vozli²£e ni vidno vsem ostalim vozli²£em v lokalizacijskem sistemu.
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temperature, svetlobe ali zra£nega tlaka. Stati£na vozli²£a so obi£ajno manj za-
htevna in vklju£ujejo le brezºi£ni sprejemnik/oddajnik za komunikacijo z mobilnimi
ali streºni²kimi vozli²£i. Stati£na vozli²£a so v ve£ini primerov nepremi£na vozli²£a z
znano ali neznano lokacijo, ki jih lokalizacijski sistem uporablja izklju£no za lociranje
mobilnih vozli²£ [49, 57, 3].
Za tak²no ocenjevanje razdalj je moºnih ve£ razli£nih metod, njihova uporaba pa
je odvisna od zasnove lokalizacijskega sistema.
A.3.2 Inercialna navigacija
Inercialna navigacija je v zadnjem desetletju postala izjemno priljubljena predvsem
zaradi razmaha senzorjev za inercialne meritve (ang. Inertial Measurement Unit,
IMU), ki temeljijo na tako imenovanih mikro elektro-mehanskih sistemih (ang. Mi-
cro Electro-Mechanical Systems, MEMS). Z nenehnim zmanj²evanjem senzorjev IMU
in procesnih vozli²£ postajajo sistemi za dolo£anje pe²£eve lege na podlagi metode
PDR vedno bolj izvedljiva izbira lokalizacije v zaprtih prostorih. PDR je metoda,
s pomo£jo katere se meritve ﬁltrirajo na ta na£in, da omogo£ajo pridobitev rela-
tivne pe²£eve trajektorije. Pristope lahko delimo na sisteme koraka in smeri (ang.
Step and Heading Systems, SHS) ter na inercialne navigacijske sisteme (ang. Iner-
tial Navigation Systems, INS) [59]. Oba na£ina pridobita informacijo o pospe²ku in
kotni hitrosti iz merilnikov pospe²ka ter ºiroskopov, na podlagi teh pa sta sposobna
sklepati o poloºaju in smeri merjenca. Pristop INS obi£ajno uporablja kinemati£ni
ﬁlter s ²estimi prostorskimi stopnjami (6DoF ), ), da vzdrºuje oceno o tridimenzion-
alni poziciji objekta, njegovi hitrosti in smeri ter nelinearnosti senzorjev. Pri sistemih
INS je potrebno za pridobitev orientacije oz. smeri dvakrat integrirati pospe²ek, zato
dobljene ra£unske napake pozicije s £asom kvadratno nara²£ajo. Zaradi ²umov v sen-
zorskih meritvah tudi dobro umerjeni sistemi generirajo na desetine metrov napake
v zgolj nekaj sekundah. Za ublaºitev te teºave sistemi identiﬁcirajo korake, tako da
merijo vrednost pospe²ka ali kotne hitrosti [118]. Pri tem izkori²£ajo dejstvo, da v
trenutku, ko je stopalo v stiku s podlago, prisilno ponastavijo hitrost na vrednost ni£,
saj se takrat stopalo ne giblje [141].
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A.3.3 Pridobitev dejanskih podatkov
Pridobitev dejanske informacije (ang. Ground Truth Collection) je klju£ za izgrad-
njo u£nih mnoºic, ki so temelj vsakega algoritma za strojno u£enje (ang. Machine
Learning, ML) [99, 16]. Dobra u£na mnoºica je prav tako nujno potrebna za tehniko
strojnega u£enja s pomo£jo Gaussovega procesa (podpoglavje 2.5), s katerim se karak-
terizira prostorski razvoj vzorcev radijskih signalov, ki lahko izbolj²ajo natan£nost
lokalizacije v zaprtih prostorih. Osnovni koncept u£nega procesa je v vzporedni
izvedbi obeh sistemov, kjer pe²ec prena²a mobilno vozli²£e, hkrati pa ga sledimo z
natan£nej²im sistemom za pridobitev dejanske informacije. Mogo£ih je ve£ razli£nih
pristopov, vendar je prvotna zahteva ta, da je natan£nost sistema za pridobitev de-
janske informacije bolj²a od sistema, ki ga u£imo. V prvem podpoglavju so pred-
stavljeni laserski merilniki, ki so izjemno zanesljivi sistemi za pridobitev dejanske
informacije, vendar so precej dragi ali pa ustvarijo dodatne stro²ke, saj za nemoteno
izvajanje potrebujejo ve£ operatorjev. Druga moºnost so cenovno ugodni sistemi, ki
temeljijo na metodi PDR. Le-ti ne zahtevajo nobene posebne in drage opreme, zato pa
je pridobljena temeljna informacija manj natan£na kot pri prej omenjenih sistemih.
Vseeno pa lahko s predlaganim pristopom PDR korekcije, ki temelji na metodi nelin-
earnih najmanj²ih kvadratov, zmanj²amo lezenje senzorskih signalov in na ta na£in
bistveno izbolj²amo dobljene rezultate v primerjavi z dobro znanimi metodami lin-
earne in radialne korekcije.
A.3.4 Metode senzorske fuzije
Kot smo predhodno ºe omenili, je senzorska fuzija preverjena metoda za izbolj²anje
natan£nosti in zanesljivosti lokalizacijskih sistemov v zaprtih prostorih [22, 50, 9].
Znaten napredek v senzorski tehnologiji v preteklem desetletju je omogo£il dodajanje
vedno ve£jega ²tevila senzorjev v lokalizacijske sisteme. V sorodni literaturi je zato
mo£ najti veliko raznovrstnih tehnik senzorske fuzije. Ve£ina metod uporablja za
dolo£itev pe²£eve lokacije dva glavna vira. Prvi vir so meritve o razdalji med ﬁk-
snimi in mobilnimi vozli²£i, ki se pridobijo s pomo£jo RSS, ToF ali podobnih virov.
Na splo²no lahko te meritve zlahka pridobimo z uporabo cenovno dostopnih vozli²£,
vendar meritve vsebujejo visoko stopnjo ﬂuktuacij, ki v zaprtih okoljih povzro£ajo
nenatan£no pozicioniranje. Drugi vir informacij je relativna trajektorija PDR, ki je
natan£na le v kratkih £asovnih intervalih, v dalj²ih obdobjih pa je nenatan£na zaradi
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stalnega lezenja senzorskih signalov. So£asno zlitje oz. zdruºitev obeh virov znatno
izbolj²a natan£nost dolo£anja poloºaja v zaprtem prostoru, in sicer zato, ker se na
ta na£in v lokalizacijski sistem dovaja bolj relevantna informacija, hkrati pa se lahko
napake enega senzorja nadomestijo z meritvami drugega senzorja  na ta na£in se
£lena dopolnjujeta. Kako to£no senzorske vire medsebojno poveºemo, je odvisno
od metode zlivanja. Ena izmed prvih naprednih metod, ki zdruºuje razli£ne vire in
obenem upo²teva neskladnosti med njimi, se imenuje Kalmanov Filter (KF). Le-ta
se ²e vedno precej uporablja, vendar ne ve£ v originalni izvedbi, temve£ v mnogih
novej²ih razli£icah, kot so na primer Extended KF (EKF), Unscented KF (UKF) in
Complementary EKF (CEKF). Obi£ajno se za zlivanje dodatnih virov, na primer sen-
zorskih modelov, okoljskih tlorisov in referen£nih to£k, uporablja kombinacija Particle
Filter (PF) z EKF [61]. Druga metoda, ki postaja vse bolj priljubljena v zadnjem
£asu, je optimizacija grafa. Metoda temelji na reprezentaciji lokalizacijskega prob-
lema povezanega grafa, kjer vozli²£a predstavljajo stanja (korake), robovi pa meritve,
ki povezujejo vozli²£a. Sistem se nato numeri£no re²uje z iteracijsko metodo linearnih
najmanj²ih kvadratov, ki z vsako ponovitvijo premakne vozli²£a bliºje re²itvi z man-
j²o sistemsko napako (ali z manj²o energijo, £e uporabimo ﬁzikalno notacijo). Opisan
pristop je zelo u£inkovit in ob pravilni zasnovi nima teºav s skaliranjem, £etudi v
lokalizacijski sistem dodamo ve£ virov informacije. Po drugi strani pa je najve£ja
pomanjkljivost NLLS v tem, da zahteva poznavanje za£etnega pogoja, ki ga v vseh
scenarijih morda ni mogo£e oceniti.
A.3.5 Gaussov proces
Metoda Gaussov proces se je prvi£ uporabila za lokalizacijo na osnovi jakosti signalov
pri brezºi£nih telefonih [54]. Od tedaj se je pristop uspe²no uveljavil v lokalizaciji
mobilnih naprav dolgega [55, 17] in modulov RFID kratkega dosega [115], saj daje
rezultate, ki so precej bolj²ih od ostalih alternativ. Tudi v sorodni literaturi [148]
obstaja veliko dejstev, ki govorijo v prid GP pri uporabi za lokalizacijo v zaprtih
prostorih. Proces nudi nadvse ustrezen prikaz nedolo£enosti porazdelitve meritev
v kontinuiranem prostoru. Kot ostale tehnike strojnega u£enja tudi GP zahteva
u£no mnoºico za u£enje modela posameznega senzorja in za ocenjevanje njegovih
parametrov. Parametre modela se lahko dolo£i s pomo£jo standardnih optimizaci-
jskih postopkov, in sicer z maksimizacijo verjetnosti u£nih podatkov glede na njihove




Osnovni namen ve£senzorske fuzije je izbolj²anje natan£nosti in zanesljivosti sistemov.
Vse senzorske meritve so v splo²nem podvrºene tak²nim ali druga£nim napakam. V
kolikor jih ne obravnavamo pravilno, lahko generirajo neoptimalne rezultate. Razvitih
je ºe veliko ²tevilo metod, ki se spopadajo s teºavo u£inkovite fuzije senzorskih virov.
Tehnike, osnovane na PF, imajo obi£ajno teºave s skaliranjem, £e v sistem dodamo ve£
senzorjev. Podobno je tudi pri KF, ker vsebuje teºavno modeliranje za kompleksne
sisteme v resni£nem svetu.
Metode, ki temeljijo na razre²evalcih nelinearnih najmanj²ih kvadratov, je obi£a-
jno enostavno modelirati in nimajo teºav s skaliranjem. Ravno zato so postale zelo
priljubljene v raziskovalnih skupnostih, ki se ukvarjajo z robotiko in ra£unalni²kim
vidom [138, 66, 135]. Na² naslednji korak je bil poiskati na£in, kako predstaviti
lokalizacijski problem kot povezan graf, ki ga lahko nato posredujemo razre²evalcu
NLLS in s tem optimiziramo.
To poglavje opisuje predlagano metodo, ki u£inkovito zliva ve£je ²tevilo senzorskih
virov v kombinaciji z Gaussovim procesom. Slednji deluje kot tehnika strojnega u£enja
in omogo£a pridobitev podatkov o prostorsko koreliranih napakah meritev neposredno
iz u£ne mnoºice vzorcev. Temeljna zahteva na²ega postopka, ki je zagotavljala izvedbo
v realnem £asu, je moºnost efektivnega skaliranja2 in direktne integracije modelov GP .
A.4.1 Lokalizacijski model
Predlagan lokalizacijski model temelji na optimizaciji grafa in vklju£uje ve£senzorsko
fuzijo. Predpostavljamo, da lokalizacijski sistem sestavlja m stati£nih vozli²£ ai =
[xi, yi]
T , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m z znano ali neznano lokacijo in mobilno vozli²£e p = [x, y]T .
Pri vsakem £asovnem zaznamku vozli²£a v grafu predstavljajo neznane pozicije sen-
zorjev. Lokalizacijski sistem lahko predstavimo s povezanim grafom, ki ga prikazuje
slika A.1. Za glavni proces f(·), ki obi£ajno povezuje dve zaporedni senzorski pozi-
ciji, navadno uporabimo enega izmed pedometri£nih modelov, kot sta na primer SHS
ali kinemati£ni ﬁlter PDR s ²estimi prostostnimi stopnjami. Oba za oceno senzor-
2Dodatek novega senzorskega vira v lokalizacijski sistem ne sme znatno vplivati na kompleksnost
in zahtevnost modela.
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Figure A.1: Lokalizacijski sistem je mogo£e izraziti s pomo£jo povezanega
grafa. Krogi {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} predstavljajo neznane lege senzorjev, kvadrati
{ai, i = 1, . . . ,M} pa znane ali neznane lokacije stati£nih vozli²£. Robovi
{gi, i = 1, . . . , P}, ki delujejo kot popravki, prikazujejo meritve ToF, RSS in MFS.
Preostali robovi {fi, i = 1, . . . , N − 1}, ki delujejo kot procesi, povezujejo dve za-
poredni senzorski poziciji in simbolizirajo tako imenovano pedometrijo SHS. Za£etno
stanje vseh krogov predstavlja vektor x0.
jeve hitrosti in smeri zahtevata pogosto vzor£enje enote IMU z devetimi prostostnimi
stopnjami. Popravki g(·) so korekcijske meritve RSS med mobilnim in stati£nimi
vozli²£i, katerih osnovna naloga je povezava senzorjeve lege s podmnoºico stati£nih
vozli²£. Meritve je mogo£e raz²iriti na ostale vire, kot so na primer meritve ToF,
ocene lokalne jakosti magnetnega polja (MFS) ali druge senzorje, ki v lokalizacijski
sistem prispevajo dodatne informacije.
Popravki g(·) so lahko dejanske senzorske meritve ali vrednosti predhodno nau£enih
senzorskih modelov. Natan£nosti in zaneslivosti vseh tipov senzorjev ni mogo£e
izbolj²ati, vendar pa imajo senzorji RSS, ToF in MFS velik potencial za izgradnjo
senzorskih modelov iz zajete u£ne mnoºice vzorcev. Najbolj priporo£ljiva tehnika
strojnega u£enja, ki se uporablja za tvorbo tovrstnih senzorskih modelov, je Gaussov
proces, saj zagotavlja primeren prikaz nedolo£enosti porazdelitve meritev v kon-
tinuiranem prostoru.






(zi − hi(X))R−1i (zi − hi(X)) (A.1)
kjer je X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} niz neznanih pozicij senzorja, zi so meritve, hi(·) mer-
itveni model in Ri ²um meritev. Procesi f(·) in popravki g(·) so skupaj povezani
v niz meritev M . Meritveni model hi(·) za ito meritev izvle£e relevantno stanje iz
X, da napove njeno vrednost. Nato se z upo²tevanjem meritve zi (premik, meritev
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oddaljenosti ali skalar MFS) in kovariance ²uma meritve Ri izra£una vzor£na na-
paka. Lokalizacija se potemtakem izvede z dodelitvijo vrednosti X, tako da je vsota
povpre£nih kvadratov omenjenih napak minimalna. Razre²evalec NLLS nadalje izvede
proces iteracije, kjer se pri vsaki ponovitvi vozli²£a z neznano pozicijo malenkostno
premaknejo v smeri, ki proizvede manj²o napako sistema. Proces re²evanja se prekine,
ko dodatni premiki neznanih stanj vozli²£ ne proizvedejo manj²e napake kot pri pre-
j²nji ponovitvi.
Ker meritveni model hi(·) v ve£ini primerov vklju£uje nelinearne funkcije, mora
razre²evalec venomer iskati lokalni minimum. Splo²na strategija pri re²evanju ne-
linearnih optimizacijskih problemov je razre²itev odseka pribliºkov zadanega prob-
lema. Pri vsaki iteraciji s pomo£jo aproksimacije poi²£emo popravek ∆x vektorja
x. Pri nelinearnih najmanj²ih kvadratih pa lahko pribliºek konstruiramo z uporabo
linearizacije prve stopnje F (x + ∆x) ≈ F (x) + J(x)∆x. Ker je proces linearizacije
zgolj aproksimacija, tovrstni razre²evalci niso optimalni, kar pomeni, da lahko konver-
girajo k manj primernim lokalnim minimumom. Klju£ za pridobitev natan£ne re²itve
je zato v zanesljivi napovedi za£etnih pogojev, ²e posebej z vklju£itvijo GP v NLLS
razre²evalec, s £imer uvedemo v na² sistem znatno nelinearnost. Podrobnej²i opis
ocene za£etnih pogojev najdete v podpoglavju 5.2.7.
A.4.2 Modeli Gaussov proces
Podobno kot ostale tehnike strojnega u£enja tudi Gaussov proces zahteva veliko u£nih
vzorcev za izgradnjo modela za posamezen senzor. Zbiranje u£nih vzorcev obi£ajno
zahteva dodatno opremo, ki zajame dejanske vrednosti vzporedno z meritvami sen-
zorja, za katerega bomo zgradili model GP .
V kontekstu lokalizacije, ki je osnovana na merjenju oddaljenosti, so vhodne vred-
nosti X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} enakovredne legam, pri £emer xi = (xi, yi) predstavlja
dvodimenzionalno (2D) lokacijo, meritve y = {yi, i = 1, . . . , N} pa ustrezajo merit-
vam ToF ali RSS, pridobljenim na teh pozicijah. Prav tako smo zbirali meritve jakosti
magnetnega polja in jih uporabili kot meritve y na vseh lokacijah xi. V primeru
dvodimenzionalnega sledenja pe²cu je navpi£na koordinatna os (z - os) nepotrebna,
kar precej poenostavi model GP , posledi£no pa si ga lahko ljudje veliko laºje pred-
stavljamo.
e predpostavimo medsebojno neodvisnost posameznih stati£nih vozli²£, moramo
model razviti lo£eno tako za vsako vozli²£e kot tudi za vse vrste senzorjev. V na²em
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predlaganem lokalizacijskem sistemu samo izgradili modela ToF in RSS za vsako
stati£no vozli²£e in model MFS za mobilno vozli²£e.
A.4.2.1 Izdelava tabel modelov Gaussovega procesa
Ob predpostavkah, da smo model GP nau£ili na podlagi zbrane u£ne mnoºice, ki se
s £asom ne spreminja, je v ve£ini primerov dovolj, £e nau£imo modele GP le enkrat.
Izjema so sistemi, ki se u£ijo v realnem £asu in prilagajajo ºe obstoje£e predhodno
nau£ene modele [106]. Za posamezen model GP potrebujemo dve tabeli, in sicer za
interference in variance GP . Dimenzija tabele je odvisna od dimenzije modela GP .
Pri problemu lokalizacije v zaprtih prostorih pe²ca se obi£ajno uporabljajo tabele iz
prostora R2, kajti tisti iz R3 zahtevajo tridimenzionalno temeljno informacijo, ki pa
jo je precej teºje pridobiti. Seveda je, £e je to potrebno, mo£ ustvariti tudi ve£dimen-
zionalne tabele.
Tabela vsebuje interferenco in varianco GP za vsak {x, y}ϵROI, kjer ROI pred-
stavlja tako imenovano obmo£je zanimanja (ang. Region-Of-Interest, ROI), ki je v
resnici diskretizirano mreºasto obmo£je celotnega okolja. Taka datote£na struktura,
ki vsebuje informacije o mnoºici tabel, je sestavljena iz ROI, koordinatnih to£k na²e
mreºe in ²tevilnih tabel GP , saj si vsi delijo tako absolutne koordinate kot tudi ROI.
Tovrstno datote£no strukturo si lahko razli£ni procesi, ki se izvajajo v lokalizacijskem
razre²evalcu, med seboj zlahka izmenjujejo.
A.4.2.2 Metode interpolacije
V primeru razre²evalca NLLS je uporaba interpolacijske metode za ocenjevanje vred-
nosti, ki leºijo med diskretnimi to£kami v tabeli, nujno potrebna, saj je premik ∆x
lahko inﬁnitezimalno majhna koli£ina in je ni mogo£e pridobiti iz ustvarjene tabele.
Iz tega razloga je za interpolacijo vrednosti poljubnih leg znotraj ROI klju£no upora-
biti katero izmed omenjenih metod. Za namen izvedbe lokalizacijskega razre²evalca
smo uporabili dve metodi, in sicer bi-linearno ter bi-kubi£no.
A.5 Rezultati
tevilni eksperimenti so bili izvedeni v razli£nih okoljih, od manj²ih pisarn na Univer-
sity College London do ve£jih prostorov, ki so vsebovali precej²nje ²tevilo premi£nih
objektov oz. ljudi. Vse analize so temeljile na resni£nih podatkih, zajetih z razvitim
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lokalizacijskim sistemom. Raz²irljiv in nadgradljiv sistem nam je omogo£al ²tevilne
eksperimente z razli£nimi konﬁguracijami sistema ter s tem analizo robustnosti in
efektivnost razvitih algoritmov.
Nekaj deset milijonov IMU, ToF in RSS meritev je bilo zajetih med raziskovalnimi
eksperimenti. Rezultati so razdeljeni v tri skupine: prva skupina zajema rezultate,
pridobljene z analizami NLLS razre²evalnika; druga skupina vsebuje rezultate analiz
nad modeli in tabelami GP ; in zadnja skupina vsebuje rezultate, dobljene pri analizi
metode za zajem dejanske informacije, ki je bila razvita v namen poenostavitve tega
opravila.
Poglavitni rezultat senzorske fuzije je prikazan na sliki: A.2, in rezultat PDR
korekcije je prikazan na sliki: A.3. Ostali rezultati so podrobneje predstavljeni v 8.
poglavju.
Multi-sensor fusion combination







































'gp' -         Gaussian process predicted
'r' -            Raw range measurements
'ALL' -      gpToF + gpRSS + gpMFS + rToF + rRSS
'gpTRM' - gpToF + gpRSS + gpMFS
'gpTR' -    gpToF + gpRSS
Figure A.2: Srednja vrednost lokalizacijske napake glede na razli£ne kombinacije sen-
zorske fuzije, pridobljene s pomo£jo NLLS razre²evalnika. Vrednosti znotraj kvadra-
tov predstavljajo £as razre²evanja v sekundah. Fuzija vseh senzorjev, vklju£no z
modeli GP , je generirala natan£nost lokalizacije v rangu 0.5m in najmanj²e ²tevilo
ocenjenih lokacij zunaj sprejemljivega obmo£ja.
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(a) Intenziteta referen£nih to£k v odvisnosti
od RMSE poti.
Avgerage travel between landmarks (m)





















(b) Povpre£na prepotovana razdalja med referen£n-
imi to£kami v odvisnosti od RMSE poti.
Distance East (m)



























(c) NLLS korigirana PDR pot.
Figure A.3: Intenziteta referen£nih to£k v odvisnosti od RMSE poti je prikazana na
a). Razvita NLLS korekcijska metoda generira natan£nej²e rezultate v primerjavi z
obema linear in radial korekcijskima metodama. Na sliki b) je viden podoben rezul-
tat, vendar smo tukaj primerjali povpre£no prepotovano razdaljo med referen£nimi
to£kami v odvisnosti od RMSE poti. NLLS korekcijska metoda ponovno prikazuje
mnogo bolj²e rezultate v primerjavi z alternativami. Na sliki c) so vidna za£etna
stanja, pridobljena z metodo PDR (zelena krivulja) in NLLS korigiran rezultat (modra
krivulja) z vklju£enimi referen£nimi to£kami.
A.6 Sklepne ugotovitve
A.6.1 Povzetek rezultatov
Glavni namen tega dela je bilo raziskati moºnosti za izbolj²anje lokalizacijskih siste-
mov v zaprtih prostorih. Pri tem smo uporabili splo²en pristop ter posku²ali razumeti
in izvesti ne le delen, temve£ celovit lokalizacijski sistem. Na²e raziskovalno podro£je
je tako obsegalo vse od nizko-nivojske kalibracije senzorjev do naprednih algoritmov
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in metod v najnaprednej²ih lokalizacijskih sistemih. Poleg tega smo znatno koli£ino
£asa porabili tudi za prakti£no izvedbo lokalizacijskega sistema, ki je omogo£al eksper-
imente v realnem svetu in ne samo izvajanje simulacij. Upo²tevanje zastavljenih ciljev
je vodilo do petih temeljnih prispevkov disertacije, ki so naslednji:
1. Razvoj stabilnega in u£inkovitega modela ve£senzorske fuzije.
2. Razvoj metode, ki poenostavi pridobivanje podatkov o temeljni informaciji.
3. Zmanj²anje obsega strojne opreme, potrebne za lokalizacijski sistem, z uporabo
pametne postavitve stati£nih vozli²£ in ve£stopenjskih kalibracijskih metod.
4. Analiza obstoje£ih lokalizacijskih sistemov in razli£ne kombinacije le-teh.
5. Izvedba lokalizacijskega sistema, ki omogo£a hitre in u£inkovite raziskovalne
eksperimente.
Poglavje 5 opisuje glavne prispevke doktorske disertacije. Razvit model za lokalizacijo
v zaprtih prostorih u£inkovito povezuje ve£ senzorskih virov. Temelji na problemu
reprezentacije grafa, ki je optimiziran z metodo nelinearnih najmanj²ih kvadratov
(NLLS). Model je zgrajen na u£inkovit in raz²irljiv na£in, zato nima ra£unskih prob-
lemov, ko je v sistem vklju£enih ve£ senzorskih virov. Predlagan je bil ²e u£inkovitej²i
na£in, kako model GP integrirati v NLLS razre²evalnik. Z uporabo te izbolj²ave se
je zahtevnost procesov zmanj²ala iz O(N3) na O(1), kar omogo£a, da se lokalizaci-
jski razre²evalnik izvaja v realnem £asu. Glavna izbolj²ava pri integraciji modelov
GP v NLLS razre²evalnik je bila njihova transformacija v tabele, saj so tako vsi
modeli vnaprej izra£unani. To pomeni, da je branje vrednosti zanje zgolj ra£unanje
indeksov. Glede na naravo NLLS razre²evalnikov, kjer mora biti x posodobljen z
x ← x +△x in kjer je △x lahko neskon£no majhna razdalja, je potrebna tabela z
neskon£no majhnimi koraki, kar ni optimalno. Za re²itev tega problema smo predla-
gali uporabo bi-kubi£ne interpolacijske metode, kjer smo pridobili vrednosti iz tabel
GP za katerekoli od lokaciji. Rezultati eksperimentov so pokazali, da so lahko tabele
GP u£inkovito uporabljene brez izgube vidne natan£nosti. Predlagani modeli so bili
potrjeni z velikem ²tevilu eksperimentov v realnem svetu in prav tako s simuliranimi
podatkih. Prvotna razli£ica razvitega lokalizacijskega razre²evalnika je bila kasneje
nadgrajena v verzijo, ki se izvaja v realnem £asu. Ta razli£ica je manj optimalna, saj
so napovedi bolj omejene v primerjavi z lokalizacijo nad ºe zajetimi podatki. Kljub
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temu je bil lokalizacijski sistem v realnem £asu zmoºen dose£i pribliºno 1m lokalizaci-
jske napake, medtem ko je bila natan£nost lokalizacijskega sistema, ki potrebuje ºe
predhodno zajete podatke, 0.5m.
V 4. poglavju je predstavljen drugi glavni prispevek doktorske disertacije. To je
poenostavljena metoda za zbiranje podatkov o temeljni informaciji (ang. ground truth
data). Osnova le-te je klju£nega pomena pri gradnji natan£nih modelov GP . V ve£ini
primerov je za zbiranje teh podatkov uporabljena draga oprema vzporedno z osnovnim
lokalizacijskim sistemom. V ta namen je bila predstavljena nova metoda, ki temelji na
ﬁltru PDR za zbiranje neposredno pridobljenih podatkov brez uporabe drage opreme
oz. opreme, ki jo je teºko pripraviti. Metoda je izbolj²ana razli£ica linearne in radi-
alne korekcijske metode. Ta metoda uporablja obstoje£ senzor, name²£en pri stopalu,
da oceni uporabnikovo pot. Nelinearnost in nenehno lezenje senzorskega signala vpli-
vata na natan£nost senzorja, zato morajo biti dolgoro£ne poti korigirane. Predlagana
re²itev za korekcijo uporabnikove poti je bila uporaba razpoznavnih to£k z znano
pozicijo, po tem, ko so bili podatki ºe zajeti. Absoluten poloºaj razpoznavnih to£k
preslika uporabnikovo pot v globalni koordinatni sistem in popravi odseke poti med
razpoznavnimi to£kami. Rezultat so poti, ki ustrezajo razpoznavnim to£kam z mini-
malno napako. Za re²itev tega problema smo ponovno uporabili NLLS razre²evalnik.
Deﬁnirali smo kriterijske funkcije (ang. CostFunctions) za premik, orientacijo, lezenje
ºiroskopa in poloºaj razpoznavnih to£k. Predhodne re²itve so neodvisno obravnavale
inercialno lezenje za vsak £asovni segment, kar je omogo£alo ra£unsko u£inkovite al-
goritme na ra£un manj optimalne kompenzacije. Predlagana NLLS re²itev ocenjuje
lezenje senzorskih signalov skupaj z danim nizom referen£nih to£k med celotno potjo
in ne samo na posameznem odseku. S tem pristopom smo dosegli veliko bolj²i rezul-
tat v primerjavi z linearno in radialno korekcijsko metodo. NLLS metoda dovoljuje
manj kot eno razpoznavno to£ko na 100m2, da zgradimo natan£en model GP , ki bo
generiral manj kot 1m RMS lokalizacijske napake.
V 3. in 6. poglavju smo predstavili raziskovalno delo, ki je bilo izvedeno na
minimizaciji potrebne strojne opreme v sistemu za lokalizacijo v zaprtih prostorih.
Aplicirali smo ve£nivojske kalibracijske postopke za IMU senzorje in RF sprejemnike
oz. oddajnike. Eden izmed ciljev pri kalibraciji je bil, da se izvede brez posebej drage
opreme. V ta namen smo uporabili najsodobnej²e kalibracijske algoritme, da smo
lahko ocenili napake senzorjev in jih kasneje uporabili za zmanj²anje vpliva nelin-
earnosti v senzorjih. Drug cilj pri optimiziranju potrebnega ²tevila strojne opreme
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v lokalizacijskem sistemu je bila raziskati, kje postaviti ﬁksna vozli²£a. Hipoteza je
bila, da so nekateri predeli v okolju primernej²i za postavitev ﬁksnih vozli²£, vendar
je v primeru, kjer so uporabljena ²tevilna tovrstna vozli²£a, precej zahtevno ocen-
iti njihov optimalen poloºaj. To je vodilo v razvoj tretjega NLLS razre²evalnika, ki
sku²a minimizirati napako izbrane postavitve. Deﬁnirali smo kriterijske funkcije za
razdaljo med vozli²£i, pokritost obmo£ja, verjetnost za napake, povzro£ene zaradi ra-
zli£nih poti signala, ter mesta, kjer lahko postavimo ﬁksna vozli²£a. Identiﬁcirali smo
prostore v okolju, za katere smo pri£akovali, da bodo bolj zasedeni. Temu primerno
je bil uteºen prostor, v katerem smo postavili ﬁksna vozli²£a. Glede na izvedene sim-
ulacije se je razdalja med ﬁksnimi vozli²£i izkazala za najpomembnej²i dejavnik pri
ohranjanju ve£je natan£nosti rezultatov, predvsem zaradi izbranega tipa trilateraci-
jske metode, ki oceni pozicijo mobilnega vozli²£a na podlagi meritev, pridobljenih z
ve£ ﬁksnih vozli²£. e razdalje med ﬁksnimi vozli²£i niso maksimalne, potem bodo
lokacije vozli²£ kolinearno odvisne, kar se izkaºe v ve£ji negotovosti pri ocenjevanju
poloºaja. Pri£akovan zaklju£ek je bil zadovoljiti zahteve po maksimalni razdalji med
ﬁksnimi vozli²£i in jih postaviti ve£inoma v kote prostora. V primeru, ko smo upora-
bili ve£ vozli²£, kot je bilo razpoloºljivih kotov v prostoru, je izvedena simulacija
pokazala, da podvojena vozli²£a dajo bolj²e rezultate, kot £e bi jih postavili nekje
vmes med obstoje£a vozli²£a.
V 2. poglavju so predstavljene obstoje£e re²itve za problem lokalizacije v za-
prtih prostorih, medtem ko smo v 8. poglavju predstavili, katere od znanih re²itev
so bile zdruºene s predlaganimi re²itvami doktorske disertacije. V prvem delu so
predstavljeni modeli, ki temeljijo na trivialni trilateracijski metodi, na Kalmanovem
ﬁltru in ²iroko uporabljenem Particle Filter. Najobseºneje smo raziskali PF, saj je
najbolj podoben predlagani re²itvi NLLS implementacije. Predstavili smo prednosti
in slabosti lokalizacijskih modelov ter predlagali potencialne izbolj²ave. V drugem
delu smo se osredoto£ili na zdruºitev (fuzijo) znanih metod s predlaganim NLLS
razre²evalnikom. Potreba po tem procesu se je pokazala iz na²ega cilja po oceni za-
£etnih stanj. Natan£na za£etna stanja so klju£ do zagotovitve konvergentnosti NLLS
razre²evalnika. Metoda za oceno za£etnih stanj je zato bila lo£ena od lokalizaci-
jskega razre²evalnika, da smo lahko pridobili bolj²e rezultate. Glavna predpostavka
je bila uporaba obstoje£ega algoritma, s katerim smo ocenili za£etno uporabnikovo
lokacijo. Slednja je bila dovedena NLLS razre²evalniku, kjer se je izvedla kon£na
korekcija uporabnikove lokacije. Analizirali smo metode za oceno za£etnih stanj na
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podlagi relativne SHS ali PDR uporabnikove tirnice, trilateracijske metode, metode
PF v kombinaciji s SHS in izbolj²anim PF. Pridobljeni rezultati so pokazali najve£jo
natan£nost za£etnih stanj, kjer je bil uporabljen izbolj²ani PF. Ne samo natan£nost,
temve£ tudi £as izvajanja je bil bolj²i v primerjavi s splo²nim PF. Do izbolj²ave je
pri²lo predvsem zaradi rabe tabel GP namesto modelov GP .
V 7. poglavju je predstavljena zgradba celotnega lokalizacijskega sistema, ki je
bil razvit za izvedbo ²tevilnih raziskovalnih eksperimentov. Razvoj strojne opreme,
vgrajenega sistema in aplikacije nam omogo£ajo popoln nadzor nad lokalizacijskim
sistemom. Razvit sistem je modularen, raz²irljiv in konﬁgurabilen ter je bil osnovno
orodje za izvedbo eksperimentov v resni£nem okolju, pod razli£nimi testnimi pogoji.
Vsi podatki so zbrani na osebnem ra£unalniku v realnem £asu, kjer so ali shranjeni
za nadaljnje analize ali obdelani v namen ocene uporabnikove lokacije. Moºnost kas-
nej²ega procesiranja podatkov je bila klju£na za razvoj in ovrednotenje predlaganih
lokalizacijskih modelov, saj smo se lahko izognili ponavljajo£i se izvedbi enakega
eksperimenta v resni£nem okolju. Programska oprema je bila izdelana na lo£enih
nivojih, s £imer smo prepre£ili po£asno izvedbo lokalizacijskega modela. Lokalizaci-
jski algoritmi potekajo v ozadju, medtem ko uporabni²ki vmesnik skrbi za nemoteno
upravljanje z lokalizacijskim sistemom. Interakcije zajemajo konﬁguracijo vgrajenega
sistema, ki meri razdaljo med vozli²£i in zajema inercialne podatke, prav tako pa tudi
izris vseh senzorskih podatkov v realnem £asu. Izvajanje u£inkovitih eksperimentov
je zahtevalo neposredno vizualizacijo, ki prikazuje odziv sistema na razli£ne konﬁg-
uracijske parametre. Vsi kompleksnej²i algoritmi so napisani v programskem jeziku
C++ in zdruºeni v knjiºnice, zato da smo pridobili u£inkovitej²e izvajanje in da so
lahko neposredno uporabljeni v drugih sistemih. Uporabni²ki vmesnik za upravl-
janje z razvitimi knjiºnicami je bil razvit v Matlabu in programskem jeziku C#. Za
prepre£itev trajnega razvijanja algoritmov, ki se izvedejo samo enkrat, kot npr. u£enje
modela GP ocena za£etnega stanja, smo le-te razvili v Matlabu.
Prispevki disertacije so bili objavljeni v znanstveni reviji in konferen£nem £lanku,
razvit lokalizacijski sistem pa je bil uporabljen na Microsoftovem tekmovanju lokalizacije
v zaprtih prostorih. Kljub tem napredkom ostaja odprtih veliko problemov. V nasled-
njem poglavju navajamo ²tevilne usmeritve za nadaljnje raziskovanje.
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A.6.2 Nadaljnje delo
Kot smo uspeli pokazati, tabele GP v kombinaciji z optimizacijo grafov ºe dajo zelo
spodbudne rezultate, vendar lahko kljub temu nadaljujemo raziskave na podro£ju
izbolj²anja lokalizacijskih sistemov v zaprtih prostorih. Na podlagi tega smo iz-
postavili tri speciﬁ£ne smernice raziskav, ki obetajo raz²iritev znanstvenega podro£ja
lokalizacije:
 IMU matrika: Delo, predstavljeno v [119, 120], je zelo obetavna usmeritev za
izbolj²anje sistemov PDR. Nizkocenovni senzorji postajajo vse manj²i, vendar
²e vedno niso dovolj zanesljivi in stabilni v dalj²ih £asovnih intervalih. Pred-
lagana re²itev je uporaba matrike senzorjev IMU. Z uporabo najnaprednej²ih
fuzijskih metod lahko zmanj²amo napake senzorjev, ker se slednji med seboj
nadome²£ajo. Nadalje, £e senzorje razpr²imo po podplatu £evlja, to lahko
prispeva k izgradnji bolj temeljitega kinemati£nega modela, ki bo imel ve£jo
natan£nost in zanesljivost pri integraciji korakov.
 SLAMAC: V 3. poglavju smo predstavili metode umerjanja senzorjev. To
opravilo zahteva dodatno delo in mora biti izvedeno pred za£etkom uporabe
sistema. V nekaterih primerih parametrov ni mo£ predhodno kompenzirati,
saj so odvisni od trenutne situacije, ki se skozi £as spreminja. V ta namen je
predstavljena ideja o hkratnem umerjanju senzorjev med izvajanjem sistema.
V 4. poglavju smo ºe razvili metodo, ki nadome²£a lezenje signala giroskopa
med delovanjem, vendar ne vseh ostalih parametrov. Izkazalo se je, da mora
razre²evalec NLLS oceniti vrednost 55ih parametrov, £e ºelimo kompenzirati
celoten sistem PDR. Raz²irjena razli£ica predlagane metode je metoda hkratne
lokalizacije in kartiranja in umerjanja (ang. Simultaneous Localisation and Map-
ping and Calibration, SLAMAC ). Kot ºe ime pove, je to metoda, ki sama zgradi
zemljevid okolja in kalibrira senzorje v sistemu, med samim izvajanjem sis-
tema. Glede na zahtevnost problema in pomanjkanje literature na to temo
lahko ocenimo, da gre za zelo zahteven problem, ki potrebuje ²iroko matem-
ati£no in tehni£no znanje.
 Izbolj²ava realno-£asnega lokalizacijskega sistema: Na koncu poglavja
5 smo predstavili verzijo lokalizacijskega sistema, ki se izvaja v realnem £asu.
Sistem je dobro zasnovan z ve£ nivoji izvajanja algoritmov, vendar ima teºave
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pri oceni pozicije ter smeri med prehodnim obdobjem. Tirnica PDR je ²e ne-
orientirana in zato ima razre²evalec NLLS velik problem, preden dobi zadostno
²tevilo podatkov, da lahko translira tirnico v globalni koordinatni sistem. Ta
problem se lahko omili z uporabo razli£nih metod med prehodnim obdobjem,
ki so na splo²no manj natan£ne, vendar v £asu prehodnega obdobja zmanj²ajo
moºnost za napa£ne rezultate. Nadaljnje moºnosti izbolj²ave so moºne s pamet-
nej²im upo²tevanjem zgodovine. Na primer, £e uporabnik ponovno pre£ka isto
mesto v okolju, lahko to upo²tevamo in popravimo tako sedanjo lokacijo kot tudi
predhodno. Zadnjo obetavno izbolj²avo vidimo pri raz²iritvi mobilnih vozli²£ z
vklju£itvijo funkcionalnosti iz stati£nih vozli²£. V tem primeru dobimo mobilna
vozli²£a, ki nosijo informacije stati£nih vozli²£, kar lahko ponovno uporabimo v
lokalizacijskem modelu in ga tako izbolj²amo.
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